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ABSTRACT
In Her Own Hands: How Girls and Women Used the Piano to Chart their Futures,
Expand Women’s Roles, and Shape Music in America, 1880-1920
by Sarah F. Litvin

Advisor: David Nasaw

American girls and women used the parlor piano to reshape their lives between 1880 and 1920, the years
when the instrument reached the height of its commercial and cultural popularity. Newspapers, memoirs,
biographies, women’s magazines, personal papers, and trade publications show that female pianists
engaged in public-facing piano play and work in pursuit of artistic expression, economic gain, selfactualization, social mobility, and social change. These motivations drove many to use their piano skills
to play beyond the parlor, by studying in conservatory, working as classical and popular music performers
and composers, founding and teaching at schools, working as department store demonstrators, movie
theater accompanists, and settlement house workers, among other things. In the process, these girls and
women created or expanded opportunities for women in society at large. Native-born white, AfricanAmerican, and Jewish-American girls and women employed different strategies to pursue their aims, and
focusing on these three groups reveals how race, social class, geographic location, age, marital status and
more shaped female pianists’ options. Rather than seeing the commercialization of the parlor piano as a
reification of domestic values imposed upon American girls or the swell in parlor piano sales as an
indication of women's eagerness to adhere to existing gender norms, this dissertation traces how
American girls and women converted the piano into a tool and conduit for their far-flung ambitions. “In
Her Own Hands” offers new insight into how American girls and women from diverse backgrounds
emerged into new societal roles between 1880 and 1920.
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Introduction
In every corner of the country between the 1880s and 1920s, the fingers of girls and
women perched on piano keys. Whether they crawled through halting scales, leapt to the notes of
soaring concertos, or strode the bass of the latest ragtime hit, women of different races, classes,
ages, religions, marital statuses, and hometowns played. We know so, in part, because listeners
complained. Parents and teachers demanded “Practice!” and insisted that girls play certain pieces
and styles. When they complied, neighbors issued noise complaints to the health department
claiming, as Mrs. Costeros did in 1894, that “Thursday nights, guests arrived late” at her
neighbors’ house and the sound of the piano meant “sleep was absolutely impossible.”1
Publications ranging from the Yiddish language Daily Forward to the African-American
Chicago Defender to the music magazine The Etude described women’s playing as “pounding,”
“thumping,” “screeching,” and published cartoons of girls and women driving away parents,
potential suitors, neighbors and even servants through their less-than-sonorous playing.2
This dissertation heads into the heart of this cacophony to ask why so many girls and
women returned to the keys day after day, and how they realized that playing could change their
lives. Between 1880 and 1920, girls and women used the piano as a tool to burst forth from the
parlor in pursuit of far-flung, dynamic dreams. In the process, they expanded opportunities for
women in American society at large, and contributed to the development of American music in
significant ways.

1

“Friction in a Swell Flat,” The World, January 11, 1894; “Another Complaint Against Price,” New-York Tribune,
October 24, 1894; “Mrs. Sallade In Disguise,” August 31, 1894.
2
“Cannot Endure the Piano: Chinese Servant Gives Notice When Employer’s Daughter Gets Old Enoguh to
Practice,” The Chicago Defender, June 29, 1912; “The Jazzomaniac and Her Victim,” The Etude, August 1926.;
Forward, April, 1904 quoted in Irving Howe, World of Our Fathers: The Journey of the East European Jews to
America and the Life They Found and Made (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1976), 127.
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Gender, Class and the Piano in America
The piano was large and expensive, and therefore connoted status from the beginning. It
was particularly associated with women because a lady could sit at the piano demurely. It would
not require her to spread her legs, like the cello; or threaten to ruin the shape of her mouth, like
the flute.3 The piano-playing young woman evidenced idleness, accomplishment, and therefore
gentility in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Europe. Many of these meanings carried over to
America before the Civil War, when pianos were luxury items that were either imported from
Europe or handcrafted at one of the few American piano firms.4
In the mid-nineteenth century, manufacturers developed new methods that democratized
access to pianos by bringing down the price and quality of uprights. W.W. Kimball opened a
piano company in Chicago in 1857 in order to put the instrument, “within the reach of the farmer
on his prairie, the miner in his cabin the fisherman in his hut…” Piano manufacturer D.H.
Baldwin and others pioneered a new business strategy called the “installment plan,” an option to
buy on credit, and capitalized on the wildly successful model of traveling sewing machine
salesmen to recruit new, less wealthy, piano customers. By 1875, the English language American
Israelite declared, “In these days the piano is almost as great a necessity in a well-ordered
household, as a wash-tub…[this is] an age of universal piano-playing.”5
To expand the piano market further still, New York-based manufacturer Alfred Dolge
developed new parts and methods to produce felt and sounding boards, enabling the production
of ever-cheaper upright pianos in the 1880s. Pianos’ price and sound quality plummeted with
3

Arthur Loesser, Men, Women and Pianos: A Social History (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1954); Stuart Isacoff,
A Natural History of the Piano: The Instrument, the Music, the Musicians--from Mozart to Modern Jazz and
Everything in Between (Vintage, 2012); James Parakilas, Piano Roles: A New History of the Piano (Yale University
Press, 2002).
4
Alfred Dolge, Pianos and Their Makers: A Comprehensive History of the Development of the Piano From the
Monochord to the Concert Grand Player Piano (New York: Covina Publishing Company, 1911), 179.
5
“Piano Manufacturing,” The American Israelite, February 26, 1875.
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these new techniques, inspiring journalist Monroe Rosenfeld, in 1885, to liken the sound of their
playing to the clanging of tin pans.6 The entire piano industry, as well as the sheet music
business that supported it, soon earned the name “Tin Pan Alley.” In 1894, New York Sunday
World reported an ongoing investigation of a new brand of “piano swindlers” who were preying
on “newcomers to New York in search of…a piano” by installing stencils “on cheap
instruments.” That is, to dupe unsophisticated customers into believing that they were getting a
bargain on a Steinway & Sons instrument, these manufacturers would stencil on “Steinweg” or
“Steinvey.”7 The lowest-end instruments were imprinted with no maker’s information, which
absolved the makers of any guarantee on their performance.
Who was buying and playing these cheap pianos? While no records remain to give a
definitive answer, anecdotal evidence, scholarly speculation, as well as the large advertisements
in publications aimed at poor and working class Jewish and African-American populations
suggest that Americans from many backgrounds were, by 1893, piano purchasers. According to
the Leavenworth Herald out of Kansas in 1894, "It's a mighty poor colored family that hasn't got
some kind of tin pan called piano nowadays."8 And the New York- based Yiddish language
newspaper, Yiddishes Tageblatt reported in 1899, “In a large proportion of the tenements of the
East Side...pianos are to be seen in the dingy rooms.”9 In newspaper advertisements, firms nearly

6

Kenneth Kanter Aaron, “The Jews of Tin Pan Alley, 1910-1940,” American Jewish Archives 34, no. 1 (1982): 3,
http://americanjewisharchives.org/publications/journal/PDF/1982_34_01_00_kanter.pdf.
7
Craig H. Roell, The Piano in America, 1890-1940 (Chapel Hill, NC: The University of North Carolina Press,
1991), 74–78; “Piano Swindlers,” The World, February 3, 1894.
8
David Suisman, Selling Sounds: The Commercial Revolution in American Music (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
University Press, 2012), 20.
9
Moses Rischin, The Promised City: New York’s Jews, 1870-1914, Revised Edition (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
University Press, 1977), 92.
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always offered the details for buying the instrument on credit and competed with each other by
throwing in incentives such as sheet music and a bench or lessons.10
No longer able to market “tin pan” pianos for their craftsmanship or quality sound to
these new audiences, manufacturers amplified the piano’s social meaning to drive sales. They
sold the promise of feminine leisured gentility by prominently featuring non-ethnic, whiteskinned female pianists seated at the parlor piano in their advertisements. [Figure 1] Piano
historian Craig Roell described this figure as representing “a Victorian ideal, an intriguing blend
of the work ethic, the cult of domesticity, the moral value of music, and of course, middle-class
social life.”11 For those with social aspirations, the message was clear: to play a piano was to be,
or become, a lady. And to be a lady was to look and act like the women depicted in piano
advertisements.

Women, Technology, and Gender Roles
At the same time as advertisers were using an idealized vision of “lady” to market their
wares, American women were harnessing new technologies, including the piano, to emerge from
the home in pursuit of leisure. As streets became illuminated in the late nineteenth century, elites
began relaxing their elaborate rituals of social calling, formal home dining and dressing. They
used and claimed public space in new ways, by driving in cars, dining in restaurants, and staying
out late at concerts and shows.12 New domestic appliances powered by gas and, eventually,
electricity, cut down on cooking and cleaning time, which saved non-elite women time for
10 See

Yiddishes Tageblatt, December 14, 1911, Jewish Daily Forward, September 13, 1913. For free music lessons,
see The Colored American Magazine, 1904. Fiction of the era is filled with stories of poor families who stretch their
budgets thin in order to afford a piano. See, for example, “The Musical Sacrifice” The New York World, March 30,
1894.
11
Roell, The Piano in America, 1890-1940, 27.
12
Maureen E. Montgomery, Displaying Women: Spectacles of Leisure in Edith Wharton’s New York, 1 edition
(New York: Routledge, 1998).
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leisure, too. They created their own kinds of fun, including trips to amusement parks, shopping,
and movies.13 Working-class families jumped at the opportunity to purchase mass-produced
items and pursue accomplishments that powerfully signified gentility. Scholars including
Andrew Heinze, Kathy Peiss, Nan Enstad and others have shown that purchasing goods was a
primary way that new immigrants, especially, learned to “fit in.”14 Yet, as Lizbeth Cohen has
argued, working-class families purchased goods as part of “material compromise” in which
“traditional cultural values and new consumer benefits could coexist.”15 That is, women
integrated new goods into their own patterns of work, leisure, and markers of social status.16
Middle-class and working-class women also harnessed new technologies to go out to
work. As historian Joanne Meyerowitz and others have shown, thousands of single unmarried
native-born white women boarded trains to migrate to cities looking for independence and selfactualization between the 1880s and the 1930s. Often these women opted to live together in
boarding houses where they shared resources and served as each others’ safety nets, appeared on
public streets wearing pert uniforms, and descended en mass upon streetcars and lunch counters
during rush hours.17 At the same time, twenty-five million European immigrants also boarded
steamships in search of work on American shores, and many sent both sons and daughters out to
work in new high-rise factories of American cities. Of these, Jews from Eastern Europe were the
13

Kathy Peiss, Cheap Amusements: Working Women and Leisure in Turn-of-the-Century New York, Reprint edition
(Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1986).
14
Andrew R. Heinze, Adapting to Abundance: Jewish Immigrants, Mass Consumption, and the Search for
American Identity (Columbia University Press, 1992); Peiss, Cheap Amusements; Nan Enstad, Ladies of Labor,
Girls of Adventure: Working Women, Popular Culture, and Labor Politics at the Turn of the Twentieth Century
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1999).
15
Lizabeth A. Cohen, “Embellishing a Life of Labor: An Interpretation of the Material Culture of American
Working-Class Homes, 1885–1915,” Journal of American Culture 3, no. 4 (1980): 772,
https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1542-734X.1980.0304_752.x.
16 In her book Women and the City, Sarah Deutch shows that, as women took on new roles in society between 1870
and 1930, they created new spaces and institutions “to mediate between the privacy of the parlor and the public
nature of the city.” (Deutch, Women and the City, 15)
17
Joanne J. Meyerowitz, Women Adrift: Independent Wage Earners in Chicago, 1880-1930, 1 edition (University
Of Chicago Press, 1991).
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immigrant group with the highest proportion of women.18 Additionally, from 1910, thousands of
African-Americans boarded trains from the South, heading to points North and West where
many found jobs as domestics. African-American women outnumbered men in nearly every
urban area in the early decades of the Great Migration. In New York in 1905, for each 100 black
men there were 124 black women.19

The Female Pianist in the Media
Working-class families’ adoption of a once-elite luxury goods and women’s inroads into
public space created push-back and debates over whether—and how far—American lines of
gender, class, and culture could or should be blurred. These debates played out in newspaper
articles, short stories published in magazines, the covers of sheet music and wherever social
commentators discussed social changes. To make their cases, traditionalists and reformers alike
converted the female pianist into a stereotypical figure to represent proper or improper roles for
women in society, including the parlor-bound “True Woman,” the public-facing “New Woman,”
the immigrant materialist, or the working-class flirt.
Some presented the female pianist as the “True Woman” who used the parlor as the
sanctuary to exert her moral authority over the home. In 1897-1898, the publication Ladies Home
Journal published a series of six illustrations called “The American Woman” to “portray six
types of American Woman as she is.” A female pianist featured prominently in two. “The
18

45.6% of Jewish immigrants were women and 24% were children between 1904-1914. Jews were the immigrant
group with the highest proportion of women at the time. For comparison, 75% of Italian and 90% of Greek
immigrants to the U.S. were men between 1900 and 1910. Annie Polland and Daniel Soyer, Emerging Metropolis:
New York Jews in the Age of Immigration, 1840-1920, Reprint edition (NYU Press, 2015).
19
Jacqueline Jones, Labor of Love, Labor of Sorrow: Black Women, Work, and the Family, from Slavery to the
Present, Second Edition edition (New York, NY: Basic Books, 2009), 153–56.; Victoria W. Wolcott, “‘Bible, Bath,
and Broom’: Nannie Helen Burroughs’s National Training School and African-American Racial Uplift,” Journal of
Women’s History 9, no. 1 (1997): 88–110; Hasia R. Diner, Hungering for America: Italian, Irish, and Jewish
Foodways in the Age of Migration (Harvard University Press, 2003).
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Woman in the Home,” [Figure 2] depicted a daughter’s piano playing as the soundtrack to
familial bliss and cultural refinement. “The Beauty of Motherhood” [Figure 3] offered a
complementary, sequential vision of home and family. It depicted a young mother at the parlor
piano, but turned away, hands holding her baby. Women played, these images suggested, out of a
selfless desire to nurture and inculcate morality in their homes.20
Those who advocated for new roles for women used the figure of the “piano girl” to
critique what they saw as an outdated ideal of idle femininity. In 1883, a religious JewishAmerican periodical entitled The Sabbath Visitor suggested, “a barricade could be made with a
million pianos, and that it could be shot at with bombshells. Every girl of the educated classes
loses half of her youth playing the piano…”21 And in 1904, African-American reformer Fannie
Barrier-Williams wrote in the Colored American magazine: “How narrow was [women’s]
sphere!” when “piano playing was an accomplishment” that inculcated “soul-destroying
idleness.”22 Those who continued to play the parlor piano, these critics believed, were airbrained dilettantes, lazy homemakers, noisy menaces, and worse.23
As women increasingly appeared in American society as pianists outside the home at the
turn of the century, new kinds of representations emerged that represented the female pianist as a
“New Woman.” The Ladies’ Home Journal offered a five-part syndicated cautionary tale that ran
from November 1898 through March 1899 featuring a female pianist who left the home as a
selfish “New Woman.” Four girls take up a New York apartment to pursue their respective
career goals as a painter, musician, actor, and illustrator. The musician, Cecelia, eventually
20

Carolyn Kitch, “The American Woman Series: Gender and Class in ‘The Ladies’’ Home Journal," 1897.,’”
Journalism and Mass Communication Quarterly 75, no. 2 (1999): 243–62.
21
Melissa R. Klapper, Jewish Girls Coming of Age in America, 1860-1920 (New York: NYU Press, 2005), 200.
22
Fannie Barrier Williams, “Industrial Education--Will It Solve the Negro Problem?,” The Colored American
Magazine, 1904, 492.
23
Barrier Williams, “Industrial Education--Will It Solve the Negro Problem?”
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places business cards in piano and music stores and purchases advertisements in three papers:
“Lessons given on piano and harp by me.” At the end of the season, each girl explains why she
has come to see that her choice to pursue a career in art rather than become a homemaker was
selfish: one has not been helping her mother with young children at home, another knows she has
cost her family too much money, a third has adopted a friend’s baby and found that far more
gratifying than art, and musician Cecelia is now engaged. While the Ladies’ Home Journal
presented the female pianist in the home as the epitome of respectability, the female pianist who
used the instrument to leave the home became a selfish “New Woman.”24
By contrast, those who celebrated women’s expanded roles in society also pointed to the
female pianist playing outside the home as evidence of their advances. Writing in 1904, music
critic James Huneker wrote, “Passed away is the piano girl…the new girl is too busy to play the
piano unless she has the gift... We listen to her, for we know that this is an age of specialization,
an age when woman is coming into her own, be it nursing, electoral suffrage, or the writing of
plays…”25 For Huneker, the professional female pianist who played not as an “accomplishment”
but as a “specialty” embodied the spirit and ethos of the “New Woman,” and should be lauded.
The populations new to playing the piano in the early twentieth century, including
immigrant and working-class girls and women, also inspired new media representations. In the
Yiddish short story by Israel Zevin, “Chaim Buys his Daughter a Piano,” for example, the pianoplaying immigrant represents a social-climbing materialist. He described the day of the
instrument’s arrival, when “the entire block turned into a fair…The tenants in the house regarded
me as a millionaire…Even my wife began to put on airs and on that day told the butcher that he
should be good enough to deliver the order instead of her dragging herself to his store with her
24

Floy Campbell, “The Girls of Camp Arcady,” Ladies’ Home Journal, November 1898.
Judith Tick, “Women as Professional Musicians in the United States, 1870-1900,” Anuario Interamericano de
Investigacion Musical 9 (1973): 95–133.
25
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basket. She had suddenly become a lady!” Yet soon after the piano arrived in Chaim’s home, his
daughter tried to play “an opera.” When no sound came out, each family member took turns
banging on the keys, trying to fix the problem. Eventually, the truth was revealed: “Mother had
opened the top of the piano and hid a bag of apples and a bag of fancy cakes inside.” As
Americans grappled to understand the promises and perils of social mobility in a society
undergoing rapid change, the immigrant woman pianist who showed that trappings of wealth did
not necessarily indicate refinement or morality. Rather, she represented a crass desire to impress
the neighbors.26
Similarly, as young women moved into jobs as motion picture piano accompanists
around 1910, caricatures emerged in newspapers and trade publications of the working female
pianist as a boorish amateur. In a 1911 Moving Picture World column entitled “Jackass Music,”
critic Louis Reeves Harrison portrayed the young woman accompanying a silent film on the
piano as “Lily Limpwrist.” In E.F. Hoffman’s accompanying illustrations [Figures 4] Lily
ignored the film altogether, as she was busy delivering “‘I-seen-you’” glances at the man in the
front row.27 Her brutish playing, according to Harrison, “assails our unprotected organs of
hearing with her loony repertoire.” Significantly, Lily’s ultimate goal is presumed to be
marriage: “No man will ever marry a girl who plays a dance while the pictured man is in a death
struggle; she would probably be at one when the real one was in trouble,” Harrison scoffed. The
article ends with a call to arms: “the girl of sense will try to improve the quality of the
performance, draw patronage instead of driving it away, benefit the management, and show to
others who are looking for pianists that she is not a fat-wit but a woman of ideas and good

26

Tashrak, “Chaim Buys His Daughter a Piano,” in The New Century: Stories About Life in America, ed. Henrey
Goodman (New York: YKUF Publishers, 1961), 299–300.
27
E.F. Hoffman, “‘Lily Limpwrist,’ ‘The Struggle,’” Moving Picture World, January 21, 1911.
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taste.”28 Here the nickelodeon-playing female pianist represents the common stereotype of the
loud, uncouth working-class girl.
These many contradictory depictions of the female pianist’s role in society appeared at
the time when magazine circulation numbers soared and prices declined steeply. In 1865, there
were 700 magazines in America with a total circulation of 4 million, while by 1905 there were
6,000 different publications, with a total circulation of 64 million: the average household
subscribed to four magazines. These images and depictions of female pianists show how
symbolically powerful the figure of the female pianist was in society, and expose the landscape
of stereotypes and assumptions that shaped the reception of women who chose to play.

Mrs. Buttery’s Take
Soon after “Lily Limpwrist” and her “Jackass Music” was published, William
McCracken wrote in to Moving Picture World to share that he had “heard some jackass music,
on a visit to Allentown.”29 Unfortunately for Mr. McCracken, the orchestral leader of the largest
Allentown theater was forty-one year-old Mrs. Margaret L. Buttery, a well-established local
music teacher who had secured positions for two of her former students as pianists at
Allentown’s smaller cinemas. She directed her vitriol not to McCracken, but to the editors of
Moving Picture World who published his letter: “Sirs—I would like to say a word or two in
answer to your letter entitled, ‘Jackass Music.” She refuted McCracken’s claims, point by point,
as “absolutely untrue.” She bolstered her authority by citing her credential as a professional and
pointing blame on the theater management for their policies: “I, as a professional pianist, would
not be guilty of such gross carelessness…that is the rule of the house…” She concluded “When a
28
29

Louis Reeves Harrison, “Jackass Music,” Motio Picture World, January 21, 1911.
Wm. H. McCracken, “Jackass Music,” Moving Picture World, January 28, 1911.
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man writes an article to a popular and reliable paper, he should take lessons before posing as a
critic.”30
As Mrs. Buttery so eloquently pointed out, the advertisements, stories, illustrations, sheet
music covers, and articles that peddled these stereotypes tell us very little about real women. Yet
they have served as the source material for much of scholarly studies of female pianists,
including works by Carolyn Kitch, Jennifer Scanlon, Elissa Stroman, and Andrew Heinze. These
historians built on the work of Alfred Loesser, the piano’s first social historian, who wrote in
1954, “The history of the pianoforte and the history of the social status of women can be
interpreted in terms of one another.” Contemporary scholars have documented and interpreted
the varied shades, meanings, and textures of gentility and status that these depictions of female
pianists present by looking at how female pianists were depicted in particular publications and
populations and how they changed over time.31 Though this conversation has made significant
contributions to our understanding of magazine history, visual history, the history of material
culture and more, these studies have been limited by their cultural source base that frames
women’s interest in the piano as a success or failure to meet particular ideals.32
In addition to those who have relied on cultural sources, historians of business,
advertising and technology such as Craig Roell and David Suisman have written about the
female pianist within the context of the dramatic rise and fall of the piano industry in the late
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nineteenth and early twentieth century.33 They argue that Americans’ desire for a particular type
of genteel, parlor-bound status, especially among the working classes, drove an astounding spike
in sales between the 1880s and 1920s. The country’s piano output accelerated to 6.2 times faster
than population growth from 1900 to 1910, which included both the peak year of immigration in
1907, when 1.7 newcomers arrived, and the peak year of piano production in 1909, when
364,545 pianos were sold. By 1910, more American homes had a piano than a bathtub.34
Nowhere in any these studies have historians explored how the thousands of women who
played piano influenced American music, although the height of their playing precisely aligns
with the era when Americans created and debated what its national music would sound like.
Where Roell and Suisman have acknowledged women’s contributions to American music at all,
it has been either as a conservative musical force or as consumers. For example, Craig Roell
blames piano teachers’ “adherence to poor and outdated teaching techniques” for the “decline of
the [piano] industry.”35 Those who see women’s main contribution as consumers find that, as
new types of home technologies such as Victrolas and radios became readily accessible in the
1920s, American women left their pianos behind, which explains the drop in sales.36 By looking
only at sources produced by cultural and business sources, historians have ignored women’s
agency as pianists and failed to see the profound ways in which their playing affected society.
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Women’s Voices
The voices of girls and women in this dissertation cut through the “types” of the female
pianist as a genteel “True Woman,” a selfish “New Woman,” a lazy homemaker, social-climbing
materialist, boorish working girl, and more to reveal the creative and diverse ways that American
women used their skills at the piano to pursue their personal aspirations, whether personal,
professional, musical, social, economic, or cultural. What I have found flips the narrative of
women’s role in American piano history on its head by looking at their role not as consumers
eager for a pre-conceived vision of “status,” but rather as producers of the piano’s meaning.
This dissertation follows the trail of girls and women who used their skills on the parlor
piano during the age of mass production to insert themselves into conservatories, churches,
schools, department stores, movie theaters, and settlement houses. By using a material culture
approach to study the social history of female pianists, I will demonstrate how women used the
piano as an instrument for leisure and a tool for work as they navigated their way from parlor to
public life. Chapter One begins in the late 1870s, as upright pianos became a staple of middleclass homes and advances in steamship and rail transportation quickened the spread of music and
musicians in both directions across the Atlantic, making advanced piano training at a European
conservatory or with a European “professor” an option for American girls. Chapter Five ends in
the 1920s when fewer girls were learning to play at home as parlor pianos were replaced by new
home entertainments.
Other scholars have used a similar approach to study the consumption of certain goods as
a lens through which to understand the work or leisure of women from a certain class, such as
Nan Enstad’s study of working-class girls’ cheap French heels or Kristin Hoganson’s study of
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European imports the mid-nineteenth century.37 But studying the piano during the era of its
democratization offers a fixed point around which to study how women from different
backgrounds relaxed and how they worked. That is, we can see how intersecting identities such
as race, class, age, and geographic area affected women’s opportunities and choices for how to
use the piano for leisure as well as the conditions in which they worked and the compensation
they received.
Examining how girls and women used the objects at their disposal also offers insight into
their aspirations and their strategies and struggles to accomplish them. In an era when few girls
were asked, “What do you want to be when you grow up?” it is challenging to recover their
dreams and ambitions. I will argue that this material culture approach offers a fuller view of how
women went “out to work” than more traditional occupation-based labor histories. By studying
women’s work through the piano, I capture both stories of girls and women who identified
themselves as pianists as well as those who worked from home, only for a few years, in informal
economies, or did not wish to present themselves as working.
Chapter One explores the stories of women who pursued advanced training in the 1880s
and 1890s to show how they used their skills at the piano to redirect their lives and destinies by
performing as virtuosas, composing, collecting music as ethnomusicologists, founding and
joining women’s clubs, and working as church organists. Regardless of their intentions, when
women pianists pursued advanced musical training, traveled through city streets and appeared on
stage at concert halls, churches, and podiums to teach or perform, they claimed new roles in
public space and new roles for women in society. Further, when they performed, joined clubs,
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read and wrote for magazines, and organized concert series, they increased the sophistication of
American musical taste and knowledge.
Chapter Two traces how women worked as private and school piano teachers to
illuminate women’s struggles and strategies as they entered, and changed, a gendered and
racially segregated labor market in the decades from the 1880s through the 1910s. I find that
black women developed an entire musical infrastructure to serve their community, which also
offered them room to pursue their own wide-ranging ambitions. White women were most
successful within the male-dominated musical marketplace when they developed and moved into
new segments of the field, such as kindergarten pedagogy. Many women, both black and white,
advanced by leveraging gendered-based assumptions about women’s inherent natures as teachers
and the piano’s inherent respectability. But they became piano teachers for many reasons. Some
aspiring virtuosas who hoped to support themselves by teaching; others sought to elevate their
race or the country’s tastes through music education; while others were more concerned with
supplementing her family’s income, finding community, or embarking on a business venture.
Chapter Three recovers the history of how female piano teachers shaped and were shaped
by ragtime music. As access to pianos and the skills to play them spread, non-elite, local women
began teaching piano in the late nineteenth century. African-American women provided the
earliest training for the men who would go on to earn acclaim as ragtime and jazz musicians.
Non-elite white women piano teachers also leveraged the moment to began teaching ragtime
piano. In pursuing their own goals, black women helped create ragtime and non-elite white
women served as its ambassadors in homes across the country.
Chapter Four discusses how girls and women, and especially those from the workingclass, forged new ground for women pianists in the burgeoning popular music industry as
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songwriters, sheet music saleswomen, and pianists in early movie theaters. Over the past century,
historians have relied on describing women’s role at the birth of the popular music industry by
quoting its tycoons and boosters who saw them as consumers.38 This chapter reclaims their roles
as co-creators of the industry by showing how female pianists staffed the nation-wide local
infrastructure through which these songs were written, distributed, and made popular across
America.
Chapter Five examines the genesis of the Music School Settlement House to illuminate
how the many diverse ambitions of female pianists collided and coexisted. Reform women began
offering piano lessons in music schools because they believed that music could combat urban ills
and “uplift” urban wage-earning children economically and morally. Lessons proved to be so
popular that at many settlement houses across the country, music programs broke off into
separate departments or schools. Wage-earning mothers and daughters wanted to learn to play to
preserve their traditions, “fit in” to America, relax, and make money. Meanwhile, professionally
trained piano teachers looking for lucrative opportunities to work in cities benefited from the
large market and financial stability of these institutions. The combined efforts of girls and
women at settlement music schools shows how completely women’s work at the piano had
transformed the instrument from a symbol delineating gender roles and class status into a tool for
social mobility.
Though the timeline of this tale matches the many accounts that have tied the end of
piano sales and home playing with the end of female pianists’ significance, l will show
throughout this dissertation how the contributions of female pianists continued to affect women’s
roles in society and American music long after the piano market died down. Specifically, I will
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show how women from many backgrounds subverted the meaning of an established symbol of
leisure and converted it into a tool for work. By the diverse work women did at the piano, I offer
an analysis that builds on the existing scholarship of women’s work, much of which has focused
on groups of women from just one class and/or race. Additionally, it connects the literature of
women and work to more recent scholarship that explores cross-class women’s relationships,
especially in cities of the North during the era of immigration and the Great Migration.39
This story also shows women’s role in the development of new musical genres, styles,
and venues for piano playing in the years between 1880 and 1920. The early history of
America’s popular music industry features racially segregated scenes of men playing pianos,
whether the late 1880s, when the downtown areas of cities like St. Louis and Kansas City were
filled with black men experimenting with old syncopated rhythms on newly acquired uprights or
the late 1890s in New York City’s cacophonous Tin Pan Alley, where white men, including a
large proportion of descendants of German Jewish immigrants, created songwriting factories.
This dissertation returns women to these stories, by showing how female pianists taught many of
these men how to play the piano, whether in the parlors of small Mid-western towns or in New
York City settlement houses. It will also show how girls and young women were central to the
infrastructure through which popular songs were written, distributed, and made “hits” across
America, by exploring their work as songwriters, sheet music demonstrators, ragtime piano
teachers and nickelodeon pianists.
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I chose to focus particularly on the stories of native-born white, African-American, and
Jewish immigrant girls and women because these groups lived across the country, occupied
many class statuses, and played central roles in the origins of American popular music at the
time. The pages of national magazines and newspapers including The Ladies’ Home Journal,
The Woman’s Home Companion, The Chicago Defender, and The Yiddish Daily Forward have
revealed that though nearly any girl or woman in America could access a piano by the 1890s,
they did not have equal access to pursue their aspirations in every context.40 Race, class, and age
dictated which path many of these pianists took to pursue her aims. But in some cases talent,
charisma, good looks or good timing could help a girl or woman transcend the limitations
imposed by these identities. The outbreak of World War One, for example, created new
opportunities for women to work at home and abroad as pianists.41
Intersecting with and circumscribing all of these factors were the societal expectations
and constraints women faced on account of their gender. By looking closely at these genderbased limitations and identifying girls and women’s strategies to overcome them, this story
celebrates how girls and women, through the piano, displayed tremendous pluck and ingenuity to
take their futures into their own hands. At a time when Horatio Alger epitomized the full promise
of America for ambitious boys, women with ambitions were judged if not punished for flagrantly
rejecting their gendered role in society. Ambitious poor women were mercilessly parodied in the
press, as in the case of the social-climbing Jewish immigrant. Ambitious rich white women who
prioritized her own interests above keeping house or caring for her family drew doctors’
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suspicion of mental illness. In many parts of the country, ambitious black women faced
additional social pressure or even physical threats from whites who saw them as an affront to the
racial hierarchy.42 As a celebration of the diversity of female striving, I seek to reclaim the idea
of “ambition” and to mix together those who had attainable and far-fetched dreams. As such, I
use the words “aspiration,” “dream,” “motivation” and “ambition” interchangeably to describe
the objectives of women’s striving at the keys.

Methodology and Sources
The bulk of this project consisted of a treasure hunt for female pianists’ voices and
stories, which I found in personal papers, columns of trade publications, institutional records,
magazines, census records, newspapers and more. This project would not have been possible but
for the labor of women’s historians over the past two decades who have painstakingly detailed
the lives of female pianists who achieved fame across several musical genres. Wonderful
biographies of virtuosa pianists such as Hazel Harrison and Fannie Bloomfield-Zeisler,
clubwomen such as Amy Fay and Frances Densmore, pedagogues such as Frances Clark and
Harriet Gibbs, and autobiographies of popular and jazz pianists such as Carrie Jacobs Bond and
Lil Hardin serve as the foundation for the narrative that follows.43 I use their stories to compare
and contrast with the lives of hundreds of other women who faced similar limitations and
42
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opportunities and developed similar strategies to pursue their goals, though they never achieved
fame or recognition for their work.
Several historians including Doris McGinty, Judith Tick, Helen Walker-Hill and Sandra
Wieland Howe have explored either black or white women’s entry into specific musical
professions as pianists, composers, and music educators between 1870 and 1900.44 According to
Tick, between 1870 and 1900 the percentage of women who identified as musicians grew from
36% to 56.4% of all musicians, and music was one of the professions whose sex distribution
altered the most between 1880 and 1900.45 These studies, which have been either biographically
focused or used a gender lens, have not used the analytic of race to interpret the history of
women in American music. Karen Blair’s history of women’s amateur music associations, for
example, considers only “white, Protestant, Anglo-Saxon, urban, middle-class women”46 In
Unsung: A History of Women in American Music, Christine Ammer describes the career of Hazel
Harrison, an African-American pianist, primarily as an example of one who “made a brilliant
beginning but for one reason or another never fulfilled their early promise.” While she does
mention that “No American orchestra engaged her as a soloist, presumably because of her race,”
race is not central to her interpretation of Hazel’s experience.47
Unlike these and other studies that explored specific new occupational categories that
opened for white women between the 1870s and the 1930s, this story aims to decenter the
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experience of any single demographic group and any single job category.48 I seek to understand
the nuances of women’s work as performers or piano teachers, for example, to see how race,
class, age and geography affected women’s options, strategies, and legacies. That is, why did
some women perform in a concert hall while others performed in a nickelodeon? Which women
taught in a private studio in a city versus a school, or a settlement house, and why? By exploring
women’s limitations and opportunities, we can also recover their diverse goals.
Recovering the stories of girls and women who used their skills at the keys not to pursue
a credential as a “professional,” but rather to earn money by teaching from her home,
demonstrating sheet music in a local department store or accompanying films in a nickelodeon
was more difficult. Save for a few chapters and articles, there has been no scholarly study of
women’s work as piano teachers.49 The first book about female silent film accompanists, which
was published in 2019, offers an introductory note on race explaining why “This study draws
primarily on the experiences of and information about white women.”50
With limited secondary source material, I have relied heavily on columns in national
publications that solicited articles and updates from pianists around the country to build my own
archive. These include columns edited by teachers including “Women’s Work in Music” in The
Etude Magazine (1897-1903) and Nora Holt’s music column in the African-American Chicago
Defender (1917-1921), small updates published in Clyde Martin’s “Playing the Pictures” column
in Film Index (1910-1911), and Axel Christensen’s “Notes from the Studio” columns in
48
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Christensen’s Ragtime Review (1914-1918). The generosity of Bill Edwards who has been
collecting and publishing biographical information on female ragtime composers on his site
Ragpiano.com also offered rich source material.51 Large digitized newspaper, magazine, and
census repositories such as Newspapers.com, Hathi Trust and Ancestry.com helped me to
reconstruct stories of girls and women whose names appear in these columns by word-searching
their names through the pages of national publications, local newspapers and census records.
In interpreting these sources, I have studied how expectations and stereotypes about
women in general and female pianists in particular affected how they discussed their work at the
keys. Judith Tick has shown how the “stereotypes of dilettante and ‘piano girl’” and the” legacy
of the tradition of musical ‘accomplishment’ for women,” continued to plague women pursuing
careers as professional musicians throughout this era.52 But the stereotypes of female pianists as
either “True Woman” or as dilettantes, selfish “New Women,” untalented teachers, and hacks not
only shaped how female pianists were received but also the strategies they devised to achieve
their goals. For example, Karen Blair argues that women who participated in musical clubs often
depicted themselves not as aspiring professionals, but as mothers. It was as an extension of
women’s roles, not in an effort to supplant them, these women claimed, that brought them to
club meetings, though clubs also served to professionalize.53 I find that some women used the
piano in ways that leaned into the hegemonic expectation of what it meant to be a “lady,” to be
“ambitious” or have “status.” Other times and other women used the instrument to actively
subvert those expectations.
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Most girls and women came to the keys with complex and evolving sets of aspirations.
They approached their training out of personal interest or concern for their own inward feeling of
gratification, outward attainment of money to support herself, fame as an artist, or recognized
status within their own community. Others’ aspirations, and especially the many children and
married women who used the piano as a tool to earn wages, aspired to improve the economic
situation of their families. Still others aspired to make broader social change through their work
at the keys by pushing the boundaries imposed by gender, race, class, ethnicity, or country. In
rejecting the notion that women played the piano simply for “status,” this dissertation shows how
women were not only consumers of goods and music produced by (male) piano manufacturers
and song-publishers. These women were constantly shifting between roles as producers and
consumers as they navigated how to use the tools at their disposal to identify and pursue the lives
they wished.
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Chapter 1: “Living, struggling, aspiring”: From Parlor to Pianiste
The New York Sun, reporting on the new trend of American young women traveling for
musical study abroad in the 1888s, offered a typically disparaging description of the American
“ladies…working at music” in Berlin.54 Little had changed by the 1910s, when a satirical piece
in the Chicago Defender presented a satirical piece in which “Mrs. Wood B. Highbrow” gloats to
her friend, “‘Oh, yes, Gwendolyn is very musical. She studies at the conservatory—…You
should hear her play Ruben’s Melody in F!’ Then she can rattle off any cantata that John
Sebastian Cabot ever wrote—or was it Wolffang Armegeddon Mozart?”55 A search for “status,”
rather than a serious appreciation for music or any personal aspirations drove women’s advanced
study, according to these accounts.
The consistent portrayal of girls and the mothers who sent them to study at conservatory
between the 1880s and the 1910s as shallow dilettantes, social climbers or aspiring virtuosas has
masked the many aspirations that led girls to study, the transformative experiences they had at
Conservatories, and the varied contributions of those who graduated and chose to continue to
play. This chapter will show the diversity of aspirations that brought girls and women to the keys
by exploring their experiences in conservatory abroad or at home, and the attempts of some to
debut as virtuosa performers. It will also examine several other avenues though which female
pianists found spaces to perform and pursue their aims, especially participating in the effort to
assert American musical independence from Europe by preserving and composing a national
music, founding and writing for magazines, participating in women’s music clubs, and working
as paid church organists. The efforts of so many women in the 1880s to pursue their own goals,
and the new paths they charted to do so, expanded opportunities for generations of women who
54
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followed to study and perform in public. These women raised the quality of music that
Americans heard and played across the country.

Advanced Training Abroad and at Home
As parlor pianos became accessible to an increasing number of American families in the
mid-nineteenth century, sending a girl to study abroad or at a domestic conservatory emerged as
a new way for wealthy families to assert their daughters’ refinement.56 Study abroad was
prohibitively expensive for most Americans. In addition to transportation, costs included
conservatory tuition (from $60-$70 annually in 1886) or private lessons ($3/lesson), as well as
room and board for both the student and a chaperone for the duration of her studies.57 To offer
some perspective, at a time when the average monthly wages for a laborer was around $30,
Fannie Blumenfeld and her mother lived on a $250 monthly stipend in Vienna, and Portia
Washington (who avoided board and the costs of chaperone by staying with a family friend)
received a monthly budget of $70 from her father Booker T. to support her private piano studies
in Berlin.58 For families who could not support a trip to Europe on their own, the new musical
conservatories that opened in Boston and Ohio in the mid-1860s presented a viable alternative
for their daughter’s “finishing.” Abolitionists founded both the Oberlin Conservatory and New
England Conservatory in 1865 and 1867, respectively, and their directors recruited black
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students as an expression of social equality and a business opportunity.59 Well-to-do black
families like Maude Cuney Hare’s were among those eager to send a daughter. Hare, who grew
up in Texas, recalled that her parents sent her to Boston to attend the New England Conservatory
of Music in 1890 as an opportunity to “complete my general education, and at the same time
have the advantage of a thorough musical training.”60
By 1891, the Musical Courier reported that the majority of the two thousand American
music students studying in Leipzig were women.61 And in 1868, the student body of the New
England Conservatory included 1097 females and 317 males, a proportion that held steady
twenty years later.62 Though, as we have seen, many critiqued American families’ choices to
send their daughters for advanced training, the girls and women who studied came not only for
“refinement” but also to pursue their passions, explore their talents, have adventures, and exert
their independence.
American girls who displayed prodigious talent as pianists in their youth benefited from
the new transportation networks that brought virtuoso pianists to their hometowns and helped
secure them access to conservatory, regardless of their family’s finances. The expansion of
railroads following the Civil War brought European pianists including women such as Sophia
Heilbrun and Annette Essipoff to tour the United States in the early 1870s.63 These women
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served as role models and even mentors for American girls who heard them. When Russian
virtuosa Essipoff’s 1876 tour brought her through Chicago, German-Jewish immigrant Fannie
Blumenfeld’s teacher arranged for the prodigious young pianist to play for the virtuosa. Through
Essipoff, Fannie was invited to study with Theodor Leschetitzky, who held a private studio in
Vienna.64 Few girls had Fannie’s opportunity to give a European virtuosa a private recital, but
attending the concerts of the pianists who toured through American towns regularly by the 1880s
surely inspired talented girls—and their communities—to envision these girls’ futures as
professionals and incentivized their pursuit of advanced study.65
Teachers and communities who identified particularly talented girls offered them
connections and financial support to enable their study. For example, a local businessman
underwrote a significant portion of the cost of sending fifteen year-old Fannie Blumenfeld and
her mother abroad to Vienna in 1878.66 Similarly, upon hearing Hazel Harrison, the daughter of
an African-American barber and beauty shop proprietor in La Porte, Indiana play, two
anonymous women offered $4,000 to send Hazel abroad to study with a private teacher in
Berlin.67
In addition to the girls who enrolled for “refinement” or because of their prodigious
talent, older women looking to shift careers or hoping to secure more lucrative work as pianists
raised the funds to pay their own conservatory tuition in the 1880s. The older students were often
from African-American families, and had worked for years as schoolteachers in the South prior
to their enrollment. For example, Mrs. N.A.R. Leslie, who had been born into slavery in
64
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Virginia, taught school for many years before enrolling in the Boston Conservatory of Music
after her husband died in 1884.68 During her fourteen years teaching in the Georgetown,
Washington D.C. public schools, Amelia Tilgman had already begun to perform as a pianist, but
in 1880, she left her position to enroll in the Boston Conservatory “to study the Conservatory
methods of teaching piano,” according to an 1893 biographer.69
While no statistics remain to document how many of the older conservatory students
were African-American, there were both “push” and “pull” factors drawing them away from
teaching to study piano at conservatory. In the years following the Civil War, hundreds of
women—both black and white-- who were raised in the North left home to teach in the South.70
Fannie Barrier recalled that her arrival in Hannibal Missouri is where she “began life as a colored
person, in all that term implies… in every direction my ambitions and aspirations were to have
no beginnings and no chance of development.”71 Even in Washington D.C., where the large elite
and educated black population helped to protect teachers and students, teaching was grueling
work. The Washington Bee described it as “bondage” that “few ladies can stand.” Many teachers
voted with their feet, including those who thought conservatory training would offer skills to
make a viable career change.72
A growing interest among both blacks and whites in African-American musical traditions
may have drawn some older black women from school teaching to conservatory study in the
1870s and early 1880s. This interest was inspired by the success of the Fisk University Jubilee
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Singers who had launched themselves, and African-American spirituals, to international fame in
the late 1870s.73 Citing their success, James Trotter wrote Music and Some Highly Musical
People in 1878 to encourage African-American women to break loose from “those unreasonable,
unwritten, yet inexorable rules of society, that have hitherto forbidden women to do more than to
learn to perform upon the pianoforte and guitar, and to sing.”74 He encouraged AfricanAmerican musicians to perform both western music and Spirituals in public, since this music
would touch the hearts of “well-meaning persons” and thereby overturn their “erroneous and
unfavorable estimate of the art-capabilities of the colored race.”75 Whether an older black
woman came to conservatory for her own financial, psychological or physical security, out of a
commitment to racial uplift, a hope to develop and share her art, or some other reason, she must
have believed that advanced piano training could help her to redirect her life.

Musical Conservatories as Transformative Spaces
Girls and women who came for “finishing,” to pursue a career as a virtuosa or to find
new directions encountered and influenced each other in classes and domestic spaces at
Conservatories abroad and at home. Their experiences with other students and with their teachers
exposed these girls and women not only to new piano techniques and the tools to pursue the
goals they arrived with, but also presented them with new models of gender and race relations.
Experiences at Conservatories profoundly shaped female students’ visions of themselves and
helped them to reimagine what directions their own lives might take.
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Amy Fay grew up in a middle-class white Protestant New England family with close ties
to the radical ideas Transcendentalists, yet it was during her musical studies abroad in Berlin that
she developed her own personal commitment to radical social change.76 Amy marveled in letters
home to her sister Zina about how different women’s roles were in Europe. In 1869 she gushed,
“…ladies can go anywhere alone!...When you get into the concert hall…you walk in and sit
down comfortably, as you would in a parlor…”77 During her time abroad, she envisioned what
her life would look like as a professional pianist. She wrote in 1871, “housework…never will I
do it.” and in another letter, “I wouldn't marry for anything and it is the worse thing you can wish
on me.”78 Fannie Blumenfeld, by contrast, learned in Europe that her gender was likely to
become a barrier to her dreams of a career as a virtuosa. Despite her personal introduction from
Essipoff, Leschetsky was out of town when Fannie arrived, and her second-choice teacher, who
pronounced her, to quote her biographer, “insufficiently talented and too physically weak to even
consider a career as a professional musician,” turned her away.79
It was not new ideas about gender, but a realization that race might not need to shape a
career that shocked a number of African-American women. Nina Hortense Clinton wrote a
fourteen-page letter home gushing about her experiences at a performance by a “lady orchestra”
in England in 1902. She told her niece, Blanche, in Ohio:
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They were beautifully dressed and some of them seemed quite talented people. But, the
thing that was most startling to us (colored people) was to see this little black man walk
out on to the platform and take his place as ‘conductor.’...I tried to imagine a dark man
conducting a white orchestra in America, but alas could not stand so much drawing on
the imagination.80
Similarly, Portia Washington began her study abroad by visiting the African-English composer
Samuel Coleridge-Taylor who had recently published a series of Negro Spirituals to great critical
acclaim. She was inspired by him to embark on a “daring plan of action” for her audition with
the acclaimed teacher Krause. Rather than playing a piece by Liszt, she opted to play a
Coleridge-Taylor arrangement of the Spiritual “Motherless Child” at her audition, to which
Krause responded with thunderous applause.81
Women who studied at U.S. Conservatories similarly encountered diversity they did not
know existed, and role models who profoundly affected their understandings of themselves and
dreams for their own futures. Frances Densmore, who grew up in a devout white Episcopalian
family in tiny Red Wing Minnesota, wrote home to share her “first impressions,” after her first
few days at Oberlin in 1884, noting her shock at students’ brazen flirtations, “I had no idea girls
did act so with the young gents.”82 She was also enthralled to discover a female teacher, Miss
Wattles, who expressed particular interest in her. “There is nothing condescending in her manner
of talking with me and yet one feels as though she was infinitely above them,” she marveled.83
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Though very few conservatory faculty were women in the 1880s (and there were no black
women) students often remarked on the significance of these female pianists as role models.84
Experiences at U.S. Conservatories also awakened a sense of their race in AfricanAmerican students. Soon after Maud Cuney Hare moved into the dormitory at New England
Conservatory, the school’s executive committee wrote to her father to explain, “we have a large
number of pupils who are affected by race prejudices,” and asked him to remove Maude. Maude
chose to stay on, and later recalled that though she was “subjected to many petty indignities,” her
father was “doubly proud” of her because she “insisted upon proper treatment.”85 While Maude
saw this racial attack as a test of her personal ability to endure, Mrs. Ida May Yeocum, the wife
of a prominent Philadelphia Pastor, treated the injustice she experienced when she was turned
away at the doors of the Philadelphia Musical Academy as grounds for legal action. In 1890, she
took to the media to threaten “a suit in equity against the institution” because she was denied
access “on account of color.”86 The story drew the attention of black and white newspapers as far
as Detroit.87 Since studying and performing music seemed like such a promising path for
African-American women at the time, their experience of racism at musical conservatories must
have particularly affected these women. The full extent of this history deserves further research.
Not all black women’s experience of racial consciousness at U.S. Conservatories was
negative. Harriet Gibbs, who studied at Oberlin, later described the “peculiar thrill of pride that
took possession of me,” after hearing “a trained singer of my Race” during a concert by Madam
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Selika while she was a student in the late 1870s.88 After graduating from Oberlin (she was the
first black woman to earn a degree in piano) Gibbs went on in 1903 to open the first music
conservatory dedicated to training black students, the Washington Conservatory of Music, in
Washington D.C. The opening of that school, described below, offered many more black women
the opportunity to pursue advanced musical study and explore themselves through music in a
welcoming, safe, and supportive environment.
Regardless of what brought female students to conservatory or whether their experiences
of discovering their race and gender were positive or negative, the girls and women who pursued
advanced musical training in the 1880s encountered new ideas about their place in the world.
While personal aspirations had attracted many of them to attend, some left with a sense that they
might use their skills at the piano to affect change in their own lives and in the lives of their
families and communities. Of course, not all women who graduated from conservatory had equal
access to pursue the piano in the ways that they desired. Talent was necessary, and a woman’s
race, personality, looks, financial need, geographic location and more shaped which paths she
took and how her role as a pianist unfolded.
The remainder of this chapter and the next one explore how women who secured
advanced piano training between the 1880s and the early 1900s went on to use those skills to
create new opportunities for themselves to perform, make money, start businesses, and change
society through playing beyond the parlor. The most determined and exceptionally talented
women found ways to establish themselves as performers, and became the nation’s first paid
virtuosas. Others applied their efforts to the patronage and search for a national American music,
to establish or write for magazines, to participate in club work or to support herself or her family
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through a job as an organist in a church. Through each of these routes women used their skills at
the piano to affect change in their lives, created opportunities for women who followed, and built
America’s musical infrastructure.

The Aspiring Virtuosa in New York
In the 1880s, New York City attracted hundreds of aspiring virtuosas who had recently
returned from conservatory study abroad or at home and hoped to make a musical debut in the
city.89 Boston had been the musical capital of the United States for the century prior, but New
York surpassed it in prominence by the turn of the century thanks in part to the creativity and
patronage of Jeanette Meyers Thurber. Jeanette had attended the Paris Conservatory of Music in
the 1860s, and was inspired by the model of a nationally funded conservatory that would admit
talented students regardless of their background, for free. After returning home, she married New
York wholesale food merchant Francis Beattie Thurber in 1869, and soon began to create and
underwrite musical programs in the city, including a concert series for young people in 1883, the
city’s first Wagner festival in 1894 and the American Opera Company, which she founded in
1885 to tour the country with English language translations of European operas.90
In 1885, Thurber founded and began aggressively advertising and fundraising for a
National Conservatory of Music in New York City. At the time, artists, musicians and politicians
in Europe were turning to folklore, eager to identify, preserve, and assert their national identities.
In America, a young nation with a well-documented cultural inferiority complex, musicians such
as Jeanette Thurber and conductor Arthur Falwell (described below) embarked on a similar
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movement. To assert musical independence from Europe, they sought to identify and preserve a
unique American music and advocated training talented American students in the U.S. rather
than sending them to study abroad. Thurber’s National Conservatory of Music was a part of this
project of American musical independence, and she justified the school using both educational
and nationalistic language:
America has, so far, done nothing in a National way either to promote the musical
education of its people or to develop any musical genius they possess, and that in this, she
stands alone among the civilized nations of the world.91
By its third season in 1888, when over 220 students had studied at the school, Thurber submitted
a proposal to the Congress of the United States to request that $200,000 for the school be added
to the federal budget. She argued that musical education belonged to all Americans, including
those who were female, poor, disabled, immigrants, or African-American.92 Though Thurber
envisioned a school that charged no tuition, records suggest that she struggled to raise the funds
to underwrite all of the school’s students and most had to pay. Through the petition for funding
failed, the National Conservatory of Music was granted a Congressional charter in 1891, the only
such school for the arts in the U.S. ever to receive one.93
Over the school’s twenty-five year life, Thurber recruited to New York some of Europe’s
most prominent European teachers and made advanced training accessible to students who could
not have otherwise afforded (or been welcomed at) Conservatories, some of whom went on to
become America’s most notable musicians. The faculty included Henry Theophilus Finck, music
critic for The Nation from 1881 to 1924 and The Evening Post; James Gibbons Huneker, pianist
who taught at the school from 1888 until 1898; Anton Seidl, opera conductor who became the
permanent conductor of the New York Philharmonic from 1891; as well as several women,
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including Viennese pianist Adele Margulies and French soprano Mme. Emma Fursch-Madi.
Students included Baritone Harry Burleigh, who worked as a custodian at the school in order to
pay his tuition, Rubin Goldmark, a Jewish-American pianist and composer, and ambitious young
women from a variety of racial and class backgrounds, including Zudie Smith Louisville, Natalie
Curtis from New York City and Virginia Scott from New Jersey, whose stories appear below.94
As New York City rose to become America’s musical capital, hundreds of young women
came to the city for their debut piano performances. Many were surely inspired by what they
read in the pages of musical journals, books, and popular magazines. In 1881, Amy Fay’s sister
Zina edited a book-length compilation of Amy’s letters home from her studies abroad entitled
Music-Study in Germany. It would eventually go through twenty-five editions and inspire
hundreds of American girls to imagine themselves pursuing advanced piano study.95
Additionally, as the American musical scene developed in the 1880s, two major publications,
The Musical Courier (founded in 1880) and the Etude (founded in 1883) expanded their
coverage of women’s work in music. Girls flipping through these publications in towns across
America would find tens of advertisements for women’s piano studios and performances in New
York. In the classifieds for New York studios in the January 8th, 1902 edition of the Musical
Courier, for example, thirteen women advertised themselves as piano or organ instructors,
accompanists, or concert performers.96 [Figure 5] Surely these led many to imagine their own
debuts at New York’s Mendelsohn or Aeolian Halls, two of the most prestigious concert venues
in the city.
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In addition to the graduates of Conservatories and those recently returned from abroad,
New York City also attracted determined girls—both white and black--who paid their own way
to the city by working as performers or church organists in their own hometowns and saving
money to support their travel and studies. Virginia Hunt, who was black, grew up in Newark
New Jersey, and left school to keep house for her blind father after her mother’s early death. She
supported the family in the late 1870s through teaching, playing concerts, and playing “regularly
for one church.” Her first public appearance was in a “concert of amateur performers” in 1881
through which she raised the funds to pay her own tuition to study in New York at the National
Conservatory of Music.97 Zudie Harris, who was white, worked as “a paid church position as
organist” in Louisville, Kentucky from ages nine to thirteen at the Grace Episcopal Church, then
made her way to New York City where she studied with private organ and piano teachers.98
New York City in the 1890s did offer glamorous opportunities to the women whose
talent, connections, and wealth gained them access to the musical elite. Natalie Curtis, who was
born into a well-to-do white Protestant musical family in the city in 1876, grew up in the center
of this hotbed of musical activity. She described practicing piano each morning for four or five
hours, then eating a brief meal, followed by several hours of lessons with her well-respected
European teacher, followed by a concert or recital each evening. One week in 1890, she sent her
friend Bessie Day the following proposed schedule:
Wednesday Afternoon—symphony lectures
Wednesday Evening—“Siegfried”
Thursday Afternoon—de Pachmann
Thursday Evening—maybe rehearsal of “The Damnation of Faus”
Friday Afternoon—Public rehearsal of symphony99
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“You know I don’t get a bit trembly at musicians anymore—I think I’m getting use to them,”
she wrote after meeting conductor Anton Seidl.100 Natalie’s teachers’ praise and her experiences
hobnobbing with elite musicians suggested that she would take her own place as part of this
musical world. But like many girls who made their way to New York, Curtis was soon deterred
from pursuing a career as a virtuosa, perhaps on account of her sex.
Barriers to a Career as a Virtuosa
Though male teachers and conservatories at home and abroad were happy to take
women’s money in exchange for advanced training, when those students presented themselves as
professional performers, the music establishment balked. According to an article reprinted in The
Etude from the New York Sun in 1901, “nine out of ten” aspiring virtuosas who “arrive home
[from abroad] with her hopes and her criticisms…soon discovers that there is to be no
compensation for her appearance.” It goes on:
…She is lucky if she is able to find a place, even in a concert bill, without being
compelled to pay for it…It rarely happens that a woman pianist is in demand, whatever
the degree of her merit may be, short of the very greatest of her kind.101
For those lucky enough to secure a booking, they soon discovered that their physical appearance,
dress, and movements while playing featured far more prominently in their reviews than did their
artistry. Women were expected to play a different repertoire than men—Chopin was appropriate
but Beethoven and Grieg were “masculine.” Further, women were at a disadvantage due to the
large proportion of women in concert audiences of the era. Male performers at the time
cultivated flamboyant personas to make female audiences swoon, but female performers often
received the cold shoulder from other women.102
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Even after a woman successfully booked concert venues, her gender also presented
particular challenges when travelling and performing in the public eye. Rail travel was
unpredictable and sometimes dangerous in the 1880s, and even as late as 1916, Amelia Hackley
published “Fifteen Rules for Women Artists” that articulated the wisdom she had accrued over
her long career as a performer. Her advice highlights the tremendous pressure that these
pioneering women artists bore to play and behave impeccably. Some of her advice addresses
immediate issues of safety for black performers like herself, such as “Don’t stop at hotels. Insist
upon being with a family.” Other advice calls on women to be mindful that their behavior also
affected the public’s perception of black women performers as a group and the potential for
others to build a respectable and profitable career as an artist. She warned, “Don’t entertain men
while you are in bed. It is vulgar and injures the chances of those who follow. It is not fair and
square to the profession.”103
In addition to these logistical challenges, aspiring virtuosas also suffered from male
critics’ gender-based critiques about women’s limitations as performers. The most famous was
Chicago Tribune music critic George P. Upton, who published an 1880 essay entitled “Women
and Music” which argued, “She will always be the recipient and interpreter, but there is little
hope she will be the creator.”104 In 1892, Antonin Dvorak, the famous Czech composer who
Jeanette Thurber had brought to direct the National Conservatory of Music, declared that women
could never contribute anything significant. “Women Can’t Help Dvorak Says They Have Not
Creative Talents,” quoted the Boston Post in an 1892 headline.105 Often, these critics
recommended that women teach music rather than perform, since they believed women to be
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inherently nurturing. In an 1879 review of one of Fay’s concerts, Upton wrote that though Fay
was an “accomplished” musician, she could “not take a high place in the concert room…” and
encouraged her instead to “exercise a powerful influence in the field of teaching…”106 Twenty
years later, writing for The Etude’s “Women’s Work in Music” column (described below) in
1901, British music educator Daniel Batchellor voiced a similar opinion. “The teaching of little
children” which was “necessarily women’s work,” he wrote, was “woman’s greatest work” in
music.107 Though all of them suffered from the discrimination they faced as women, aspiring
virtuosas developed a variety of strategies to persist in working as performing classical pianists.

Aspiring Virtuosas’ Strategies for Success
In an era when it was nearly impossible for even the most talented and well-managed
black musicians to secure bookings in major U.S. concert venues, black pianists chose a path
quite different from the one blazed by black vocalists in the late nineteenth century. Vocalists
secured tour bookings by promoting themselves (or being promoted by white managers) to white
audiences with gimmicky personas or acts. The most successful of these was Matilda Sissieretta
Joyner Jones, a dark-skinned woman who was born in Virginia in 1869. She pursued advanced
training at both the New England Conservatory of Music and Boston Conservatory of Music in
the late 1880s. Despite her critical acclaim at Steinway Hall and the Chicago World’s Fair,
succeeded only when she billed her act as “Black Patti,” and offered a variety show that included
jugglers and tumblers as well as herself singing arias. Adopting a similar persona enabled many
vocalists to secure bookings and positive attention from the press even as they fed into white
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Americans’ understandings of Southern black music and culture as innate and primitive rather
than trained and cultured.108
In a striking contrast, the black women who pursued careers as pianists during this same
era used their own names, and struggled to secure bookings. After a rare concert in Chicago in
1910, a reviewer mused of Hazel Harrison, “It seems too bad that the fact that she is a negress
may limit her future plans. She is comely, and if a clever agent could put her forward under a
name with a Spanish flair, a big future would be open before her.”109 Another suggested, “A few
years in Europe should advance Miss Harrison considerably in her art, chiefly because she will
there not be handicapped by the racial prejudice. She is a negress—which closes many doors to
her here.”110 Like Harrison, Helen Hagan had already achieved name recognition in the student
and local newspapers by the time she graduated, which perhaps influenced these women to
perform under their own names. Hagan had won two scholarships and also performed her own
Piano Concerto in C Minor with the New Haven Symphony Orchestra at her commencement.111
Despite these accomplishments, racial prejudice limited her opportunities until well into the
twentieth century. 112 Announcing Helen Hagan’s recital at New York’s Aeolian Hall in 1921,
which marked the first African-American woman to perform a solo recital at this prestigious
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New York concert venue, a New York Times reporter described her as “one of those exotic
musical souls born to be pioneers,” and her audience as “unusual as the pianist herself.”113
The most common solution black women found to these many challenges was to pursue
her career in Europe. African-American pianists who could find a way to extended their
European study long beyond the average stay of white women, and many returned to Europe for
extended stays throughout their careers. After Leota Henson completed two years of study at the
Leipzig Conservatory, she recalled that her uncle Frederick Loudin “sent for me to come to
England to join his company.” She became the pianist for Loudin’s “Jubilee Singers,” with
which she toured from London to Australia between 1894 and 1900.114 Helen Hagan came to
Paris initially after winning a fellowship for composition and interpretation at Yale University.
She returned to the United States in 1914 at the outbreak of World War One, but returned to
Paris after the war on a trip organized by the YWCA, which brought a small group of women to
help and entertain American troops. According to one newspaper, Helen was the “darling of the
Dough Boys,” received everywhere “by tremendous crowds of men with rapturous
applause…the only colored artist sent to France.”115
To circumvent elite male critics, several of the most talented white women pianists turned
to commercial avenues that were open to them, including signing on as representatives for piano
companies and publicizing themselves with sensational tales in the newspaper. Unlike vocalists
or other instrumentalists, pianists could not carry their own instruments on tour. Piano firms saw
in this situation an opportunity to use emerging artists as promoters of their products, and began
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signing pianists for exclusive contracts starting in the 1880s. Becoming a contract artist helped to
kick-start the careers of both Fannie Blumenfeld and Zudie Harris.
After being turned down repeatedly for bookings, Fannie’s manager secured her a
position as a contract artist with Knabe piano company, which gave her top billing in the piano
company’s ads and guaranteed her high quality, well-tuned instruments on tour. In her capacity
as Steinway representative, Fannie (who married lawyer Sigmund Zeisler in 1885) found herself
in the spotlight as one of the two official performers of the 1892 Chicago World’s Fair. For
several days, even before the Fair opened, her face and name splashed across the front pages of
the press as part of a scandal: the Fair had failed to supply Steinway Pianos, though both she and
Ignatz Paderewski, the other featured performer at the fair, were under contract with that
company.116
To launch her career, Zudie Harris thrust herself into the public eye in Louisville and
national newspapers. Zudie used the local newspaper not only to advertise her recitals, which
were often held at local churches, in large, bold-faced fonts; she also cultivated a “bad girl”
persona when her secret marriage to a childhood friend leaked to the press.117 She also became
the spokeswoman of the local Louisville Steinway & Sons Piano dealership, who used her name
(She kept the name Zudie Harris even after marrying) and reprinted her letters endorsing
Steinway pianos.118 [Figure 6] After travelling to Vienna and Berlin to study with European
masters, she returned to the United States where she performed with the Cincinnati Symphony
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and Boston Festival Orchestra, and was featured in a profile including a front cover portrait in
the Musical Courier in January of 1902.119
In stark contrast to these models, Amy Beach retreated entirely from the commercial or
performing music scene entirely after marrying Henry Beach, a 42 year-old widower, surgeon
and Harvard University professor in 1885. Neither Amy nor Henry came from Boston’s Brahmin
class, but as a couple, they took up residence among the elite on Commonwealth Avenue. Henry
asked Amy, who from then on went by Mrs. HAA Beach, to modify her behavior to fit the part.
She was to agree never to teach the piano, to limit her public performances to a handful of local
concerts, and to donate all of her concert fees to charity. In return, he provided her with the time,
space, and encouragement to develop her talents as a composer, and helped her to publish her
pieces.120
The media portrayed these women-- the first American piano virtuosas-- with caricatured
stereotypes of female pianists that made them recognizable to readers. For example, The Musical
Courier described Harris as “restlessly ambitious,” and boxed into the “type” of a “New
Woman.”121 “She plays like a man” was a “near-refrain” in critiques of Fannie Bloomfield
Zeisler, an echo of the critiques we’ve seen of Jewish immigrant players.122 Beach, meanwhile,
was depicted as a refined, if unusually brilliant “True Woman,” rarely appearing in public.123 Of
course, in reality, we know that each behaved the way she did as a result of her circumstances: to
pay for her New York lessons, Harris had to begin working as a church organist from the time
she was a girl, Bloomfield-Zeisler was too serious about her art to limit her repertoire to only
119
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“feminine” pieces, and Amy Beach was acting in compliance with her husband’s demands; she
began performing publicly again almost immediately following his death. Frustrated with these
injustices from the press and male musical establishment, women created their own publications
to offer more fair and nuanced portraits of women’s work as professional musicians, and wrote
articles for mainstream music journals to expose the gender-based discrimination they faced in
the field.

The Aspiring Virtuosa and the Press
Soon after graduating from the Boston Conservatory, Amelia Tiligman founded the
nation’s first African-American music publication, the Musical Messenger, in 1886, which
positioned African-Americans’ struggle to advance in music as part of larger fights for equality
in society at large.124 The press was growing in influence at the time. In 1865, there were 700
magazines in America with a total circulation of 4 million, while by 1905 there were 6,000
different publications, with a total circulation of 64 million: the average household subscribed to
four magazines.125 Cheaper paper, ink, and new printing methods explained the increased
circulation in the mid-1890s, as well as a shift from reliance on subscription sales to a reliance on
advertising which allowed magazines to drop subscription prices and grow circulation still
further. Tiligman had no small ambitions for her journal, whose tagline was “the highest moral,
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social and intellectual interest of the people,” and whose circulation she hoped would “reach
from the gulf [of Mexico] to the [Great] lakes and from the Atlantic to the Pacific.”126
Tiligman reprinted articles from mainstream white music publications such as The Etude
and The Musical Courier to teach about the lives of composers and the established classical
musical canon, and also offered articles of interest specifically for African-American musicians,
including church choir repertoire, and the names and work of African-American composers.
Tiligman and her co-editor Lucinda Adams suggested that music education could be an antidote
to the social ills plaguing the black community and an incubator of racial pride. For example, in
“Colored Loafers: To the Young Colored Men of America,” they wrote, “It is time we had
stopped depending upon the whites to open a way of employment for us, and carve a way for
ourselves.” Yet at the same time, they cautioned readers to “Stand fairly and squarely for the race
to which you belong, and whenever there comes a moment when principle and money clash, then
stick to principle and let the money go; and in the end you will reap a rich reward.”127
While roundly celebrated, the publication was not profitable, and Tiligman discontinued
the publication and refocused her energies on teaching from 1891 until her death in 1931.128
However, African-American women continued to play a central role in creating opportunities in
the black press to review black women piano players. Pianist Agnes Carroll of Washington D.C.
co-edited another short-lived publication, the Negro Music Journal, “Monthly, devoted to the
Educational Interest of the Negro in Music,” from 1902 until 1903. Then, in 1917, just five
years after the African-American newspaper The Chicago Defender was founded, pianist Nora
Holt (a graduate of Western University’s Music School, described in the next chapter), became
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its first music editor and the first woman to join its writing staff. Throughout her tenure, Holt
wrote columns dedicated to individual black female musicians from across the country, and
reviewed their concerts and pupil recitals. In 1919, just under a review of Helen Hagan’s recital,
she wrote that she hoped, “other journals will follow in the steps of the Chicago Defender and
add a music column to their papers.”129 Holt’s reviews and critiques differ from those in the
mainstream press for their focus on female pianists’ musical interpretations rather than their
physical appearance, gender, or race.
Frustrated aspiring virtuosas also carved space to share their experiences and advocate for
changes in the country’s most prominent music magazines, including The Etude and The Musical
Courier. As early as 1892, Fannie Bloomfield-Zeisler wrote in the Etude that her own career was
hampered by “the most obstinate prejudice against female composers,” which, she argued, was
“safely attributed to the unfavorable condition under which she has thus far labored,” not to any
biologically-based disability.130 Amy Fay became one of the most vocal advocates for women
musicians after the turn of the century. Writing for Music in 1900, she explained that it wasn’t
only society’s expectations of women’s limited roles, but also women’s relationships with men
that had stunted their growth. “Women have been too much taken up with helping and
encouraging men to place proper value on their own talent,” she wrote.131 By the turn of the
century, pianist Fanny Morris Smith had become editor of a regular column in the Etude, entitled
“Women’s Work in Music,” which became a forum for women to share their experiences and
strategize on how best to advance the cause of women in professional music.132
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Not all women writing for “Women’s Work in Music” saw gender as the grounds for
coalition building to overcome discrimination in the music field. Pianist and composer Clara
Korn, for example, in 1901 joined with the chorus of male critics portraying most women’s
advance into the field as selfish dilettantism. Korn encouraged most women to “‘Go home’ and
build up music in your own neighborhood” To those still at home who imagined coming to the
city, she warned that New York “is a city of strangers…Isolated, lonely, poor, neglected,
hopeless, there are thousands of musicians here hidden in hall-bedrooms of third-class boardinghouses who …ought to be helping mother with the boarding-house or sister on the farm…”133 To
Korn, the influx of women into the profession, not all of whom were equally talented, was
endangering the chances of the most talented women, like her, to be taken seriously.
Many women who were discouraged from careers as performers did “go home.” But this
did not mean that they stopped using their piano skills to accomplish their goals or imagine
themselves as professionals. For these women, the growing number of music journals and
women’s magazines supported the growth of women’s participation in the search for an
“authentic” American music, in musical clubs, as church organists and teachers.

The Search for a National American Music
Between the 1880s and 1920s, many female parlor pianists participated in a quest to
discover, collect, and compose new pieces based upon Native-American and African-American
musical themes. This work, most of which was undertaken by middle-class, native-born white
musicians, was inspired by the ideas of American musical nationalism put forward by Jeanette
Thurber, Arthur Falwell, Antonin Dvorak and others, and was shaped by turn of the century
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ideas of race, racial hierarchies, and culture. These collectors and composers believed that both
Native-American and African-American music were valuable vestiges of primitive, uncivilized
cultures that needed to be saved. The new nostalgia and appreciation for Native-Americans and
their culture aligned with the time when American culture and industry had conquered the
frontier and was spreading through the American West. No longer a threat, in the 1890s a new
“Indianist Movement” arose to study and celebrate American Indian culture as a unique feature
and asset to American identity. Similarly, with time and distance from the carnage of the Civil
War, white Northerners joined with Southerners in nostalgic yearnings for the “Old South.” The
study and preservation of “Negro Plantation songs” was a piece of this larger cultural movement.
Participating in this search for and elevation of an “authentic” American music offered women
who played parlor piano opportunities to participate in the country’s musical life and
development, and to build their own reputations as musicians. They brought their own goals to
the movement as well, whether a desire for adventure, to preserve Native-American and AfricanAmerican music, to compose and publish their own pieces, or to support racial advancement.134
In 1892 Jeanette Thurber recruited renowned Czech composer Antonin Dvorak to head
her National Conservatory of Music with the mandate to identify and develop a uniquely
American “national music.”135 According to lore, Dvorak was walking in the conservatory one
day when he overheard Harry Burleigh (who worked as a custodian to pay his tuition) humming
Spirituals to himself. Soon after, Dvorak declared to the New York Herald, “In the Negro
melodies of America I discover all that is needed for a great and noble school of music."136 Later
that winter, Dvorak added Native American music to his list of sources upon which American
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composers might create an authentic American music.137 The following year, Dvorak premiered
his “Symphony No. 9, From the New World” in Carnegie Hall, a piece infused with Spirituals and
based on Longfellow’s poem “Hiawatha.” Dvorak’s comments and the success of his symphony
inspired many middle-class white parlor pianists to study, play, and compose music from these
populations and based on their musical themes as participants in the creation of a “national
music” over the next two decades.
Of all of the female pianists who became involved in creating a national music, Natalie
Curtis, who studied at the National Conservatory of Music, is the best documented and most
complicated. Shortly after deciding not to pursue a career as a virtuosa on the concert stage (her
brother later claimed it was because she suffered a hand injury,) Curtis took a trip to the
Southwest in 1900 where she became fascinated by the music of Native Americans. Starting with
the Hopi tribe of Arizona, Curtis sought to earn the trust of the tribes she studied by living with
them for periods of months. Curtis’ work caught the attention of the Federal Bureau of Indian
Affairs, which advocated strict assimilationist policies including prohibiting the use of native
language and cultural expressions in its boarding schools and on its Reservations. Luckily,
President Theodore Roosevelt, a personal family friend of Curtis’, intervened to allow her to
continue her work. With wax cylinders, Curtis collected work, play and sacred songs, transcribed
each by hand and composed piano accompaniment for them. She published The Songs of Ancient
America, corn-grinding songs from the Pueblo tribe with piano accompaniment in 1904 and The
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Indians’ Book, including songs, stories and even photographs collected from her time studying
eighteen tribes, in 1907.138
Curtis’ work with Native-American music brought her to the Hampton Agricultural and
Normal Institute in 1904, where she shifted her focus to the preservation and publication of rural
African-American music. White General Samuel Chapman Armstrong Hampton founded
Hampton in Virginia in 1868 to educate formerly enslaved African-Americans. The school was
unusual from the start because it was co-educational as well as international; women studied
domestic trades, and students from Caribbean islands as well as Africa also attended. It became
still more unusual in 1878 when U.S, army captain Richard Pratt convinced Armstrong to enroll
seventeen Indian American prisoners of war from the Kiowa, Comanche, Cheyenne, and
Arapaho tribes. Unlike the federal boarding schools that forbade American Indians from using
their language or expressing their culture, Armstrong was committed to inculcating ethnic and
cultural pride in Hampton’s African-American and Native-American students. In line with this
belief (and in violation of federal mandates,) Hampton offered musical performances both on and
off of its campus that featured various Indian languages and songs.139
Curtis’ understanding of the need to collect and study Native-American song was quite
different form her ideas about collecting African-American music. Whereas she saw Native
Americans as a dying race and culture whose songs had to be saved, she believed and hoped that
as African-Americans became increasingly “civilized” post-emancipation, their “primitive”
culture would be “over-civilized” and lost. 140 As her biographer, Michele Wick Patterson writes,
Curtis’ work with African-American music and musicians was defined by "tensions between
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essentializing a 'primitive' Other and making sincere efforts to use music as a means for racial
uplift."141 In over a decade at Hampton Institute, Curtis would collect, transcribe and publish a
four-volume compilation entitled “Hampton Series Negro Folk-Songs.” In her career, she
published a whopping 140 articles in popular and scholarly publications about both NativeAmerican and African-American folk music. She would also go on in 1911 to help found the
Music School Settlement for Colored People in New York City, described in Chapter Five.
Though Curtis’ story is remarkable, she was just one of several women who benefited
from the search for national music to publish her own musical compositions. Between 1901 and
1911, composer Arthur Falwell operated the Wa-Wan press, which published several
compositions written by women including Curtis, Alice Getty and Ruth Ellen Heymann.142
Women’s compositions based on Native-American themes also appeared as sheet music
supplements in women’s magazines throughout this era, suggesting that many women were
inspired by the “Indianist” movement to use their skills at the piano to compose.143 Nor was
Curtis the first white woman to publish a compilation of African-American spirituals. Emily
Hallowell, about whom little is know, published “Calhoun Plantation Songs,” based on the songs
she heard at Calhoun Colored School, through a Boston publisher in 1901 and a second edition
was released in 1907. 144African-American female pianists raised alarm about the sudden interest
of so many whites in collecting African-American and Indian music and appropriating these
musical traditions to compose their own pieces. Nora Holt wrote a column in the Chicago
Defender in 1918 to rally black readers and encourage them to compose and publish their own
141
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music based on these themes: “The Negro and the Indian are being sacrificed on the alter of
popularity by ambitious composers, and these peoples should take up this phase of their cultural
development and guard it zealously…”145
Nearly twenty years before Holt encouraged African-Americans to compose, Harriet
Gibbs had founded the Washington Conservatory of Music to do just that. [Figure 7] She, too,
was inspired by Dvorak’s statement, which she interpreted as a call to arms for AfricanAmericans to take musical training seriously. “All thanks to Dr. Dvorak and Mrs. Thurber…,”
she wrote in an article entitled “Music as a Profession” in the Negro Music Journal in 1903,
“The main question before us today is how can we as race workers best lend our aid to the proper
advancement of this art as a profession and show its necessity as a branch in our educational
work.” This vision had inspired Gibbs to imagine a school that would not only train AfricanAmerican musicians, but would “secure recognition of the beauty of Negro Vocal and
Instrumental music” and would “develop…use…and preserve” Negro Folk Melodies “in all their
primitive purity.” There is a fine line, she explained, between preserving the “natural born”
talents of “Negros,” and also insisting “We must not be satisfied with uncultivated talent, but
realize that brain and incessant hard work are essential to produce true art.” Through
encouraging African-Americans to play music that blended African musical traditions with
Western training, she wanted “to raise Negro Music to that status in this country which God
intends it to occupy.” The promise, to her, was that black music--and by extension AfricanAmericans as a group—might gain cultural acceptance as assets and equals. 146
Articles and sheet music published in magazines inspired women’s participation in this
movement, and so, too, did their participation in local musical clubs. For example, Frances
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Densmore began her career by lecturing to women’s clubs on the music collected by one of the
earliest ethnographers, Alice Fletcher. In 1900, after she was stumped when her father asked her
“What have you accomplished?” she was inspired to begin collecting herself, and eventually
convinced the Smithsonian’s Bureau of American Ethnology to hire her as fieldworker.147
Through publishing in scholarly and mainstream publications, she used her skills at the piano to
develop a well-regarded professional career and reputation.148 As Karen Blair has found,
women’s music clubs provided conservatory-trained women like Densmore an outlet to continue
developing their skills and exploring the possibilities for themselves as performing pianists.

Music Clubs
Middle-class women began developing music clubs in the 1880s as part of a larger club
movement, which offered them sociability and the opportunity to develop new skills and
interests within the bounds of “respectable” homo-social society. But as Karen Blair has shown
in her study of these clubs, white women’s musical clubs soon became professional—and
professionalizing—organizations. Working the “club circuit,” individual women created an
alternative set of opportunities to perform, make money, and shape the music in their
communities.149 Women who were interested in promoting racial or gender equality also used
their club work to advance and debate their causes.
The musical press supported the growth and directed the attention of women’s
participation in musical clubs by advising them on the proper techniques and offering them a
forum for penning and publicizing their own compositions. Ladies’ Home Journal, the most
147
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popular of these magazines, offered sheet music in each edition as well as a monthly column on
piano technique by virtuoso Josef Hofmann.150 These new publications created shared
educational opportunities and exciting and timely conversations that forged a national
community out of parlor pianists. Fanny Morris Smith, and her successor, Emilie Frances Bauer
who took over as editor of “Women’s Work in Music,” often recommended certain articles for
clubs to discuss. Women’s work in musical clubs provided forums where many women pianists
discovered the range of their potential. 151
For black women to whom concert halls were closed, musical clubs that met in members’
homes and held concerts in conjunction with other black organizations provided vital
opportunities to perform and avenues to affect social change. The only performance listings for
Eva Roosa Hutchens, who graduated from the New England Conservatory of music in 1900 that
come up in a name search of digitized newspapers appear as part of musical clubs and
committees. In December 1905, she was on the Music Committee that helped plan the
Celebration of the One Hundredth Anniversary of the Birth of William Lloyd Garrison, an event
organized by “The Colored Citizens of Greater Boston” under the auspices of “The Suffrage
League of Boston and Vicinity.”152 In 1911 and 1912, the African-American newspaper New
York Age reported that she performed pieces by Rubinstein and Chaminade and hosted a meeting
at her home as a member of the new women’s Chaminade Musical Club.153 In 1921, reported the
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Crisis, Hutchins participated in a concert of the Coleridge-Taylor Association of Boston, where
she performed her own composition.154
Mamie Hilyer founded two music clubs in Washington D.C. to promote the cause of
“good music” among that city’s African-American community and to advance the cause of racial
progress. In 1897, she convened twenty young married music teachers to found the Treble Clef
Club and encourage the “‘best music’ in the home.” Three years later, Hilyer traveled to England
where she met the African-English composer Samuel Coleridge-Taylor who had recently gained
international acclaim for his “Scenes from The Song of Hiawatha by Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow.” Coleridge-Taylor incorporated Spirituals as well as Native-American themes in his
music. White choirs across the country had begun singing the piece, but Hilyer wanted to bring
the musician himself before the American public. Back in Washington, she gathered 250 musical
friends, including Harriet Gibbs, to form a “Samuel Coleridge-Taylor Choral Society” with the
aim of funding the composer’s first American tour.155
The Club, which sponsored Coleridge-Taylor’s tour of America in 1903, and again in
1906 and 1911, pushed the issue of racial inequality into national headlines and inspired the
country’s broader African-American community to pursue musical training as an integral part of
racial progress. In preparation for his visit, one newspaper asked, “[Will] the color line…be
drawn rigorously?” And another, “Will southerners who believe in the inevitable inferiority of
the Negro listen to Mr. Coleridge-Taylor’s music? Will they allow their wives and daughters to
sing his songs, to play his violin pieces?” 156 His first visit drew an audience of more than 2000
black and white listeners from as far away as Baltimore, Philadelphia and Richmond to the
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concert in Washington. The influence of the group in presenting issues of racial inequality is
evident from a remarkable New York Times article from November 26, 1904, following his
concert, which described, “In England he was received in the first society of the land; homage
was paid to his genius. Here he was received only in Negro society. The white people turned out
to honor his genius, but did not invite him to their homes.”157
Many white women’s clubs also started out as intimate, closed gatherings that convened
in members’ parlors but grew into large professional organizations managed and staffed by
women. Often as a white women’s club grew, its members decided to meet in a piano hall and to
charge for concerts, which were offered during the afternoon every two weeks. From a small
group of friends in 1879, Chicago’s Amateur Musical Club developed into an organization with
over four hundred subscribers that, by the mid-1890s, had an extensive vetting process for
applicants, collected dues, and hosted intimate afternoon teas as well as recitals from well-known
touring musicians.158 In a smaller cities like Charleston and Seattle, women’s music clubs
organized their city’s main concert series, and membership was not required to attend.
Ella Isabel Hyams, the president of the Musical Art Club of Charleston, South Carolina,
gained national recognition for her work bringing top performers to her city. She received a visit
from the esteemed editor of the Musical Courier in 1917. Following his visit, the publication
printed a glowing review, reporting that Hyams was “en route to New York” to book performers
for “a complete season” of concerts in her city. Music club leadership introduced and offered a
ready route for women who were interested in developing business skills.159
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Through dues and ticket sales, clubs accrued large sums of money that they then chose to
disburse through supporting local talent and inviting main stage performers, many of which were
women. In this way, clubs created space for those who were not recognized as “professionals” by
the male press to work as paid performers.160 Amy Fay, whose performing career was plagued
by poor reviews, devised a “Music Lecture” format in 1886 that became a staple of club
presentations.161 When Frances Densmore toured lectures on Native American music in
Minnesota and surrounding states the 1890s, she hired an elocution teacher and even a
professional manager to promote her lectures.162 Jeanette Robinson Murphy placed
advertisements for her “plantation entertainment” in national publications to solicit bookings
from clubs across the country. In 1901, the Arche Club of Chicago hired her for what seems to
have been a minstrel show disguised as an educational concert. She taught the mannerisms of
“the genuine Southern Negro” which included an interactive feature where white clubwomen
impersonated “mammys” by tying bandanas on their heads.163 The women who undertook these
endeavors clearly approached club work with a professional business sensibility.
Members who participated in clubs no longer saw piano playing as a solo, parlor-based
activity, but rather as a public, social experience; but the conversion of clubs into
professionalizing spaces alarmed some, and prompted debates among members about whether
clubs should be inherently social or professionalizing. A dramatic episode that laid these fissions
bare was the 1898 meeting of the National Federation of Music Clubs, an umbrella organization
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that Florence Sutro initiated following the World’s Fair of 1892 and officially formed in 1897.164
At its annual meeting in Chicago, Sutro espoused that the value of the club movement, and the
key to women’s advancement, was “the spirit of self-abnegation,” which she envisioned as “the
distinguishing characteristic of every delegate.” “Egotism,” she declared, “has been the death of
hundreds of clubs and organizations... Let us contribute our time and work cheerfully to the
common good…there must be no salaried officers in this federation.”165
By contrast, Amy and Zina Fay, who were officers of the Amateur Musical Club and
hosting the meeting, understood the Federation as a training ground to shape women to become
professional musicians. The Fay sisters’ ideas that women musicians should compete with men
and expect economic equality stood in stark contrast with Sutro’s vision of the club movement as
an incubator for self-abnegating, altruistic women to enjoy each other’s company and develop
their skills. According to Sutro’s accounts following the meeting, the Fays and their Chicago
friends staged a coup and coopted and bastardized her entire project at the meeting. For several
weeks thereafter, she smeared the Fays and their Chicago Club in the newspapers and to anyone
who would listen.166 The debate did not stop there. In 1901, Clara Korn, wrote in the Etude an
“appeal” to “all womens clubs..[that] mistakenly magnifies the importance of the amateur in our
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musical development” to “devote more thought and purse to the living, struggling, aspiring,
professional musician.”167
Rather than social clubs for amateurs, women’s music clubs offered talented, creative,
well-educated women a chance to use the piano as an outlet. In the process, they challenged the
boundaries of “respectable” women’s roles and elevated and expanded music across the country.
Though most of those who participated in club work were wealthy women, as we have seen,
women who hoped to monetize their playing also secured advanced piano training to chart
careers as a pianists.

Church Organists
Starting in the mid-nineteenth century, new patents dropped the price of reed organs
making them affordable and functional for middle-class homes at the same time as Protestant
ministers inserted music into their churches and theologies. American organ firms were
producing 15,000 reed organs annually by the late 1860s, a number that continued to grow until
1890 when cheap upright pianos overtook them in popularity.168 In major cities, men moved into
positions as church organists but in smaller cities and towns, it was women who used their parlor
keyboard skills to accompany church and synagogue services as organists.169
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Playing the organ at home was thought to extend the church into domestic space.
Companies marketed parlor organs specifically to women by presenting their products as a type
of “sonic hearth” or tool with which she could “cook up” the family’s moral sustenance and
enact her saintly domestic role as nurturer, teacher, and entertainer. In line with this thinking, a
woman playing in church was popularly understood to be extending her domestic duties into
public space, not pursuing a profession as a musician or entering the workforce.
After the 1880s, graduates of the country’s Conservatories (many of whom studied both
piano and organ) began securing jobs in urban areas where churches and synagogues boasted
magnificent organs. 170 Churches and synagogues were segregated along racial and
denominational lines and organists served different functions for their communities. A complete
study of the roles of church and synagogue organists is beyond the scope of this study, but by
examining select stories of black, white, and Jewish organists, we can see both important
differences and striking similarities in how women used the position as an organist to pursue
their goals. As Evelyn Higginbotham has argued, “the black church…came to signify public
space.” As such, the black women who worked as church organists focused on expanding
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musical opportunities for their communities as well as for themselves.171 For white Protestant
women and Reform Jewish women, by contrast, church and synagogue organist positions were
more contained jobs that offered a public platform to perform. Many used their organist positions
to financially underwrite unpaid musical work and to develop their reputations as musicians
outside of the church or synagogue. Whether they were black or white, Christian or Jewish, and
played in a tiny rural church or a large urban one, female organists served pivotal spiritual roles
in their communities. Further, a job as a church or synagogue organist offered women from all of
these backgrounds new opportunities for musical, professional, social, and economic growth.

African-American Church Organists in Northern Cities
Finding themselves locked out of mainstream white concert halls, conservatory-trained
black women who worked as church organists from the 1880s used these positions to develop
their careers as musicians and to bring classical music into the lives of their communities. Addie
Hampden, who studied at Oberlin Conservatory gained recognition by the Brooklyn Daily Eagle
as “the most talented organist in the city” in 1886 for her work as organist at Siloam Baptist
church.172 Similarly, Mary L. Europe received national press attention thanks to her work as
organist of the Lincoln Memorial Church when the Coleridge-Taylor Society brought the
composer on his first U.S. tour in 1903. Europe’s masterful accompaniment to Song of Hiawatha
at the Metropolitan A.M.E. Church was described by the Washington Post as “poignant and full
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of emotional expression befitting the text,” and was reviewed once again by the Indianapolis
Freeman four years later in an article entitled "The Negro's Genius for Music."173
Organists like Mary Europe also acted as gatekeepers who used their influence to make
space for classically-trained black women to pursue their own work as pianists, whether as
performers, teachers, or composers.174 Europe’s own brother, James Reese Europe, would go on
to found the Clef Club Orchestra in New York and conduct the first racially integrated
performance at Carnegie Hall.175 And at Lincoln Memorial Church where Mary Europe worked,
Harriet Gibbs and fellow Oberlin Conservatory graduate vocalist Lulu Vere Childers performed
a “Lecture Recital” entitled “The Developing Power of Good Music.” The program included a
combination of lectures such as “Musical Progress of a People,” and “Folk Songs” as well as
classical standards such as “Recitative and Aria Messiah-Handel” in 1900. 176 In 1912 the
Chicago Defender announced the debut recital of Frances Galloway: the “first appearance of a
graduate of the Chicago Musical College,” was to be held at Olivet Baptist Church. Several
aspiring African-American composers who graduated from American Conservatories at the turn
of the century such as Florence Price and Unadine Smith Moore also found churches to be
receptive venues for their work as composers.177
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For women with remarkable skills as a keyboardist, a position as church organist also
offered a rare opportunity to work in a respectable job that offered a path to both social and
economic mobility. Two million African-Americans, including an outsized proportion of
women, migrated from rural to urban areas and relocated to points north and west between 1900
and 1930 as Jim Crow laws strangled their opportunities at home. Securing a job at the pedals
provided a route into the new economic and social life of the community. In her 1900 novel
Contending Forces: A Romance Illustrative of Negro Life in the North, the character Dora, a
newcomer to the city, is turned down for a variety of jobs on account of her race before finally
securing a position as church organist. “There was a small salary attached to the place, which she
was glad to receive,” the narrator comments.178
The story of Mrs. Virginia E.M. Hunt Scott offers a real life rags-to-riches story for one
young African-American woman church organist. Growing up in Newark, New Jersey, Scott left
school to keep house for her blind father after her mother’s early death. She saved money she
made through teaching piano, playing concerts, and playing “regularly for one church”
throughout the 1870s and paid her own way through the New York Conservatory of Music. After
graduating, she secured a position as organist at New York’s old and esteemed Mt. Olivet Baptist
Church in the 1890s, which was then located on West 53rd Street in the middle of the city’s
African-American neighborhood. From that prominent position at the keys, she rose to become a
leader in New York City’s African-American community. She arranged with the church to invite
New York’s first fledgling YWCA to house its first headquarters in the building in 1905-- and
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continued to serve as its first treasurer.179 Several historians have documented how migrants
were often snubbed socially by the “old settlers” at church who saw them as less sophisticated
and a threat to the project of racial uplift.180 The stories of these church organists, who used
positions at church as an entry point to the social life of the urban North offers a counternarrative.
Further research would show whether working as a church organist in Southern and rural
towns offered African-American women who did not have conservatory training opportunities
for social and economic mobility as well. Anecdotal evidence suggests it may have—though on a
much smaller scale. Mary Lou Williams grew up poor in Atlanta, Georgia and “As poor as she
was, Mary’s mother had access to a reed organ…at the storefront Beulah Baptist Church
nearby,)” according to her biographer. She “often played and danced for donations—after
church, a cloth draped over the alter.”181 Historians such as Evelyn Higginbotham and Judith
Weisenfeld have shown the significance of African-American women’s work in churches to
black activism and women’s empowerment within their communities. Within the black church,
the women who served as organists served pivotal roles building the spiritual power of their
church communities, and also their own musical, social, and economic capital.
White Protestant and Reform Jewish Women Church Organists
The remarkable career of Kate Chittenden, which she launched and financed through
working as a church organist and choir director, shows how working as a church organist could
help a white Protestant woman with remarkable talent but few connections or money to launch a
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career as a musician. Kate Chittenden “came to New York” alone in 1876, age 20, as a recent
graduate from Helmuth Ladies’ College in her hometown of Hamilton Ontario Canada. She soon
landed a position as organist at a church in Jersey City for the salary of “$2 a Sunday, payable
every Sunday night,” as she later recalled. By 1879, Chittenden had worked her way up to
become Choir Director and Organist at New York City’s Calvary Baptist Church, a position she
would hold for 27 years. Chittenden appears to have supported her life as a single woman in New
York, and also financed travels to Paris, where she studied with renowned virtuoso pianist
Harold Bauer.182
The financial security of Chittenden’s job at Calvary also enabled her to launch a variety
of entrepreneurial musical projects that built her own reputation and expanded opportunities for
women in the musical profession at large. In the 1880s, she developed the Synthetic Piano
method, a new piano pedagogy, and founded the Institute of Applied Music to teach it. In 1895,
Chittenden became the first female lecturer hired by the New York City Board of Education for
its free lecture series. The New York Times noted the milestone with the headline “Women are on
the Staff,” though Chittenden’s supervisor found the topic far less notable, explaining, “When I
am hunting for a lecturer on a certain subject…and the most able person I find happens to be a
woman, why, I hire her...”183 In 1898, the same year that she founded the Music School of
Hartley House settlement house, she was also invited to join the faculty of the Piano Department
at Vassar College. After six years at Vassar, perhaps when she truly believed that the job was
stable, Chittenden left Calvary. She worked at Vassar for forty-one years, eventually as Professor
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and Chair of the Piano Department. When she retired in 1943, she was feted as emerita
faculty.184
Like Chittenden, several other white Protestant and Jewish women also used jobs as
organists to support their participation in other musical work. Ella Isabel Hyams, who was also a
single woman, worked as organist at Charleston’s Kahal Kadosh Beth Elohim Reform
synagogue in Charleston for more than two decades as she led the city’s musical club work.185
Frances Densmore’s club work and church organist work dovetailed in directing her fascinating
career as well. After she graduated from Oberlin College and returned home to Red Wing
Minnesota in 1890, she took a position as organist at her Episcopalian church at the same time as
she began lecturing on music to local women’s clubs.186 A few years later, Densmore began
lecturing on the music of native tribes that she grown up hearing around Red Wing. The
Episcopalian church, which had been involved in “meeting the perceived spiritual and physical
needs of tribal members,” offered Densmore both a sense that it was her place to engage directly
with the Ojibwe people to collect their music, as well as connections to members of the Ojibwe
tribe who could act as translators and informants.187
Working as a church organist offered many women an opportunity to perform and engage
in musical life following their conservatory training, but only the most talented women landed
jobs that paid enough money to support themselves. Outside of large congregations in major
cities, few church organists positions paid well, and many were unpaid positions. Further, most
elite urban church organist positions remained dominated by men well into the 20th century. As
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Everett E. Truette wrote in The Etude 1901, “The church-organist is…in most cases obliged to
make her church position a side-issue, and spends most of her time and strength in teaching the
piano, obliged to get along from Sunday to Sunday with only the least possible preparation.”188
For women who needed to support themselves financially through the piano, it was teaching that
provided the most lucrative route, which is the topic to which we shall turn next.

In Her Own Hands
By the turn of the twentieth century, a girl anywhere in the country could open a
magazine or local newspaper and find an advertisement for a concert by a pianist who looked
like her, and quite often a photograph, profile, and concert review, too. A few, like Fannie
Bloomfield-Zeisler, appeared in bold advertisements for concerts, long profiles, and glowing
reviews in newspapers and magazines across the country. Others, especially young girls from
racially or economically disadvantaged backgrounds, appeared in national-circulation magazines
alongside a story describing their remarkable ascension. Thousands of women’s names appear in
passing announcements of upcoming local musical club events and performances across the
country. All of these remain as a testament to female pianists’ creative drive, entrepreneurialism,
industry, and commitment to social change.
Even as caricatures of female pianists as dilettantes continued to flood the media into the
twentieth century, a few journalists noted the remarkable outpouring of creative energy from
women at the keyboards to adopt the figure of the female virtuosa pianist as emblematic, instead,
of women’s striving. The stories of two young Pittsburgh pianists, Miss Blanch A. Hill and Miss
Ida May Coffee, inspired a writer for the Colored American magazine in 1902 to position the
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piano not as a symbol but as a tool with which a young woman could pull herself up and change
her status in life:
The colored girl in America, surrounded by so many disadvantages, who has the
ambition to push her way to success, whatever may be her calling, deserves all the praise
we can give her; for, indeed there is not too much respect shown her by her own
race…she alone can lift herself to the level with her white sister. She holds her destiny in
her own hands...189
Between the 1880s and early 1900s, as women attended conservatories, performed,
composed, read magazines, participated in clubs, and played at churches, they showed
themselves, each other, and the nation that the skills to play piano offered far more than
“accomplishment.” They offered, rather, a tool to “hold her destiny in her own hands.” The
gender and racial prejudices of the white male-dominated music profession, which questioned
women’s artistic potential and viewed their musical aspirations as evidence of “dilettantism”
limited women’s potential to pursue careers as virtuosas through established routes. So they
created alternate paths to play that allowed them to achieve their aims, whether
artistic, personal, social, or financial. Through the musical infrastructure these women helped
to build--especially in magazines and clubs--they created more opportunities for women
pianists to play beyond the home.
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Chapter 2: “Peeping through the cracks of the barrier”: Teaching Piano
“What do you think of my giving music lessons?” asked Mary one morning at her
family’s breakfast table. Her alarmed father’s reply? “I am able to support my family. It would
injure my credit in business.” And her mother was no less supportive, fretting, “It would injure
your social prestige.” But Mary had already begun to teach. “I need a new hat, and shoes, and
neckties, and more music lessons for myself, besides. And that is why,” she explained. Mary
heads to her musical club to share the news and hear her friends’ responses. Fellow clubwomen
offered less sympathy than Mary expected; and, instead, they shifted the focus from considering
how Mary’s choice might affect her family to larger questions about women’s changing societal
roles. One asked, “What right has a girl with a father able to support her to take the bread out of
the mouth of those that are obliged to depend on their own exertions?” Another responded,
“when women of means don’t work; or, if working, do not use their powers to the best
advantage, the world is impoverished by the loss of their labor,” while a third parroted her
husband’s view that it was inappropriate for any woman to “intrude” into men’s sphere by
working.190
This fictional story, entitled “Have the Rich a Right To Work?,” was published in the The
Etude in 1900. It points out how the demographics, motivations, and social meaning of female
piano teachers changed in the early 20th century. Statistics share this view: by 1900, the Music
Teachers National Association estimated that half of its membership was female.191 Americans
of every class invested in piano lessons for boys as well as girls. The U.S. Department of
Commerce analyzed 1910 census data to report that women made up 82% of the country’s
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84,790 music teachers—a total of 69,827.192 In Hartford, Connecticut, a 1913 study of all public
elementary school students reported that 29% of girls studied piano with private lessons, along
with 11% of boys, for a total of 20% of all students.193 Like the characters in Mary’s story, this
chapter asks how, why, and to what effect women used the piano to emerge from the parlor into
the workforce in the decades around the turn of the century.
Social critics at the time and historians since have looked only at middle-class unmarried
white women teachers to begin answering these questions. As we have seen, some teachers were
aspiring virtuosas who fell back on teaching as a result of their struggles to succeed as
professional musicians. Other historians have argued that the growing number of white women
working as piano teachers must be understood also as part of the larger movement of women
opting to go “out to work.”194 We will, in this chapter, broaden these studies to examine how
women’s class, geographic area and, especially, race and marital status affected their decisions to
teach piano as well as their options of where and how to teach.
Women from many backgrounds were attracted to teaching the piano as a way to
monetize their parlor-playing skills in pursuit of goals as diverse as supporting a financially
independent life, inconspicuously supplementing their family’s income, fighting for racial uplift
and social reform, experimenting with pedagogical ideas, expressing their creative energy,
achieving professional acclaim, and more. First, we will examine why and how women with
advanced training worked as private teachers. Then we’ll explore the experiences and strategies
of those who created or taught in school music programs. In the next chapter, we’ll focus on girls
and women’s work as home piano teachers. Through scores of women’s stories, we shall see
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how their work as piano teachers changed the landscapes of women’s work and American music
at the turn of the century.

Women, Work, and Teaching Piano 1880-1920
Until the 1880s, piano lessons were an elite form of art training offered primarily by male
teachers and accessible, for the most part, only to wealthy daughters who attended private
schools or took private lessons.195 A girl’s skills on the piano had, since shortly after the
instrument’s invention around 1800, represented a vision of a woman’s aspiration to a life of
“accomplished” leisure, and indicated that her father had the funds to support her. As access to
pianos was democratized following the Civil War, teaching piano from home became a
recognized stopgap measure for wealthy white married women who fell on hard times. “Now if
she could teach or do anything for her own support, how much better off she would be & you
know music is better paid than almost anything else,” wrote Virginian Maria Louisa Walker
Fleet in a letter to her daughters in 1871, describing the sad situation of a neighbor whose
husband had deserted her.196 But in the decades around the turn of the twentieth century, girls
like the fictional Mary from the story above, who wanted “pin money,” and women who may or
may not have had ambitions to become professional virtuosas, increasingly chose to teach.197
Women’s entry into piano teaching was part of girls’ and women’s entry into many new
occupational categories, including factory work, office work, and more between 1880 and 1920,
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yet it has been conspicuously absent from histories of women’s work.198 To support themselves,
according to Alice Kessler-Harris, white women had a choice: a more respectable job such as a
department store clerk, which offered lower wages, or a less respectable job that required manual
labor such as factory worker, which paid better.199 As we shall see, teaching piano offered an
important addition to the menu of more respectable, lower-paid jobs that were available to
women, and particularly black women, in both rural areas and cities at the time.200
Wealthy, prodigiously talented, and job-seeking women who graduated from
conservatory often introduced piano instruction to public schools. A previous generation of
women, starting in the hotbed of 1830s Antebellum New England, had moved into, dominated,
and “feminized” the field of teaching. They argued that women’s inherent nature as nurturers and
moral authorities made them ideal educators, and presented hiring female teachers as a costsaving measure. Reformers like Catherine Beecher and male allies like Horace Mann spread
these ideas through articles and books. Following emancipation, white and black women moved
south to found and teach in new segregated educational institutions for primary through college
education, often in collaboration with white philanthropists, churches, and educators. Most
schools of the 1880s were segregated, which meant that the opportunities for black and white
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women to become school piano teachers developed separately as well. As a result, their
experiences will be considered separately in this section of the chapter.201

Private Piano Teachers
Advertisements for white and black women’s private studios, many noting their
prestigious pedigrees from European conservatories and private teachers, filled the pages of the
nation’s magazines in the late 1890s and early 1900s, but their stories are largely absent from the
historical record.202 One reason for this is the discrimination and financial challenges that women
faced as independent private piano teachers. As we saw in the last chapter, when young women
with advanced musical training pursued careers as performers, men suggested that they would be
better suited to teaching than performing, as a result of their perceived biological proclivities.203
Yet when women entered into the sub-field of piano teaching, they found a new set of barriers.
Outspoken critics disapproved of their lifestyle. Further, social perceptions that they were
amateurs simply earning “pin money” made it difficult to secure serious students.
Another challenge for white women breaking into the field of private teaching was that
men were “eager to maintain [their] own power,” in the field, according to historian James
Parakilas. To do so, they capitalized on the fact that young women wanted to become virtuosas,
201
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but the musical establishment (as we saw in the last chapter) refused to recognize them as such.
Men could leverage their own credentials as virtuosos to charge more and attract female students
who were eager to play complicated repertoire. Ambitious female students preferred to learn
with male rather than female teachers, since the latter were presumed to be “mere amusementgivers.” As the cycle continued, trained female pianists who were unable to secure performing
work also found it impossible to recruit students willing to pay a fee commensurate with their
skills as a teacher.204
This presumption that all female piano teachers were unskilled amateurs had real
financial consequences for those hoping to support themselves as private teachers. In 1895, Mrs.
Garrett Webster opened her piece on “The Pay of Women Musicians” for the Ladies’ Home
Journal by noting, “Probably there is no field where more varying wage is paid women than in
the realm of music. The greatest and lowest sums alike are received by them in this profession...”
Her main point was not to discover why so many (white) women received low wages, but rather
to reprimand those “who attempt and claim to teach… by purchasing some book of piano
instruction to keep one lesson ahead of their unfortunate pupils.” She blamed them for “the
number of poor musical performers there are in existence” and accused them of “dishonesty of
accepting pay in return for services which they are utterly unfitted and unable to render.”205 As
we shall see, the women Webster reprimands had their own reasons to teach, and were likely
unconcerned with the fact that their low skill level brought down the wages and harmed the
reputations of more skilled female teachers.
As a result of both discrimination and financial challenges, many women only pursued a
life as an independent private piano teacher in the city for a few months or years, and their voices
204
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and ambitions are difficult to recover through the chorus of their detractors. Still, the history of
women’s work as private urban piano teachers offers a significant window into how diverse
women envisioned using their skills at the piano to create new lives for themselves, even if they
were successful at doing so only for a time.
The story of Grace Greenwood Miles, a white woman who taught piano in Boston
between 1893 and 1910, would be lost to history, save for a few scattered newspaper mentions of
her performances and the donation of her business-related papers to the New York Public
Library by R.H. Burnside, a famous New York theater personality.206 Her story shows how an
ambitious, white, single woman might use her work as a private piano teacher to mold a persona
as a “New Woman,” and also lays bare the economic challenges that drove so many women from
this path within a few short years.207
Grace Miles was born in 1873 in Somerville, Massachusetts, the second of four children
to a father whom the 1880 census listed as a salesman and a mother who was keeping house.208
She arrived in Boston in 1893 as a single nineteen year-old, moved into a boarding house at 6
Gordon Place in Dorchester, where she paid $1.50 weekly for room and board, and began taking
lessons in Harmony and Piano in 1895 from a prominent teacher and music critic, C.L. Capen,
and later, in 1902, from Mr. Frank L. Young.209 In 1897, she put down $15 toward a piano at the
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Ludwig Piano Store, toward which she would pay $5 monthly for the next two years until the
total sum, $394, (which included $18.94 interest,) was paid off.210 To support herself, Grace
worked as a piano teacher and accompanist at clubs and concerts across the greater Boston
area.211
Grace clearly saw herself as--and cultivated a public persona as--a respectable “lady” and
professional pianist. In her ledger, she proudly recorded her playing 2nd piano on a Grieg
Concerto for Emil Mollenuaer in November 1897, and in her scrapbook, she pasted a Boston
Times article entitled “Mr. Sobeski’s Students’ Recital” describing how “Miss Grace Miles
accompanied with her usual perfectness and good judgment.”212 She pasted this clipping
opposite a full-length portrait showing her corseted in a long, flowery dress with artificial
flowers at the waist and elaborate three-tiered sleeves. Neither hand is fully visible, but her left
hand is holding what looks like a hat. It’s her status as a lady that she foregrounds in this image;
not her professional persona. Earlier in the scrapbook, an oval-shaped studio portrait depicts
Grace as professional. Pasted just above a portion of a 1902 letter of recommendation by Clara
M. Drew, a contralto for whom she provided regular accompaniment, the image depicts Miles
with her hair carefully coiffed on top of her head in the fashionable Newport Knot. On the
portrait’s mat, she has signed “Yours Sincerely, Grace Miles” in large, confident handwriting
with her signature underlined. [Figure 8] Perhaps Grace gave (or envisioned giving) copies of
this signed image to fans following a performance.213
Despite the social benefit of masking her identity as a laborer, however, her persona as a
charitable “lady” created economic challenges for Grace. Her ledger book shows how the public210
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facing image Grace cultivated as a professional pianist and charitable clubwoman served as a
stark contrast to her grim financial situation. Professional opportunities were scarce: her
performances were mostly unpaid club and charity events, and the majority of “credits” came
from work as a private piano teacher.214 Regular students, which included both married and
single men and women, paid $.50 for weekly hour-long lessons in reading, harmony, or
accompaniment.215 She appears to have bartered for the $.25/hour studio rent by “playing for”
the singer Miss Clara Drew an hour each day.216
Despite her ingenuity, Grace was vulnerable and susceptible to the whims of her clients,
and unable to benefit from the advice of colleagues or the support of a union like other female
wage-earners of the era. To continue building her reputation and securing new work, Grace
solicited letters of recommendation from her clientele, placed ads (though I was unable to find
any), and made sure to collect her pay.217 In 1902, the same year that the Boston Post described
her as ”modest and earnest,” she was privately engaged in a dispute over a $4 outstanding
payment with a Mrs. Blanche R. Lake of Leominster, MA.218
Despite her grueling schedule and self-advocacy, Grace’s carefully enumerated “debits”
and “credits” depict a pitifully low standard of living. The week of October 8-October 13, 1901,
for example, she started with $.23 cash on hand. She borrowed an additional quarter from her
mother, found .05 “didn’t know I had,” received $1.00 each from Mrs. Bowen, and Mrs.
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Blackden. Those were her “debits.” Her “credits” included $2.71 on carfare, lunch and supper,
stamps, a postal card, repairing her shoes, and posting an “ad” in the Herald.219 She ended the
week with $.32 on hand and indebted to her mother. Most months between 1900 and 1905 her
“credits” and “debits” both came to around $45.
Yet despite these challenges, working as a private pianist offered social benefits. It did
not require a uniform, loose-fitting clothes or physical exertion. Rather than arriving at work via
streetcar during the morning rush, Grace could zip across the city in a “car” and work in private
indoors spaces. In addition to her piano bill, room and board, and rent for a piano studio in
“Huntington Chambers” where she taught, Grace’s major expense, by far, was carfare to and
from her various engagements. These engagements brought her across the state of
Massachusetts, from Amherst Town Hall to Walpole to Jamaica Plains.220
Grace’s ledger ends in 1907, by which point her family appears to have been in financial
straits. Her father wrote to her in 1908 to inquire when she was coming home, and reported that
he was unemployed and the family would have to move if something didn’t change soon.221 She
next appears in the public record in the 1933 City Directory, where she’s listed as an organist
living and working in Alston, Massachusetts. Grace Greenwood Miles died in Boston in 1951.222
For Grace and the dozens of women whose photographs and advertisements for private
studios filled the pages of music magazines at the turn of the century, structural barriers thwarted
their dreams of living in the city and supporting themselves by playing the piano. Condescending
articles in music magazines such as “A Letter of Advice,” published by The Etude in 1901,
suggest that recent female conservatory graduates were struggling as teachers because of their
219
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lack of business savvy. “You ‘hate to dun’ anyone for an unpaid bill you say. Why hate it? You
must get over this feeling at once…”223 These minimize the structural challenges that young
ambitious single women encountered in this era when their work could either be profitable or
respectable, but rarely both.

Independent Black Women Piano Teachers
At a time when 90% of black wage-earning women were working in farm labor, as
domestics, cooks or cleaners, female pianists bucked this trend to create a new category of
respectable employment as piano teachers.224 Indeed, despite the many challenges of supporting
oneself by teaching piano, it was one of few respectable, accessible, and relatively lucrative jobs
available to single black women in the early twentieth century. Bertha M. Allen Lee, to offer one
example, earned the considerable annual income of $600 by working as a piano teacher in Des
Moines in 1914.225 This salary was comparable to the national average income for the most
desirable “pink collar” office jobs.
To support herself, Bertha must have had more than just musical talent and sound
business sense; she must have overcome potential students’ racial prejudices. The scope of this
challenge is clear from a February 1903 Negro Music Journal editorial that begged readers to
rethink their preference for white male teachers. “If we desire a white teacher on his merit, that is
all right; but if we desire him on his color or nationality, we are surely wrong…if the colored
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teacher cannot get pupils, how do you expect him to prove to you his pedagogical ability?”226
African-American women embarking on careers as piano teachers would have been aware of
both gender and racial prejudice working against them, which helps to explain why they
employed many different strategies to make a living this way.
The first generation of conservatory graduates in the 1880s and 1890s often moved to
rural areas to teach, and several founded independent music schools in small towns and cities.
After graduating from Boston Conservatory, Mrs. N.A.R. Leslie (whose husband was deceased),
opened music schools in Paris and Corpus Christi Texas, remote areas where demand for lessons
was high and supply of teachers was low. According to Monroe Major, who profiled her in his
1893 Noted Negro Women: Their Triumphs and Activities, Leslie’s Corpus Christi school served
students “not only in many of the Southern States, but Indian Territory,” and her arrival in each
town marked “a new chapter for the musical community of the entire region.”227 Similarly,
pianist Minniolia Jackson and her sister Violetta, a singer, opened the Jackson Sisters’ School of
Music in their hometown of Sedalia, MO in 1905 to offer classes at 7:30-10:30 am and 3:30-6:30
PM, just before and after school.228 By 1908, Minniolia was working as a teacher at the local
black Lincoln High School; presumably when the school created an instrumental program and
hired her to teach, she closed her private school.229
By the early 20th century, as the Great Migration sent millions to urban cities of the North
and West, women could begin to earn a living as piano teachers in the larger, more competitive
environment of cities. Eva Roosa Hutchins advertised her Boston studio by highlighting what she
could offer that a white male teacher could not: lower prices. Additionally, in monthly
226
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advertisements in the Colored American magazine in 1904, she positioned herself as a helpful
cultural intermediary for black transplants. [Figure 9]
MADAM EVA ROOSA HUTCHINS
Graduated 1900, New England Conservatory of Music, as PIANO SOLOIST
TEACHER OF PIANO, THEORY, HARMONY, MUSICAL HISTORY
CHURCH ORGANIST
Persons coming to this city intending to obtain a musical education will find it very
profitable to interview me in regard to prices before attempting to enter a conservatory
and not be able to meet with its heavy financial demands.230
By introducing herself as a respectable, formally trained pianist who had presumably supported
herself for four years through teaching music, Eva put together a savvy recruitment strategy.
Several women such as Bertha Williams and Frances Galloway were able to establish
successful private piano studios in Chicago in the 1910s. Williams and Galloway had both come
to the city to study, and stayed on to open private studios that worked with both white and black
students and performers. Williams, Nora Holt wrote in the Chicago Defender, is “one of the
foremost among the younger teachers and her pupils are in the best families of both races.”231
Galloway, meanwhile, secured the management of a white agent, Samuel B. Garton, and toured
regionally in 1914.232 Whether this association of working with white students and musicians
was central to Williams and Galloway’s visions of themselves, or if it was Nora Holt who found
this aspect of their careers notable we’ll never know.
It’s possible only to speculate, but it’s likely that Williams and Galloway, like Grace
Greenwood Miles, were barely eking out a living even as they projected public-facing images of
successful, professional pianists and private piano teachers. No black or white woman I
encountered in my research managed to support herself through work as a private teacher for
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more than a half-dozen years. Most white women left their jobs as private teachers either because
they married or opted for more sustainable and lucrative work to support themselves. Black
women, however, often continued to operate private piano studios from home after marriage.
This followed larger occupational trends: Since black men’s jobs paid so little, black women had
to work as well to support a family. 233 As late as 1920, 33% of married black women worked at
a time compared to only 6 percent of married native-born women and 7 percent of married
immigrant white women.234
Black women moved into the new occupational category of private piano teacher at the
same time as white women did. This is notable since, as jobseekers, black women were doubly
discriminated against in most fields. Most jobs open to black people favored men; jobs in
feminized fields preferred white women. Occupational categories that opened to white women in
the early twentieth century, including office and department store work, remained closed to black
women.235 Yet the wide-ranging strategies black female pianists used, including moving to
remote areas and areas without public school music programs, leveraging their racialized
experiences in the musical profession to recruit students, and engaging in inter-racial musical
work to raise their prestige, helped them to establish a professional, better-paying, more-
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respected work domain.236 Anecdotal evidence in this chapter cannot provide evidence of
statistical significance, but this story of how black women created a new type of respectable job
by teaching piano--both privately and, especially, as we shall see, at schools-- adds a chapter to
the history of black women’s work and a path for future research.237

Women Bring Piano Education into Segregated Schools
Black and white women pianists with advanced training introduced pianos and piano
instruction into the schools and communities where they took jobs as teachers starting in the late
1880s. Over the next thirty years, jobs as school piano teachers offered black women the
platform from which to create a nation-wide music educational infrastructure for their
community, and to launch and advance a coherent and compelling agenda of “musical uplift.” By
contrast, white women who found jobs as piano teachers in white schools encountered many of
the same frustrations and barriers to advancement as aspiring virtuosas: a male-dominated
establishment that treated them as a threat. An exception was the field of primary teaching, in
which some white women developed creative outlets and opportunities. Though black women
were certainly far more limited in their options within society at large, the field of music
education within segregated public schools offered them more opportunity to advance than white
women in the last two decades of the nineteenth century.

Black Women Create a Music Education Infrastructure
During the height of Jim Crow, African-American women who graduated from musical
conservatories and moved to the South to teach piano expanded economic and professional
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opportunities, not only for themselves, but also for other black women. As candidates for piano
instructor positions in black schools, black women were competing neither with white women,
who had, for the most part, left positions in African-American schools post-Reconstruction, nor
with black man, few of whom had studied parlor piano prior to 1880.238 Conservatory-trained
women like Amelia Tiligman and Harriet Gibbs pioneered the profession of black school music
teacher when they created programs that introduced piano instruction into formerly enslaved
communities of the South.
When Tiligman relocated to Montgomery, Alabama to teach music in the public schools,
“there were no colored pianists in Montgomery, and in no house where colored people lived did
one hear in passing the artistic rendition of music as is now heard in almost every two or three
squares,” reflected a journalist, looking back from 1893.239 During her first year in town,
Tiligman organized a recital of her students in a local congregational church, which was attended
by “the very best people of the city, including quite a number of interested white friends.”240
Similarly, when Harriet Gibbs took a position as “Directress of Music,” at Cane Springs
Industrial School in Kentucky in 1892, she designed its curriculum to offer “a symmetrical
development of all the musical faculties which are essential in the true musician, whether teacher
or virtuoso.”241 By teaching piano to formerly enslaved school children, Tiligman and Gibbs
were not only providing new skills to children in these communities, but were also carving out
stable jobs for themselves and African-American girls to follow.
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Both Tiligman and Gibbs used their positions as primary school piano teachers to create
new professional organizations that championed African-American musicians beyond the
classroom. As we have seen, Tiligman founded the first African-American music journal, The
Musical Messenger, in 1886. Gibbs drummed up interest in the music program at Cane Springs
so fast that after four years, she decided the music school required its own “modern” building
with “assembly hall, lesson, practice, library, office and coat rooms.” To raise the $3,000 for this
new building, she invited several former classmates to join her on a fundraising tour, for which
she “earnestly solicited” invitations to play concerts. Surviving concert programs show that
Gibbs saw her fundraising tour as an opportunity to perform advanced repertoire and advertise
her bona fides as a classically trained professional musician.242 These activities supported
Tiligman’s and Gibbs’s own professional development and spread their reputations as
professionals.243
Though neither The Musical Messenger nor the Cane Springs Music School were
financially successful, the path Tiligman and Gibbs charted from conservatory pianist to primary
school teacher to music educator in the South represented a new route that generations would
pursue to facilitate their economic and professional advancement.244 Gibbs herself left Cane
Springs for Washington D.C. in 1900. There, she took a job as Assistant Supervisor of Music for
the School District and began hatching her plans to create the Washington Conservatory of
Music. Among those following similar paths, Lulu Vere Childers, who graduated from Oberlin
242
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in 1896, taught music in the public schools of Ulrichsville, Ohio before eventually founding the
Music Department at Howard University.245 Florence Price graduated from the New England
Conservatory of Music in 1907 and took a teaching job at Cotton Plant Arkadelphia Academy in
Arkansas. Price went on to become the first African-American female composer to have a
symphonic composition performed by a major American symphony orchestra.246
Biographers of elite black women pianists have generally mentioned these women’s work
as primary teachers only as a stepping-stones to their work at much more prestigious institutions
in the urban North.247 Yet it was the availability of jobs as public school piano teachers that
allowed these women pianists to support themselves financially, build a base of knowledgeable
listeners, and create opportunities for themselves to advance as professionals in an era when few
such opportunities existed in any field.
By the early 1910s, generations of women’s work as piano teachers had reshaped the
landscape of music education in the black community. The most talented of those who studied
piano, starting in primary school, might eventually attend either integrated conservatories like the
New England Conservatory of Music and Oberlin, or the new African-American conservatories
such as Harriet Gibbs’ Washington Conservatory of Music and the Western University music
school, founded in Quindaro, Kansas, in 1907 under the direction of Beulah Douglas.248
Graduates from these programs extended the network of music programs further, by taking jobs
as piano teachers in primary schools, high schools, and conservatories across the country.
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Most of these piano-playing women took teaching positions primarily to address their
own personal circumstances and goals; many teachers were unmarried, and used teaching to
support themselves. The cumulative result of these many individual decisions to teach piano,
however, was an astoundingly high level of music education among teachers in black schools at
every level.249 Daisy Westbrook, who graduated from the Washington Conservatory of Music
around 1904, was working in 1917 as a teacher of music and drawing at Lincoln High School in
St. Louis and supporting her sister, mother, grandmother, and an adopted baby.250 Viola Kinney,
who graduated from the music program at Western University in 1911, supported herself through
her job at the “colored” Lincoln High School in Sedalia Missouri for thirty-five years.251 This
anecdotal evidence suggests that many cities matched the situation in Kansas City Kansas, where
twenty-four of the twenty-five secondary music educators in the city’s black public schools
between 1904 and 1954 held a bachelor’s degree from schools with strong music programs, and
five of the eight high school music teachers held a master’s degree.252
Introducing pianos and conservatory-trained piano teachers into Southern black schools
and communities did more than just create new job opportunities for black women and expand
access to high-quality music instruction for students; it also challenged a prevailing educational
philosophy within the black community. To understand this, one must first understand the ideas
of “uplift” and “industrial education.” “Uplift” was a Darwinian-based hierarchical self-help
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strategy developed by elite African-Americans in the late nineteenth century. It suggested that, to
achieve racial progress, the elite should change poor African-Americans’ behavior to “uplift”
them and, by extension, the race. “Industrial Education” was the idea, advanced most stridently
by Booker T. Washington, that the path to uplift would be through training in industrial trades
that would prove black peoples’ usefulness to white society. Elite African-Americans, he
thought, should focus on building and advocating for industrial training programs for poorer
African-Americans, not on advancing their liberal arts or arts education.253
Through their schools and publications, women pushed back on this vision that industrial
education was the proper path, and argued that music instruction was a viable route for all black
Americans to advance morally, economically, and socially.254 “In this day of confusion when
one is wavering between the industrial and artistic education…in my opinion, music is
something which belongs to the people at large,” wrote Agnes Carroll, Assistant Editor of the
Negro Music Journal, in 1902.255 As described in the last chapter, Harriet Gibbs similarly
believed that the African “race”—had an innate musicality that African-Americans should
leverage to pursue racial uplift. As we have seen, pianists like Carroll, Gibbs, and the graduates
of conservatories not only articulated these ideas, but also acted on them, by founding music
education programs at every level across the country.256
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One testament to the growing traction of this vision of “musical uplift” is Booker T.
Washington’s impassioned rejection of it in The Colored American Magazine, the largest
national-circulation black magazine, in July 1904. In an article entitled “Industrial Education;
Will it Solve the Negro Problem,” Washington targeted the school piano to reject the idea of
“musical uplift” and argue that piano lessons were appropriate only for African-Americans who
had already achieved economic security:
One of the saddest sights I ever saw was the placing of a $300 rosewood piano in a
country school in the South…I should have deferred those music lessons about twentyfive years…In this ‘Black Belt” community where this piano went, four-fifths of the
people owned no land, many lived in rented one-room cabins, many were in debt for food
supplies…how much wiser it would have been to have taught girls in this community
how to do their own sewing, how to cook intelligently and economically, housekeeping,
something of dairying and horticulture…After the home and the necessaries of life were
supplied, could come the piano; one piano lesson in a home is worth twenty in a rented
log cabin.257
Whereas Carroll and Gibbs argued that musical instruction offered a path to black “uplift,”
Washington saw music lessons as symbolic of an outmoded form of feminine “accomplishment”
that was a distraction from—not an alternative path to--uplift.
Washington’s assumption that a girl learned to play as an accomplishment at home
reveals just how radically Gibbs and Carroll had reimagined the role of the female pianist: while
most continued to see the female pianist as a static class symbol, they were embodying and
advocating her role as an activist race leader. Though the history of late nineteenth century
African-American education has long centered around debates between Washington’s “Industrial
Education” and W.E.B DuBois’ ideas of the “Talented Tenth,” women’s choices to advance their
social and economic position through learning music and teaching piano show that the idea of
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“musical uplift” also made a lasting impression on how African-Americans thought about
education.
Because black women piano teachers did their work at the piano, which was so closely
associated with ideas of respectable femininity, and because these women framed their own
work--and onlookers judged it—as part of the fight for racial, not gender equality, their gender
role-defying moves went unacknowledged at the time and have been overlooked by historians
since. For example, in the 1890s, a series of books that chronicled the lives and contributions of
African-American women, including Women of Distinction: Remarkable in Works and
Invincible in Character, and Noted Negro Women: Their Triumphs and Activities praised music
teachers for their work combatting racial inequality in society.258 L.A. Scruggs praises Amelia
Tiligman as a scion of feminine respectability, “truly building monuments of music in the homes
of the people…young ladies who have been under her instruction and watched her womanly
learning will rise up and call her blessed.”259 Had he been concerned more with gender than race
activism, he might have described her as a trailblazing woman in journalism, or music education.
The black community’s primary concern with “uplift” proved to be a double-edged sword for
ambitious black women: it enabled them to expand their scope of work, but it also clouded their
legacy as individuals and as women.

White Women Pursue School Music Careers
White women who taught piano in schools operated in a very different context: those
who stepped outside the bounds of a set sphere of feminine behavior risked being accused of
selfishness. Though they made inroads as teachers and members of professional music education
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organizations when public schools began hiring music teachers and supervisors in the 1880s,
they found little opportunity for advancement beyond the field of primary teaching.
Sandra Howe’s research has shown that even as schools began introducing instrumental lessons,
singing and directing choirs remained the centerpiece of most school music programs, and
female vocalists rather than pianists were most often promoted to positions as School Music
Supervisors.260 Additionally, Howe has found that though women did serve on committees of
organizations like the National Education Association (NEA), presented one quarter of the
papers at national conferences, and performed frequently, they had fewer opportunities than men
to serve in meaningful leadership roles. No committee was chaired by a woman between 1886
and 1925, yet they were over-represented on dead-end conference planning committees.261 As
Frances Eliot Clark, Supervisor of Music in Milwaukee, later recalled, at the NEA she felt she
“had no voice anywhere. We were…neither flesh, fowl, nor good red herring.”262
The particularly egregious track record of the Music Teachers National Association
(MTNA) suggests that gender discrimination was not specific to the NEA, but permeated the
field. In 1903, Amy Fay wrote into the Musical Courier that the upcoming program of the Music
Teachers’ National Association “will afford food for reflection as to feminine professional
musicians of the United States, and will plainly demonstrate to them the artistic standing which
they have in the eyes of the men…”263 She went on to note that, of the seventy-two listed
presenters and performers at the upcoming convention, only eight were women. Her frustration
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centered not only on representation, but also on the economic injustice of a situation where
women made the bulk of the organization’s dues-paying membership but whose contributions
were so undervalued. “It is the judgment of the writer that women would do well to turn their
money into the National Federation of Women’s Clubs…or else found a Women’s Music
Teachers’ National Association for themselves and invite the men to contribute to the
advertising.”264 The organization, which was founded in 1876, did not have a female president
until 1970.265
Seeing that the established routes and organizations offered no way forward, ambitious
school music educators like Julia Crane and Frances Eliot Clark followed Amy Fay’s advice and
founded regional organizations and developed new pedagogies that advanced both their own
careers and the field of music education.266 Julia Crane, who had a background in both music
and education, saw an opportunity when schools began expanding their music programs to
include instrumental training in the late nineteenth century.267 She pitched the idea for a special
music teacher training program to her alma mater, the Potsdam, New York Normal School.
When the Crane Normal Institute for Music opened in 1884, it marked a significant intervention
into conventional music pedagogical practices at the time, inspired women across the country to
found similar Normal School programs, and created jobs for many more to work there.268
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Other white women went to small towns where they faced less competition, and played
up their efforts as “missionary” work. In September 1901, Julia C. Allen, who taught piano in a
boarding school, described in The Etude why her work was not “only another name for slovenly,
flashy, and generally no-account work.” Rather, she explained, her work was “to send forth
musical missionaries into the world…” and to “exert great influence in forming the popular taste
and creating an artistic atmosphere.”269 By framing her work within this context, Allen was
defending her rights to work as a teacher by drawing attention away from her private ambition
and toward her work for the greater good. Another pianist and rural music teacher, Miss Mary
Elizabeth Luger, wrote on a similar theme in an essay, entitled “Success in Obscurity,” which
she submitted to The Etude’s annual Prize Essay Contest. She pointed out the moral and
professional opportunities of the “country music teacher” to dissuade her fellow country music
teachers from “dreaming of the land beyond their reach” and “allow[ing] themselves to be drawn
into the whirlpool of popular music.”270 Of course the fact that these women submitted their
essays for publication in The Etude belies an underlying desire not to work in “obscurity,” but to
receive personal attention and praise for their work as teachers. We will discuss the very
different perspectives of those piano teachers who were “drawn into the whirlpool” of popular
music in the next chapter.
Clark’s alternate path began when she chaired a meeting in 1907 in Keokuk, Iowa to
discuss the unique challenges of Music Supervisors. Though gender discrimination was nowhere
identified in their charter, forty of the sixty-nine people who opted to spin off into The Music
Supervisors National Conference, under Clark’s leadership, were women.271 In 1910, Clark
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again advanced her career by veering off the trodden track: she accepted a position to create the
education department of the Victor Talking Machine Company. At a time when most music
teachers decried recorded sound as a deterrent from music education, Clark became the
pioneering outspoken advocate for records as a teaching tool.272
While Crane and Clark have rightly been singled out as profoundly creative music
educators, many women followed similar strategies of creating alternative organizations and
feminized sub-fields in order to overcome or at least accommodate gender prejudice in the field
of music education. By exploring their work in one such sub-field, kindergarten music pedagogy,
we shall see how this strategy created new professional and economic opportunities, but also
new challenges for white women music educators.

Kindergarten Pedagogy
When Margarethe Schurz and Elizabeth Peabody opened the first U.S. kindergartens in
the 1870s and 1880s, they introduced Frederick Froebel’s ideas about early childhood
development to the American public and normalized the idea that women would be natural
leaders of kindergarten pedagogy. By November 1901, advertisements from women with
advanced piano training selling their own kindergarten methods and instruction books filled the
classified sections of national music magazines. [Figure 10] Nina K. Darlington, for example,
identified her professional credential as a graduate of the New England Conservatory of Music to
promote her “Kindergarten Music-Building: The Science of Music for Children.”273 She
tempered this depiction of an ambitious professional pianist by also including a photograph of a
woman hugging two young girls, speaking to her inherent nurturing traits as a mother. Even
272
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women without professional training were attempting to advance in this field, by leveraging their
experiences as mothers. Katherine Burrowes of New York paid for the top quarter of a page in
the Etude to advertise her “Burrowes Musical Kindergarten Method,” which she claimed was
“built not on mere theories,” but was “the cream of five years of special effort.”274 There were
far fewer of these ads by the start of the next decade, suggesting that the kindergarten music
pedagogy bubble had burst.
Yet a few women like Evelyn Ashton Fletcher Copp and Eleanor Smith (who will be
featured in the next chapter) successfully launched their kindergarten music pedagogy methods
into mainstream careers as music educators and large and successful businesses. Evelyn Fletcher
was clearly passionate about her work and savvy about her business; she recruited teachers
across the country and the world, taught over 700 students and patented her methods, and
continued to build her business even after she married Mr. Copp. Her November 1901
advertisement declared, “There are already over 250 teachers of the system…[she has] already
successfully introduced her system in the European Centres, Leipsic, Berlin, Brussels and
Paris…” inviting prospective students to inquire in New York, Chicago, or Roxbury, MA.275
Yet when Fletcher-Copp caught the attention of a New York Times journalist in 1913, she
was depicted, foremost, as a mother in a full-page article on her method entitled, “Children of
Seven Learn to Compose Piano Music.” A large photo collage at the center shows FletcherCopp surrounded by doting children including several on her lap, and the author describes that
she “looks bored to death if you try to lead her to talk of herself.” This framing--which may have
come from Fletcher-Copp herself or from the journalist--supports the idea that women like
Fletcher-Copp found the most success as school music teachers when they adhered to gendered
274
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expectations and worked in new areas of the field that did not compete with men.276
While these strategies supported the needs of individual white women, they did little to
change the perception of white women in the musical profession as a whole. Fanny Morris
Smith, the editor for “Women’s Work in Music” column in The Etude, pointed out this irony in
May, 1899. She cautioned readers not to celebrate the growing number of women teachers as
evidence of advancement in the field. “Tact, gentleness, firmness, and insight are not musical;
they are properties of motherhood,” she wrote. In Fanny’s estimation, both men and women were
to blame: men had “made an inventory of all that is particularly distasteful and wearing in the
profession and assigned it to the weaker sex as their fittest sphere of activity,” but women’s
“eagerness” to ”develop…this humble branch of the profession,” had made it “so much their
own that the ‘nobler sex’ has begun to see a peculiar fitness in the arrangements.”277 That is, by
creatively expanding the field of primary music instruction, women had confirmed men’s
perceptions that it was the work they were inherently better at—and therefore should continue to
do. According to Fanny, women who relied on gendered assumptions to create opportunities for
themselves as primary music educators were partially to blame for the slow growth of women’s
advancement as musicians in the field at large, since they were perpetuating ideas about
gendered abilities and weaknesses.

Amateur Piano Teachers
Another challenge pianists with professional aspirations faced was the growing number
of amateur women using the training they had received on their parlor piano to go out and teach.
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The specter of amateurs flooding the field of private piano teaching caused an uproar from both
men and women in professional musical journals. Henry T. Finck, the music critic for the New
York Evening Post from 1881 to 1824, expressed one common perspective among male music
critics and teachers in an article entitled “Employments Unsuitable for Women” in 1901. He
argued that “girls should be taught that, except under the stress of poverty, it is selfish as well as
suicidal on their part to go out and work…”278
Professional women pianists such as Clara Korn and Amy Fay offered more nuanced but
equally angry sentiments toward amateurs, and pointed out how the strategies amateur women
were employing to portray themselves as “respectable” were undermining the efforts of
professional women to advance women’s roles as musicians. Clara Korn, who was married to a
cigar manufacturer and lived in New Jersey with a daughter, a servant and a coachman, was
concerned primarily about women’s reputation as professionals.279 She saw those who “pushed
into the field of work,” tempted by the possibility “to give poor music-lessons rather than make
jelly and laundry linen,” as giving all women musicians a bad name. She argued in The Etude in
1901 that whereas thirty years ago, such work outside the home was thought to be improper,
“….one can give [the lessons] now, and not give up the young men either; he now believes that a
few years’ professional music-teaching may be the best prelude to a future of lullabies…” The
result was that “Art and instruction of all kinds are overrun with incompetence.”280
For Amy Fay, who was unmarried and living with her brother as she supported herself
through work as a piano teacher, the influx of inferior teachers exacerbated the economic
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challenges for female teachers by contributing to public perceptions that any woman teacher was
an amateur. In contrast to the many articles (written by both men and women) blaming women’s
low pay for their lack of training and business sense, Fay offered a structural gender analysis of
the issues in an article entitled “The Woman Music Teacher in a Large City” in The Etude in
1902. Whereas students paid male teachers in advance, she explained, pupils often cancelled last
minute on female teachers, assuming that they would be happy to use their “time for something
else…” and often never paid. Cash flow was particularly problematic in the fall, after summer
vacations when the music teacher was left “high and dry, ‘alone in her glory…spending all she
has accumulated during the winter months.” This schedule put her at a further disadvantage
come fall, just as she “ought to have plenty of money to advertise, get herself written up, send
out circulars, and call upon her friends (this last costs car-fare).”281
Among the many female music educators (both black and white) reading The Musical
Courier and The Etude were surely women like Clara Korn, who were frustrated with the lack of
opportunities for professional advancement and recognition, and women like Fay, who were selfsupporting and primarily frustrated at economic discrimination in the field. To advance in the
profession, Korn believed that professionals should weed out the amateurs and keep fighting to
prove to men that they were equal. Fay, by contrast, argued that women should focus their
attention on sex-segregated arenas where they would be treated (and paid) as equals. In a “Reply
to Amy Fay” that Clara Korn sent to the Musical Courier in 1904, Korn argues that “women will
gain very little by isolating themselves from men…If men and women meet on an equal artistic
level it will be greatly to the advantage of the latter, insomuch as their ambition will be
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stimulated and the standard of their musical efforts elevated.”282 In 1907 she penned another
letter to the editor of the Musical Courier, complaining “We poor women are outside the pale,
and must content ourselves with peeping through the cracks of the barrier, like the impecunious
little ragamuffins at a baseball game.”283 She continued to struggle and advocate for women’s
place in male-dominated musical environments throughout her career.
The appeals of professional women to “Go Home” did little to affect the entry of
thousands of girls and women who began teaching piano from home around the turn of the
century. They were concerned with raising money to put food on the table, purchasing stylish
new clothes, or building their own business. In pursuing their own ambitions at the keys,
however, as the next chapter shall show, these piano teachers who taught from homes across the
country shaped American music in profound ways at the birth of ragtime and popular music.

Conclusion
Though they have appeared in the history books as staid, conservative forces, the women
who taught piano were integral players in creating and responding to broad changes in American
society and music. Through this work between 1880 and 1920, piano teachers expanded
women’s opportunities as workers and shaped American music. Women were most successful
within the male-dominated musical marketplace when they developed and moved into new
segments of the field, such as kindergarten pedagogy and rural schools. White women advanced
by leveraging gendered-based assumptions to create these fields, though black women were set
back when black men used a similar technique of adopting race-based stereotypes into their
commercial strategies. Women’s choices to teach piano were shaped, but not contained, by larger
282
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societal cleavages of race, class, and marital status, and attitudes within those groups towards
women and work. And, as we shall see, the strategies some women used to advance as teachers
thwarted the efforts of others to pursue their own goals.
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Chapter 3: “They cannot say I am not a musician:” Women in Ragtime
Women’s emergence as home piano teachers and composers shaped and was shaped by
the rise of ragtime music in the 1890s, but women’s influence on ragtime’s development and
popularization has been forgotten, if not actively erased from its history. It was Scott Joplin’s
Maple Leaf Rag, published in 1899, which led America into a national ragtime craze. Sales the
first year were only 400 copies, but by 1909, over a half-million copies of the piece had been
sold.284 Ragtime, according to the Library of Congress, is “a genre of musical composition for
the piano, generally in duple meter and containing a highly syncopated treble lead over a
rhythmically steady bass.”285 Americans of the 1890s heard this rhythmically complex, toetapping music as fast, as new, and as exciting as they imagined their country to be; it was the
bustling soundtrack of the era, and they couldn't get enough. Local entrepreneurs opened musicpublishing businesses and ragtime piano schools to satisfy that demand. In Kansas City, there
were only ten music shops in 1882, but by 1893 there were seventeen, most family-owned and
selling music by local artists-- including many women-- with limited distribution.286
Cultural tastemakers decried this new music as a disease that threatened the moral fabric
of American society (and their positions). One writer for The Etude in 1900 called it “…virulent
poison which in the form of a malarious epidemic, [which] is finding its way into the homes and
brains of the youth.”287 The fact that ragtime’s primary instrument was the piano “amplified its
pernicious potential,” according to historian David Suisman, making it into a “Trojan horse in
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the Victorian parlor."288 In line with these critics, historians have argued that the spread of
ragtime music put both black and white piano teachers into a defensive posture against a
perceived threat to their efforts at promoting “better” music. Helen Walker-Hill has concluded
(and several historians have repeated) that black women were “at pains to distance themselves
from the lower-class origins of this exotic, popular craze.”289
By exploring the work of home piano teachers and ragtime songwriters, this chapter
restores women to their proper places in ragtime history while also showing the tensions that its
popularization created among and between black and white, elite and working-class women. As
we have seen, elite black women introduced pianos into southern communities and were
instrumental in training black musicians and creating professional networks and associations that
supported their work. Using their skills for their own purposes, non-elite, local women across the
country also began teaching piano in the late nineteenth century. It was female African-American
pianists who provided the earliest training for many of the men who would go on to earn acclaim
as ragtime and jazz musicians including Eubie Blake, Jelly Roll Morton, James Reese Europe,
and many more. Black and white women also found new opportunities for self-expression
through songwriting at the birth of the popular music industry, and composed nearly 10% of the
published rags that have been identified by historians Jasen and Jones.290 In the 1910s white
women working as ragtime piano teachers for schools such as Christensen’s Ragtime School,
which had several dozen franchises across the country, played a vital role in enabling the music’s
spread by teaching parlor pianists to play it, and lending it legitimacy and respectability.
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Ragtime musicians and songwriters, both male and female, developed their careers and
popularized their songs through vaudeville, the new-fangled version of variety show that swept
the country in the late 1890s. Vaudeville offered acts that were clean enough to attract women
and children, and left audiences singing, whistling, and wanting to play new music on their home
parlor pianos. The minstrel show with its set formula of acts came to most towns twice a year in
its heyday, between the 1840s and the 1890s. By contrast, vaudeville offered new acts each week
to towns and cities across the country between 1881, when Tony Pastor innovated the idea, and
the 1930s, when vaudeville died in the Great Depression.291 Vaudeville had an insatiable need
for new music since nearly every act, whether juggling, contortionism, or a male or female
impersonator, needed accompaniment.
The female vaudeville pianists who have been written about were those like Lil Hardin,
Mary Lou Williams, and Dorothy Fields who used their extraordinary piano skills to launch
careers as performers in vaudeville acts and eventually became breakout big city Broadway, jazz,
and recording artist piano sensations.292 Passionate hobbyist historians like Bill Edwards of
Ragpiano.com are painstakingly compiling information about the additional remarkable women
composers of the era, including Edythe Baker, Vee Lawnhurst and Muriel Pollack. These women
all deserve greater attention, and the significance of gender, class, and ethnicity in shaping all of
these women’s careers is especially important within the history of popular music. As noted
above, black women, especially, found that the new commercial musical marketplace offered
them opportunities to pursue careers as jazz performers even as racial discrimination persisted in
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the classical musical world. But these cases represented a minority of women pianists’
trajectories as performers, and one I will not cover here.
A far more common, and as yet unwritten story is how girls and women used their skills
at the parlor piano to enter into the local commercial music marketplaces that grew up in their
hometowns in the wake of vaudeville. This chapter and the next one portray women as
significant actors in the history of popular music by showing the centrality of their roles to new
music’s development and popularization in towns across America. This chapter examines female
pianists’ work before and outside of the commercial music publishing industry by examining
their roles as piano teachers and songwriters. In pursuing their own financial, social,
professional, and musical goals, these women helped give birth to ragtime music, and lent
legitimacy and respectability to it, which enabled its spread. The next chapter examines how
women carved spaces for themselves to work within the new structures that arose as New York
City music publishers industrialized songwriting after the turn of the century.

Married Women Teach from Home
Thanks to the access to pianos and training brought by the first generation of
conservatory graduates, countless middle-class married women throughout the country opened
private studios to supplement a family’s income without the stigma of going “out to work.”
Hundreds if not thousands of diverse women taught piano from their home parlors to local
children between 1880 and 1920, though the exact numbers are impossible to assess since most
collected their pay in cash and did not report this income or “piano teacher” as their occupation.
This section will examine the role that home piano teaching played in the lives of one
particularly influential group of home piano teachers: married middle-class African-American
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women. We shall see that though these women left little mark on the historical record, they
played a crucial role in laying the groundwork for twentieth-century American music by offering
the earliest training to men who went on to become nationally-renowned ragtime pianists.
Fragmentary references to a married African-American home piano teacher appears in
nearly every biography of a man who became a ragtime sensation. Eubie Blake, who grew up in
Baltimore in the 1890s, the son of formerly enslaved parents, recalled that his first teacher was
neighbor Margaret Mitchell, who was also an organist at the Waters’ Chapel Church.293 Wilbur
Sweatman, the only son of a barber, grew up in Brunswick, Missouri where he learned to play
from his two older sisters Lula and Eva, who were listed in the 1900 census as twenty and
twenty-two years old, a music teacher and teacher, respectively, and both living at home.294
James Reese Europe learned to play from his mother Lorraine, who was a private teacher and his
older sister Mary, who was a music teacher in the Washington D.C. public schools as well as the
organist for the Coleridge-Taylor Society, as we learned in Chapter One.295
Perhaps this work was so popular for married African-American women because it
offered them a way to reinforce their class status through their work. Cab Calloway’s homage to
his first teacher, Ruth, suggests that working as a piano teacher cemented her respectability in his
mind. He described her home as “very much like ours…with a small piano in the living room,
lace curtains on the windows, doilies on the coffee tables, and Tiffany lamps all around.”296 A
strikingly similar image of the married black woman piano teacher as an icon of respectability
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appears again in the 2018 memoir of Michelle Obama, who grew up on the South Side of
Chicago in the late 1960s. She begins the book by describing the “plink plink plink of students
sitting downstairs at my great-aunt Robbie’s piano and imperfectly learning their scales,” which
she interprets as “the sound of striving.”297 As we have seen, the married woman making money
through her piano playing represented an iconic pitiable condition for white women in the midnineteenth century, but by the twentieth century, the same figure came to represent the admirable
qualities of respectability and striving for African-Americans.
Jellyroll Morton, Eubie Blake, and Cab Calloway all write in their memoirs about taking
lessons at the same time as they were playing in saloons, yet all discredit their female teachers’
contributions to their training. Morton described how his first teacher, “Miss Moment,” feigned
the ability to read music, calling her “no doubt the biggest ham of a teacher I’ve ever heard or
seen since or before.”298 Calloway, by contrast, presents his teacher Ruth as a foil to help
highlight the rebelliousness and originality of his career as a jazz musician: “…my music
teachers didn’t know I was performing in these places. Jesus, they would have been mad as hell.
They forbade me to go near them, but since they never went into them themselves, I was pretty
safe.”299 By portraying their early teachers as incapable or prudish, black men have erased or
discredited black women’s roles (however unintentional) as shapers of early ragtime music and
buried the significance of these women’s stories.
But the stories of married black women piano teachers were not just buried; in many
cases, they were actively erased. David Gilbert has shown that in their professional lives, black
musicians often pandered to white audiences’ stereotypes, that black people were “primitive”
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and innately musical, in order to secure work.300 One way to show innate musicality was by
suggesting that ragtime music was not a result of training and musicianship, but rather of racial
origins. James Reese Europe, for example, forbade his musicians from reading music during
their performances before white audiences.301 Similarly, James Weldon Johnson’s 1900
Autobiography of an Ex-Colored Man describes the “Negro piano players who knew no more of
the theory of music than they did of the theory of the universe, but were guided by natural
musical instinct and talent.”302 These origin stories of ragtime erase female piano teachers’
influence entirely. They also offer an important lesson for historians: when studying the
commercialized strategies of marginalized groups, we should look for not only how that strategy
obfuscates the group’s own history, but also how it has influenced the memory of other, even less
powerful groups. Black male performers were not the only ones working to distance black
women from their association with ragtime; elite black women were, too.
Ragtime and “Musical Uplift”
Women like Harriet Gibbs and Amelia Tiligman had worked hard to cultivate a particular
image of the black pianist in the public eye: the classically trained black woman who represented
cultural sophistication. With the popularity of ragtime, however, the covers of sheet music that
circulated, often in excess of a million copies, presented black musicians as fat-lipped and lazy.
This cut at the heart of their agenda of “musical uplift.” In response, piano teachers joined
women’s clubs and many other groups to encourage African-American children to study “better”
music, to denounce the spread of ragtime on the national stage, and to elevate stories of
classically trained black musicians through the media.
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At Western University in Quindaro Kansas, students in 1908 were asked to articulate,
“Why Should the Music Composed by Western University Students be Purchased?” [Figure 11]
Their answers show how their teachers had encouraged disdain for ragtime and positioned
classical music as a force for “uplift.” William Lane responded, "Because it shows the wonderful
progress of the Negro race since slavery and our possibilities when given a chance to prove our
race equal to any other.” Fannie Toles wrote, “Because it shows the world our appreciation of
classical Music in preference to trashy ragtime Music.” And Miss Viola Kinney offered,
“Because it encourages others of our race to compose good music” and “Because it shows the
Negro in his great Musical Metamorphosis from the rag-time to the nobler, high tones.” Kinney’s
twisted chronology, which positions ragtime as an early stage of black musical development
rather than as a modern musical form, suggests that, despite their best efforts, ideas about
ragtime as an expression of primitive black musicality had become normalized.303
To re-claim the narrative, Harriet Gibbs incubated new organizations to support the
preservation, promotion, and instruction of “high” black music from elementary through
advanced training at the Washington Conservatory of Music. In 1911, she organized an
“Association for the Development of Negro Music for Use in the Schools.” This group
developed a curriculum that was sold nation-wide entitled “The Story of S. Coleridge-Taylor for
the Children of the Lower Grades.” The lessons included a full biography as well as adapted
sheet music “ (not so difficult)” for Coleridge-Taylor’s work as well as “Twenty-four
Transcriptions of Negro Spirituals.”304 In 1920, she began a nation-wide campaign to raise funds
for her final project: to create a Negro Music Library, which she dreamed would preserve
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African-American music as well as produce educational materials on African-American music
for use in public schools.305
A few remarkable pianists who graduated from African-American musical conservatories
took over leadership of the “musical uplift” agenda in the next generation. Eva Jessye, who
graduated in 1914 from Western University, went on to become a choir director at Morgan State
College in Baltimore and director of the Eva Jessye Choir, which performed spirituals across the
world. She remained committed to using music as a tool for black uplift; she directed the official
choir of the 1963 March on Washington, and later established the Eva Jessye Afro-American
Music Collection at the University of Michigan.306 Nora Holt, a 1917 graduate of the same
program, went on to become the first African-American woman to earn a master's degree in
Music in the United States, from the Chicago Musical College, and later wrote her column in the
Chicago Defender, described in Chapter One.307
Despite these notable successes, Gibbs, Holt and other music teachers who entreated
faculty and students to play and listen to “high” rather than “low music,” struggled. Part of the
challenge was the professional and economic reality that there were few paths forward for black
musicians as classical musicians. Gibbs acknowledged in 1903 that, “As a profession, music
offers not wealth to its worshippers…,” but implored students “with true race pride [to] feel rich”
in the “wealth…of a life devoted to high and noble thoughts and emotions, bettering self and
humanity and perhaps leaving something-new in the history of the art.”308 Even the top tier
teachers who worked at the Washington Conservatory received meager pay. Washington
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Conservatory of Music and School of Expression board meeting minutes from February 7, 1904
reported, “It was decided that $9.70 was be the teachers’ monthly assessment for all expenses in
connection with the conservatory.”309 Additionally, Washington Conservatory’s donors reflected
the greater economic opportunity available in the popular music realm. An undated clipping in
the school’s archive announced, “Ernest Hogan, comedian, has offered prize of $200 for the best
original production from the department of harmony and composition, a symphony preferred.”310
This is surely the same Ernest Hogan who, in 1895, had composed the song “All Coons Look
Alike to Me,” which trafficked in racist stereotypes.
Since the vast majority of students (both male and female) needed to earn a living from
their work as musicians, Gibbs’ cultural arguments would have been less compelling than the
prospect of making music that paid. Many took the training conservatories provided and went on
to pursue careers as ragtime, jazz and blues pianists. Lovie Austin, for example, studied music
theory and piano at Knoxville College before opting to become a blues accompanist.311 Lil
Hardin, who studied piano at Fisk University, went on to become a jazz pianist.312 And Nina
Simone, who hoped to be a classical pianist, only turned to jazz in the 1960s when she realized
that it was the only route for her to have a successful career as a pianist.313 If, in a world without
ragtime, black women’s ideas of “Musical uplift” would have helped to open concert halls to
African-American classical musicians sooner we can never know. Certainly, however, the
opportunities for black women to pursue careers as pianists in the popular music marketplace
hijacked the agenda and diminished the influence of black women piano teachers.
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Songwriting and Publishing: Using the Piano to Leave Her Mark
In response to the rise of popular music, songwriting became an American past time.
Vaudeville pianists, who were mostly men, updated the titles and syncopated the beats of 19th
century parlor songs, waltzes, two-steps, and cakewalks, transforming them into a dizzying array
of new genres. “Ragtime” became the hallmark of vaudeville’s new sounds, but included a wide
range of styles, from “Coon songs” written in racial dialect (such as Ernest Hogan’s, cited
above), to simple and silly songs to sing along to, to more complex instrumental pieces. As rural
and small-town female parlor pianists heard new music at unprecedented rates, they decided they
could write them, too. Seeing a new business opportunity, local entrepreneurs stepped in to
publish women’s new musical ideas as songs.314
To reassure potential female customers about a piece of music’s respectability and
playability, many early sheet music publishers foregrounded songs written and performed by
their wives. For example, Frank H. Woodbury and his wife Harriet, owners of the Kansas City
Talking Machine Company, published ten songs between 1897 until 1900 that featured Hattie’s
name and face. “Words and Music by Hattie Nevada,” grace the cover of the 1898 ballad “While
the Leaves Came Drifting Down” which also included a small photograph of Nevada in the
bottom right corner.315 [Figure 12] While Hattie’s stamp of approval may have appealed to
women who hoped to look and sound as glamorous as she, women with a more conservative
taste (or limited talent) would have likely been more reassured by the plain, plump face of Lelah
Livernash whose image graced the covers of music by another local publisher, William
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Livernash.316 Of course both Hattie and Lelah surely benefited from elevated status in town as
well, as a result of these marketing choices.
By highlighting the work of women composers, local publishers also drummed up
clientele for on-demand small-batch music publishing, or so-called “vanity presses.”317
Sometimes this meant simply publishing one hundred copies of a composer’s work and
distributing them to local music stores for a set price. Other times, it meant taking a customer’s
tune or poem and arranging and publishing it under the customer’s name for a larger fee.318 At
least one publisher, Charles L. Johnson of Kansas City, published his own music under women’s
names including "Ethel Earnest" and "Fannie B. Woods" in an effort to attract more clientele to
his vanity press (this strategy also helped him to seem bigger than the one-man operation his
company was.)319
Historians of music publishing have written disparagingly of vanity presses, calling their
owners “sharks” and their customers “dilettantes.”320 Some, like the H. Kirkus Dugdale
Company in Washington D.C. were most certainly “sharks” who sold their customers identical
tunes for high prices. But others offered vital services to help aspiring and creative local
songwriters realize their dreams of publishing their pieces. According to historian Peter
Munstedt, descendants of Hattie Nevada reported that she was musically illiterate and could
never have published without the services of Charles L. Johnson, who transcribed and arranged
her ideas into compositions.321 A well-established middle-class white woman like Hattie could
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walk down the street to hire Johnson to arrange her work, but most women who hired a vanity
press to publish her song only published a single rag.322
Bill Edwards has collected the life stories of several rural black women who worked with
a vanity press to publish a single rag, suggest that throughout the Jim Crow era, poor black
women turned to vanity presses to write themselves into history as they hoped to be seen.
Consider, for example, the biography of Marie E. Whit Thomas, who paid to publish her song
“Chicken Pickin” in 1908. One of twelve children, Marie was born to a formerly enslaved black
farmer named Simon and his wife Mary in Corinth, Mississippi. Though the census listed her as
“illiterate,” and she would later work as a laundress (in 1920) and cook in a private home (in
1930), in 1908 she somehow managed to have her song transcribed, copyrighted, and published
under the aristocratic-sounding name, “Marie Powell.” In Kansas, a young woman named
Harriet “Hattie” B. Eslinger Witten self-published a ballad called “Lonesome Momma” in 1922,
which saw limited circulation in the Wichita area where she lived. Though Hattie appeared in the
City Directory regularly under the heading “Stewards, Porters, and Janitors” in subsequent years,
she listed herself in 1922 as “Songwriter.” For these women, some of the least powerful
members of society, the choice to publish a song ought to be interpreted not the whim of a
dilettante, but rather as a significant act of agency and an assertion of humanity and hope. 323
Small and local sheet music publishers and distributers specializing in ragtime continued
to thrive in some areas throughout the early twentieth century, even after songwriting became a
centralized big business centered in New York City after the turn of the century. In Texas, which
had no large-scale music publisher, women working with local presses wrote more than half of
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the state’s three-dozen published rags between 1905 and 1924.324 Across the country, fully half
of the 2002 published instrumental piano rags historians Jasen and Jones have identified were
written by non-professionals, most came from the Mid-West, and at least 193 were composed by
women.325
Songwriting was not the only way that women engaged directly with the production and
distribution of ragtime. As the industry boomed, many used, or developed their skills as teachers
to capitalize on the craze.

White Women Teach Ragtime
In the heat of summer in 1916, twenty-six year-old Mrs. C.C. Nance trudged across
Memphis carrying 3,000 cards she had printed to advertise a “money back guarantee” for her
“suburban” ragtime piano studio at 127 N. Watkins Street. As the wife of a manager on the
Cotton Exchange and the mother of seven year-old Godfrey, it’s unlikely that Nance, who was
white, had to work. In 1910 she reported no occupation to the census-taker. But in the years that
followed, Nance joined forces with Grace Malry, manager of the local Memphis franchise of
Christensen’s Ragtime School, and decided to open a studio using his method for teaching
ragtime piano playing in twenty lessons. She wrote into the August 1916 edition of Christensen’s
monthly Ragtime Review magazine to describe her plans for the advertising cards: she had
already distributed them to “the girls as the music counters” but she had “yet to place signs in the
dance halls.” Like Malry and Nance, hundreds of new and experienced native born white piano
teachers capitalized on the American ragtime craze of the 1910s by teaching popular music.
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Popular music schools began at the turn of the century, when two savvy male pianists,
Edward R. Winn of Newark New Jersey, and Axel Christensen of Chicago, noticed a demand for
instruction in popular music. The vast majority of ragtime piano teachers were women. These
schools expanded across the country after 1910 when, inspired by the example of Irene and
Castle Vernon, Americans made ragtime music the soundtrack to new kinds of social dancing.
As historian Lewis A. Ehrnenberg has explained, middle-class white America’s adoption of
hetero-social public dancing-- and the ragtime music that enabled it--were indications of
significant social and cultural shifts, as “prosperous people broke from the formal boundaries
that had separated the entertainers from the respectable, men from women, and upper- from
lower-class culture.”326 These behaviors, in turn, were manifestations of the search for a “vital
and informal personality” that defined modern expression. How did these mentalities and
behaviors spread from cultural centers like New York and Chicago to be adopted by Americans
across the country? Ragtime piano teachers and the nation-wide network of schools that
sustained them played a critical and unacknowledged role in this process. As cultural brokers and
advocates for the sounds of modern American music, they introduced, spread, and sanctioned
these new sounds in towns across the country.
From a grungy Chicago studio where he worked with his wife to offer ragtime lessons in
1903, by 1918, Axel Christensen had franchised his method, training, and advertising materials
to teachers in twenty-five cities across the country, from Honolulu to Duluth to Memphis and
even into Canada. The majority of these teachers and managers were women; in 1914, at least
seventeen of the fifty-one schools were managed by women, including five married women
(twelve offered only initials), and by 1917, at least thirteen of the thirty-five “leading” schools
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were managed by women (six offered only initials.)327 Of these, nearly half were married and all
appear to have been white. The schools operated as a “profit pyramid”: a local teacher who
wanted to use the “Christensen method” bought a franchise, and used the materials Christensen
provided to recruit students. In exchange, they sent him a percentage of the fees they
collected.328
Teachers reported news of their schools in Christensen’s Ragtime Review, a monthly
magazine he created in 1914 to serve as his main recruiting tool for new teachers to open a
branch in their town. It offered advice, inspiration, additional sheet music, and a column that
printed news sent in by teachers across the country. This column was initially entitled “Teachers
and Pupils,” then “Notes from the Studios,” and finally, once Christensen’s Ragtime Review was
folded into a new popular music magazine entitled Melody Magazine in 1918, “Chicago
Syncopations.” These columns preserve the voices and perspectives of ragtime and popular
music teachers and offer valuable information about why women were attracted to this work, and
how they understood its role in their lives and communities.
In his recruitment ads, Christensen targeted homemakers with the promise of high
financial yield. One in 1917 promised, “You can make big money teaching the original
Christensen System of Ragtime Piano Playing in your own home” and reported that some
teachers were making “as high as” $50 a week.329 This work offered women a way to have fun,
make money, express their entrepreneurialism, and present themselves as forward-thinking,
modern women by teaching the piano from home.
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Many teachers who took up Christensen’s method were new to piano teaching-- and to
working at all--but through teaching ragtime, they developed public images as savvy
businesswomen. Margot Steele of New Jersey reflected in 1919 that ten years before when she
began teaching for Christensen, she “did not understand the business side as well as I do
now.”330 Other teachers took the opportunity to brag about the rapid growth of their schools, like
Pittsburgh’s Grace Clement who wrote in March 1917 to say that she was giving about fifty
lessons a week in Ragtime.331 Detroit’s Hattie Smith and Boston’s Edythe Horne cultivated
images of themselves as “career girls” who were forthrightly prioritizing their work over
vacations, time with friends, and even romance. Edythe wrote that she was “so busy that she
hardly has time to eat and sleep.” It was a running joke in Christensen’s that Hattie Smith always
declared herself too busy teaching even to submit a report.332
Even though most of Christensen’s teachers taught from a home studio, they often placed
themselves squarely in the public eye. In July 1916, Armenia Thomas shared that she and her
students marched in Toledo Ohio’s Preparedness Parade dressed in white lace and carrying a
banner with the name and address of her school.333 That same month, Bessie Leithmann
announced the opening of her fourteenth season in Philadelphia by sending out announcements
“on regular wedding invitation paper” with a “double envelope.”334 Mrs. Marie Reager of
Spokane, Washington reported that she was “trying a new way of advertising” that fall; she
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offered her students “for the next two months, who ever [sic] gets me the most new pupils, will
receive three free lessons.”335
Part of women’s work as Christensen’s teachers was to advocate for ragtime’s
respectability to prospective students and other teachers in town. Christensen himself targeted
his student recruitment campaign at middle-class daughters by claiming that learning to play
ragtime was a “Sure cure for the blues!” useful for “entertaining friends,” and arguing that ”It
will build your character."336 Following this model, in March 1915, the manager of the
Christensen school in Milwaukee, Bessie Hanson, wrote a page-long article for the Ragtime
Review arguing “Ragtime the American National Music.” “The foundation of American music is,
and always will be syncopation,” she boldly proclaimed, and went on to locate this inherent
“Americanness” in the country’s native birds. She quoted none other than the “president of the
Audubon society” to support her assertion that “he hears the most beautiful syncopation in the
song of the Oriole and that in his life study of the song birds he has heard naught but ragtime.”337
These defenses presented ragtime as modern music that simply favored the particular
rhythm of syncopation, but stripped the music of its race and class origins.338 In fact, the only
description of black ragtime pianists in the entire publication came in a small note by Mrs. Van
Tress, manager of the Houston school, in July 1917. She had recently added “a colored
department, devoted entirely to the colored pupils and presided over by a colored teacher,” to her
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school.339 It seems likely that the overwhelming majority of Christensen teachers and students
were white, since teachers found it noteworthy when they had a student of color; Grace Clement
took on a “native Filipino” student in Pittsburgh.340
As teachers shared their businesses methods, they came to see themselves as “our
bunch”—an informal community of men and women emissaries for ragtime in their far-flung
communities. Part of that camaraderie came from a shared sense of antagonism against teachers
of classical music who looked down on them. Marcella Henry wrote in from La Salle Illinois,
“The other music teachers here are about “redheaded” over me teaching ragtime.” Henry enjoyed
the stir she was causing, claiming that she delivered a “slinger” to the “classical” teacher across
the street when he pooh-poohed Christensen’s method, but wasn’t worried about her reputation,
since “they cannot say I am not a musician as I have been pianist at the best theater here running
vaudeville and musical comedies, for three years.”341 Significantly, Henry rests her authority and
right to claim the title of “musician” not by her training or technique, but rather by her success
on the commercial musical market.
Christensen’s biggest priority for his teachers was their commercial success, but teachers
wanted more professionalizing opportunities. In the winter of 1917, when Christensen invited
several new teachers to make “a little speech” introducing themselves, several chose to introduce
themselves as professionals who were eager for a more serious engagement with the community
to discuss and improve their ragtime piano work. Both Izzora Webster of St. Paul’s and La
Salle’s Marcella Henry wrote in requesting, in Webster’s words, “I would like to ask those who
have been long established in the teaching of ragtime to contribute articles to Studio Notes
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dealing with their experience and methods and which I believe would be a great benefit to new
members.” Henry had the additional idea, “I think it would be a great help to all concerned if the
different teachers of ragtime could arrange to meet each year-in other words hold a ‘Ragtime
Convention.’”342
Local teachers also supported and clearly took pride in hiring their former students or
helping them to use their Christensen’s training to land jobs as pianists in local stores, theaters,
cafes, and dance academies. Hattie Smith hired one of her former students as an Assistant
Teacher, and Mrs. E. W. Cheney, who had operated a branch of Mr. Gleeson’s Bay Area
franchise, bought out the Oakland franchise in June of 1919.343 Mrs. Irene Meyers, a former
Chicago student, had an engagement playing and dancing at the Ansonia Café in March 1919; La
Salle teacher Marcella A. Henry had an especially good track record with her students, who
secured jobs playing for dances, “as a pianist in a moving picture show,” and “as a pianist at the
Hays Dance Academy” in 1917 and 1918.344 And in May 1919, Mr. Mellinger, the manager of
the St. Louis schools wrote that “We have a standing offer with every ten-cent store in this city
to furnish them with all the pianists they need,” and claimed that his schools have been called the
city’s “business college of music.”345
Though Christensen students included boys and girls and men and women of all ages,
Christensen particularly targeted his method to young women who might have been looking for
work in these venues. In 1915, he wrote in a recruitment ad:
If you are ambitious and want to make some REAL MONEY consider the opportunities
in Ragtime piano playing, ...The demand is far, far greater than the supply. The salaries
paid are high; and the road to advancement to larger theaters in the cities; and from there
342
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to the vaudeville stage itself, is rapid and most pleasant for the efficient player. Young
women are in just as big demand as young men. In the field, they make just as high
wages. They are on equal footing."
As we shall see in the next chapter, playing in public amusements such as a café or nickelodeon
did become a viable option for middle-class white young women at the time, and playing ragtime
was an important prerequisite.
Though few piano teachers who opened a Christensen’s franchise hoped to radically
upend gender roles, their work as piano teachers nonetheless undermined the century-old
relationship between gender, work, gentility, and the piano. Rather than a symbol of leisured
middle-class genteel lifestyle, women who became ragtime teachers were using the instrument to
undermine the cultural hierarchy of music at the same time as they entered the workforce. In
showing ragtime to be a “respectable” and patriotic force, they also appropriated it, by stripping
it of its associations with African-American men and women.

Ragtime Women in Review
In pursuit of fun, profit, respectability, self-expression, professional development, and
community, black and white women began teaching and composing piano from their homes at
the turn of the century. They played key roles in the creation and promotion of ragtime music in
America, but their legacies have been erased by a number of far louder voices in the historical
record. Black men who employed commercial strategies suggested they had never learned to
play, that they were self-taught. Elite black and white women rejected ragtime and its teachers as
culturally degenerate. Even Axel Christensen, who was keenly aware of the significance of
women in his schools, spent more time in the pages of his publications flirting with them than
offering them space for networking or professional development.
By looking closely at women’s perspectives, a different story has emerged: pianos and
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ragtime became accessible to Americans across the country thanks to the creativity and industry
of female piano teachers and composers. These private teachers also modeled how learning to
play the piano opened opportunities to work and earn money; opportunities that many poor
African-American and Jewish immigrant boys sought out. Teaching and composing were not the
only vital and forgotten roles that female pianists played in the popular music industry, either. As
songwriting grew into a centralized industry, working-class girls in particular found new
opportunities to create jobs as sheet music saleswomen and movie theater pianists.
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Chapter 4 “She climbed the ladder, round by round”: Working-Class Girls
and Women in the Popular Music Marketplace
Imagine a woman song writer standing at a stage door until she can converse with some
masculine performer and impress upon him that she has the one song that will ‘make his
act.’ Imagine her running around until 1 o’clock or later in the morning leaving
orchestrations of her latest with the orchestra and piano players of the good, bad, and
indifferent cafes. She can’t do it, and it isn’t expected of her. These are but two of the
many things she can’t do to ‘push’ her song.346
To keep pace with the ever-growing demand for new music, and to make song publishing
profitable, male entrepreneurs, many of whom were the children of German-Jewish immigrants,
reimagined songs as a commodity and transformed songwriting into an industry known as Tin
Pan Alley and based on 28th street in New York City. As a Chicago Tribune journalist noted in
the quote above from a 1907 article entitled “Women Songwriters,” the industry’s new systems
of production and distribution required songwriters to stay out late and “plug” or “push” their
songs in public, which erected barriers to female songwriters. The titans of Tin Pan Alley
recognized that female parlor pianists played a vital role in determining a song’s success, but
understood that role as informal and uncompensated.347 “Popular song, in its industrial phase,
begins largely under the influence of women,” reflected music critic Isaac Goldberg, looking
back from 1930. “…It is women who sing songs in the home. It is women who play them on the
piano."348
In an era before recorded sound, when popularity relied on aural transmission of music,
women playing the parlor piano in towns and cities across the country truly did play a vital role
in driving sales. But in addition to their uncompensated roles as “pluggers,” girls and women in
small towns and cities across the country also found opportunities to use the skills they
346
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developed as parlor pianists to secure paid work performing popular music. Through making and
selling “hits” girls and women did something few “expected”: they profited financially,
personally, and professionally at the birth of the commercial popular music industry, as
songwriters, saleswomen, and movie theater accompanists.
Working-class girls entered the commercial popular music industry first when managers
recruited them as cheap laborers who could lend an air of respectability to their establishments.
For many girls, these jobs served as nothing more than short-term after-school work. But a
number also used them to transform their own lives and transcend the limitations of their class.
By the early 1910s, working-class girls had paved the way for middle-class white women to see
work in the popular music industry as both a respectable occupation and as a useful jumping off
point for a career as a professional.
This chapter portrays girls and women as significant actors in the history of popular
music by showing the centrality of their roles in local music marketplaces after popular music
entered its “industrial” phase. The first part examines female pianists’ work in the industries that
supported home music making: songwriting and working in retail music stores. The second
section will examine female pianists who worked in the most popular of the new urban public
amusements, the motion picture house or nickelodeon. Without leaving their own hometowns,
girls and women across the country used these jobs to create new identities and opportunities for
themselves as songwriters, salesladies, businesswomen, performers, and improvisers.
Though the popular music industry offered white girls and women new paths to explore
and pursue their aims and to make money, racial prejudices prevented most black girls and
women from securing positions in the popular music industry. Where they did find work, black
girls’ and women’s legacy in the commercial music industry is not just faint, but often
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intentionally buried since white-owned establishments, who hoped to appear “respectable,” took
pains to hire only front-line staff that appeared white.349 Further, as we have seen, middle-class
black women’s criticism of popular music meant that the community sought to bury evidence of
their involvement.350 Though more research will hopefully unearth additional stories of black
women’s work in this field, this chapter describes few stories of black women.

Women Songwriters in the Industrial Music Industry
After the commercial turn in the music industry in the late 1890s when songwriters relied
on aggressive song “plugging,” many female songwriters struggled. Carrie Jacobs-Bond, who
moved to Chicago with the goal of monetizing her songwriting after the sudden death of her
husband in 1895, failed to find a Chicago publisher to work with her. As she recalled in her 1927
memoir, “It is one thing to publish a book of songs and another to get it noticed…I did not know
then that people did not buy things for which there was no demand…”351 To bypass the system,
Carrie Jacobs-Bond relied on a network of well-connected female friends to perform and “plug”
her music, and then borrowed money to open her own publishing house in 1896. She went on to
publish 200 songs and sell over 20 million copies of sheet music, including her 1909 hit, “A
Perfect Day,” which became a popular anthem of World War One soldiers. Jacobs-Bond was the
first—and only—woman of the era to become a millionaire through songwriting.352
Other successful songwriters of the era relied on—or created--family networks to help
them “plug” their music. The Jewish-American family of Sadie Koninsky, of Troy New York,
shifted their family business from pawn brokering into a music publishing around the time of
349
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Sadie’s first publication. In 1900, the Music Trade Review gave her national coverage when it
reported on the company’s expansion, giving Sadie “credit for the songs” and calling her “the
genius of the firm.”353 Soon after May Aufderheide published her first piece, “Dusty Rag,” in
1908 through a local Indianapolis publisher, her father founded his own music publishing
company, the J. H. Aufderheide & Company, to help her reach wider circulation.354 These and
other stories led to a narrative, over time, that successful women in the music industry got there
through family connections rather than by merit or hard work. Dorothy Fields’ father was a
famous vaudevillian who was determined to keep his children away from careers in show
business. When composer J. Fred Coots tried to help by taking Dorothy around to Tin Pan Alley
publishers in the 1910s, the answer at each publishing house was “pretty much alike,” she later
recalled. “If she’s so damn talented, why doesn’t her father do something for her?”355
Women who did not have fathers who could help them develop their careers found other
creative ways to access the publishers who could. Henriette Blanke was working as a clerk at
Detroit’s Warner-Whitney music publisher when she caught the eyes and ears of her thenmarried manager, Mr. Frederick E. Belcher. After Jerome H. Renick purchased Warner-Whitney
in 1901, Belcher became Vice President for the Renick Music Company, and Blanke was
promoted from clerk to staff songwriter even before the couple wed in 1905. Another young
working-class white woman, Billie Brown, was working for J.W. Jenkin’s Sons Music store in
Kansas City as a piano demonstrator in 1921 when she caught the ear of her manager, a Mr. Ege,
with her new composition, “Dangerous Blues.” Ege offered Brown $100 for the piece, which
went on to become a smash sensation recorded by Eubie Blake and Mamie Smith the following
353
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year. Billie had worked her way up through smaller music stores in the city, had tried selling her
pieces to several smaller publishers in town, and surely knew she had a hit and intentionally
played it at a time and place for Ege to hear.356
These stories of ambitious, talented, and strategic songwriters are not what appeared in
the Music Trade Review following Blanke-Belcher’s marriage in 1905 or Billie’s tragic death by
smallpox in 1922; instead, the publication reported that both were “girls” whose managers
deserved credit for their “discovery.” In a September 1908 profile of Blanke-Belcher, the author
describes her as “a person of moods and like the little girl…[who] writes a great deal when she
feels like it, and then again for months she won’t compose a note.”357 And in 1922, Billie Brown
was eulogized as an impoverished girl who “came to the Jenkins store and asked for a position of
some sort to help her support herself and her mother.” The article tells the story of the
“discovery” of “Dangerous Blues” by a manager, Ege, who overheard Brown playing and so
“stopped to ask her what as the name of the piece.” 358 By presenting their songwriters as parlor
pianists whose talent was “discovered” by managers rather than as savvy or ambitious “career
girls” who positioned themselves to be heard, publishers suited their larger agenda of appealing
to the broadest commercial tastes. This was in line with their larger policy of avoiding all matters
that could be seen as socially or politically charged, such as the campaign for women’s rights.
Even women who wrote their own narratives about their careers as songwriters shaped
their remarks around this conservative outlook of the industry as well as the negative stereotypes
about ambitious women as strident, ugly, unmarriageable suffragists. In the fall of 1908, Jean
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Lenox wrote a piece on women songwriters in which she began by defending herself “Oh no,
I’m not a suffragist!” And went on to play into biological arguments to explain women’s lack of
success: “it is a rarity, of course, to find a woman who is essentially commercial,” yet "there is
plenty of room for woman song writers, if they will only confine themselves to writing songs
that the public require... songwriting for the public taste is a business pure and simple and must
not be regarded as a recreation.”359 In this context, it’s hard to know whether to trust the women
themselves when they later claimed that their careers began when they were “discovered” by a
man in the business. Muriel Pollack told the New York Evening Post in 1920 that her career as a
recording roll artist began when she was discovered playing piano in a movie house. “One night,
between shows, a man came down to the piano and said: 'You played that last piece better than
any one I ever heard.’”360 Dana Suesse similarly described her career beginning when orchestra
leader Paul Whiteman hired her in 1931, though she had been touring vaudeville since she was a
girl.361
From the birth of the commercial music industry in the early 1890s through the 1920s
and likely even beyond, parlor pianists from different races, classes and religious backgrounds
devoted their energy to writing and publishing songs. They did so for a variety of reasons,
depending on their background, including diverting, defining, expressing, and supporting
themselves. The centralized musical marketplace that developed after the turn of the century,
with its reliance on “plugging,” limited opportunities for women to emerge on the national scene
as “hit” songwriters. As a result, women who wanted to pursue careers as songwriters did not
follow the same paths as men, but instead developed and relied on a particular set of strategies,
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including forging female, family, and work connections through which they could get “heard.”
Prejudices against ambitious women limited women’s opportunities and shaped the narratives
that emerged (some crafted by the women themselves) around women’s role as songwriters. All
of these factors have contributed to erasure of women’s stories in the history of popular music,
and to the erasure of songwriting as an important chapter of women history.
Songwriting was not the only opportunity that female parlor pianists found in the birth of
the commercial music industry. Working at a retail store’s sheet music counter, which served as
the foot in the door for aspiring songwriters like Hariette Blanke-Belcher and Billie Brown, also
offered girls with other aspirations a new opportunity to use their piano training to advance their
goals.

The Sheet Music Salesgirl: Working-Class Girls Use their Skills to Change their Lives
Sales emerged as “the Cinderella of occupations” for working-class, native-born white
women at the same time as the music industry exploded at the turn of the century. Teenaged
white girls from poor families became the local face and “sound” of the music industry in small
towns and large cities across America.362 Retail jobs attracted women with both shorter hours
and higher social status as compared with factory jobs, and between 1880 and 1940, women
came to dominate the American retail sales force. Selling sheet music was a particularly natural
fit for young white women, since, as Susan Porter Benson has found, "managers usually tried to
match their selling staffs to their desired clientele.”363 By the same token, these jobs were not
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accessible to visibly non-white women or immigrant women with thick accents, except in stores
that were smaller and owned by someone of their same background.364
Existing music stores adding popular sheet music and records to their stock of Czerny
practice books and Chopin Preludes were slow to hire women, who had not historically worked
in piano factory showroom floors or in traditional music stores. As late as 1913, the Music Trade
Review found it newsworthy when a Milwaukee manager at the Cable-Belson Piano Company
declared he “Believes in Piano Salesladies.”365 Writers continued to debate the “question of the
adaptability of women in the piano business” throughout the decade, even as they complained
about how general merchandising stores in small towns and big cities, whose staffs swelled with
women, were cutting into their business.366
By contrast, music stores in minority communities of urban neighborhoods, nearly all of
which were owned by members of that community, offered girls opportunities to work as clerks
and network with local musicians. In New York City in the early 1910s, Russian-Jewish
immigrant Samuel Chotzinoff described how Katz’s music shop, which became his “second
home,” functioned as an all-male social and musical crossroads where musicians played and
debated the sounds of “high,” “low,” ethnic, and mainstream musical cultures.367 Jones’ music
store in Chicago offered a similar function to the African-American community the 1910s, but to
a group of mixed-gender musicians. The owner, Mrs. Jones, who also served as a booking agent
for local cafes and theaters, employed a young African-American schoolgirl named Lil Hardin as
a demonstrator. As Lil recalled it, she stopped by Jones’ to purchase a piece of music one day in
364
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1917 or 1918. She asked the demonstrator, a man named Frank, to play, but was not impressed
with his rendition. So she asked, “Do you mind if I try it?” By the time she left the store, Mrs.
Jones had offered her an after-school job as demonstrator in the store for the sum of $3 per
week.368
In the 1910s, as more black musicians from across the country migrated to cities like
Chicago and New York, neighborhood retail stores became a crucial site of musical sharing
where girls could learn the sounds and styles of Blues, Boogie-Woogie, and Jazz piano that were
emerging from the city’s male-dominated nightlife venues. In an oral history years later, after
Hardin had swept the country as a jazz pianist known as “Hot Lil,” and married and divorced
Louis Armstrong, she described how her work at Jones’ store had transformed her sense of
herself from a parlor pianist and shaped the sound she became known for as a professional
musician. The pivotal moment of Hardin’s experience at Jones’ store was when Jelly Roll
Morton came into the store. She described how “in no time at all he had the piano rocking and he
played so heavy…oh, goosepimples were sticking out all over me…I sat there and I listened and
I stood up and I walked [laugh]. I was so thrilled… after that I played just as hard as I could just
like Jelly Roll did - until this day I am still a heavy piano player. And I attribute it to my hearing
Jelly Roll play so.”369 Similarly, in the early 1910s, Laura “Vee” Lawnhurst played the piano
regularly at Coleman's Pharmacy in Asbury Park, New Jersey where her neighbor, Ralph
Reichenthal, worked as a demonstrator. As with Lil Hardin’s experience at Jones’ music store,
playing and listening to each other play at Coleman’s Pharmacy influenced both Ralph’s and
Vee’s styles and may have helped them make the connections for careers in the community. Both
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went on to work as composers; Vee’s first “novelty rags” were published by the Jack Mills
Publishing House in 1923.370
In small towns and city neighborhoods across the country, pharmacies and five-anddimes like Woolworths installed sheet music and record counters in the early 1910s, and most
employed women.371 As Susan Porter Benson has found, five-and-dime workers represented
“the youngest and the shortest-term workers of all.”372 Still, creative girls found ways to use
even these bottom-rung jobs as footholds to more lucrative and respected work in the industry.
For example, in 1915, Miss Lenore Rudd and Miss Billie Brown, the former manager and
assistant of the sheet music department at Jones Music Co., opened their own business called
“Owl’s Nest Music Shop,” which was inside an Owl’s Drug store in Kansas City. They not only
carried two lines of music, but were also installing a “cabinet” for “teachers’ musical literature”
and “building a good reputation for always having everything anybody wants in the sheet music
line.” 373 In 1919 in Detroit, a Miss June Bromberg moved from her job as manager of the music
department at Woolworths to work for her former teacher, Hattie Smith, as assistant piano
teacher.374
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In larger cities, department stores hired bands and orchestras to make music a soundtrack
to shopping and opened piano and sheet music departments staffed by teenaged girls.375 The
dreams and foibles of working-class girls who worked at the music counters of department stores
emerged as a significant cultural trope of the era, and their image featured prominently in
department store advertisements, vaudeville and movie scenes, and even the memoirs of former
Tin Pan Alley song-pluggers.
The front cover of a 1905 piece of music entitled “Hillman’s Grand March,” a piece
published specially for Chicago’s Hillman’s Department Store, offered the clearest image of the
responsibilities of sheet music salesgirls. [Figure 13] Three teenaged girls stand in crisp darkcolored uniforms behind a tall glass counter covered in sheet music published by the Renick
company and appear to be sorting or re-stocking music. Two more girls are filling specialized
roles: one sits next to a sign for piano tuners while the other sits at a grand piano on which are
displayed two pieces of music, “Happy Heine” and “Silverheels,” and a sign that reads, “Now
Being Played.”376 As big publishers like Renick released new “hits” weekly, sheet music
salesgirls “plugged” the new songs to customers as they passed by. The “demonstrator” was also
responsible for playing any piece the store sold to a customer who was curious to hear how it
sounded.377 Scenes of the sheet music counter at Kress’s Department Store in 1919 and the
fictional Acme department store depicted in the 1930 film “Life of the Party” (described further
below) reveal that this arrangement of both music and staffing remained constant throughout the
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era of sheet music sales.378 From managers’ perspectives, this arrangement made sense.
Teenaged girls were cheap and expendable laborers, and they could also reassure potential
customers that the store’s stock was neither too difficult nor too raunchy for their own daughters
(or themselves) to play at home.
For white girls who had to work or came from less respectable backgrounds, jobs as sheet
music “counter girls,” would have offered more opportunities for social advancement than other
options available, such as factory, needle, or clerical work.379 As we have seen, Henriette Blanke
used her job at Whitney-Warner to “get seen and heard,” and broke into the songwriting business
after marrying her manager, Fred Belcher. At the time she first began working as a clerk,
sometime around 1900, her primary objective was likely supporting her family. According to the
census, Blanke was seventeen years old, living at home with her recently widowed mother and
three younger sisters, and was the only household member listed as working.380
Fifteen year-old Edythe Baker used her job behind the sheet music counter of Kansas
City’s Nowlin Music Co. to escape the limitations of her upbringing and invent a new life story
for herself. After Edythe’s mother and father divorced, her mother remarried and was widowed
by her second husband, leaving young Edythe to find work. But no reader of the Music Trade
Review could have guessed this from the 1915 note praising her performance as “very expert in
the handling of customers in the talking machine department as well as in the piano department,”
and describing her as “an accomplished musician.”381 Baker went on to join a vaudeville troupe,
and eventually worked her way to a top Broadway billing by the 1920s. Throughout her career,
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Baker lied about her age and told various stories about her past. This strategy, which was
common among working-class girls (and boys) who “made it,” in the commercial music and
entertainment industry, has made reconstructing their life stories a challenge for researchers. It
also points to how talented and ambitious young women used their piano skills through the
commercial music industry to escape the limitations of their social class.
In addition to their skills at the piano and good customer service, another asset workingclass salesgirls brought to the job was their good looks, which they used to make sales, get dates,
and even collect bribes. For example, the 1908 Edison Company’s cylinder recording of the
vaudeville sketch “Fun at the Music Counter” by Ada Jones and Ben Spencer shows “familiar
scenes at the music counter,” according to The Edison Phonograph Monthly .382 The scene is a
flirtatious miscommunication between a saleslady and an immigrant Irish father. After the
customer asks the salesgirl to demonstrate “Won’t you come out tonight, MaryAnn,” to see if it’s
suitable for his daughter to play, the saleslady responds as if he is asking her for a date. The skit
ends in a sale to a happy customer.383 Adolph Olman and Benny Bloom, who worked at New
York City’s Siegel-Cooper Department store in the 1910s, also remembered that “counter girls”
regularly capitalized from their position for their own gain, by collecting bribes from the “relay”
of young men, representatives from different sheet music publishers, who came through
demonstrating their latest hits. To ensure that the “counter girl” would push his publisher’s songs
following the demonstration, “pluggers” like Olman and Bloom would stop by the store the
evening before to deliver the girls cheap perfume. “All the pluggers knew the Woolworth
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perfume bit,” Tin Pan Alley’s chronicler Hazel Meyer later recalled, which suggests that many
salesgirls deployed this strategy.384
Perhaps because their flirtations proved so successful to sales, Music Trade Review
writers urged managers to consider salesgirls’ attractiveness and argued that it would be central
to their business success. For example, a photograph of Atlanta’s S.H. Kress Department store
music counter, published in the Music Trade Review in 1919, impressed upon managers how
important it was to hire attractive salesgirls by drawing readers’ attention not only to the sheet
music display, but also to the “Georgia peaches,” of “alert salesladies shown here.”385 [Figure
14] Another author warned readers in 1918 against unattractive saleswomen, especially when
demonstrating on player pianos: “Nothing so knocks the interest and desire of the customer as
the sight of a fat woman—or even a slender girl—perspiring over the job of pushing a pair of
treadles up and down.”386
Relying on flirtation to push sales was insufficient and could backfire on both salesgirls
and managers, as shown in the 1930 film “Life of the Party.” The scene opens on Dot, an
attractive young sheet music saleswoman, sitting atop the upright piano of the fictional Acme
Music Store with her legs crossed, showing herself off along with the music. When a male
customer begins flirting with her and asks her and her colleague to demonstrate a piece, their
manager looks on approvingly. But when the customer asks her to dinner and, rebuffed, walks
out empty-handed, the manager angrily approaches the girls, telling them they’re not “putting it
over.” When they blame slow sales on the poor quality of the music instead, the manager retorts
that Dot’s attractiveness is actually the problem. “Hey, you’re too good looking for my
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business!” he exclaims. The scene ends when he fires both girls.387 Young women were expected
to leave their jobs as sheet music salesgirls when they married, and the vast majority did,
whether willingly or not. 388
As the music industry shifted from selling traditional pianos and sheet music to player
pianos, then Victrolas, and records in the late 1910s and 1920s, older women found more
opportunities to work in sales at music stores. Music store managers who struggled to sell
women on the idea of player pianos and Victrolas for the parlor found that “A woman can obtain
entry to a house when a man cannot get past the door, A woman can obtain contact with other
women on so ticklish a subject as the player-piano…”389 Similarly, in 1914, the Music Trade
Review offered a glowing report on the “up-to-date” and ““aggressive” methods” of Miss
Hanley, “a capable saleslady connected with the Kelly Music Co. of Jersey City, N.J.” who used
her automobile to transport Victrolas door-to-door. Her innovation of demonstrating the
instruments by placing them in the prospective buyer’s house increased her sales average by
75%.390 In 1925, Victor company hired between thirty and forty “lady canvassers” (and no men)
as part of a special study to “obtain prospects for Victrola sales” in the Los Angeles area.391
In-store record sales relied less on the sight of the demonstrator than did sheet music or
player pianos, which meant that women who were talented but plain-looking could get in the
door and stay there. Miss Abbie Thayer, record manager of the Music Shoppe in Goose Creek
Texas, downplayed the importance of good looks for the success of a record saleswoman in
1928. “I am not considered a beautiful girl,” she said. “I think a girl doesn't have to be a ‘Clara
387
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Bow’ and be possessed with everything that goes with ‘it’ to make a success of the record selling
business.” Instead, she offered twelve practical tips, including “Stay in the booth long enough to
find out something about the likes and dislikes of your client,” and “be polite to negroes and
Mexicans.”392 Classified ads posted in the Music Trade Review reflect that seasoned saleswomen
saw themselves as skilled professionals who could market their experience to control their own
lives. One posted an ad in 1916 that she was an “experienced Victor saleslady” with “A1
references” who was “now employed” but “wishes to make a change. West preferred.” She left
no address.393
From the 1890s when sheet music counters opened, through the industry’s conversion to
record sales in the early 1920s, working-class girls and women held enormous power as the local
face and sound of American popular music. By “pushing” certain songs and not others, striking
deals and flirting with customers, and in choosing whether and how to “put songs over” when
they demonstrated them, salesgirls played a vital role in making “hits.” At the same time,
working in a music store presented young women with the possibility of making connections and
developing skills through which she could reinvent herself and redirect her life, an option that
few available jobs offered working-class young women.

The Nickelodeon Pianist: The Parlor Pianist Turns Professional
Another integral site where women used their piano skills to enter the commercial
popular music industry was as accompanists at public amusements. Turn-of-the-century public
amusements were sites of profound cultural and social transformation, and as scholars such as
Shelly Stamp, Kathy Peiss, and Sarah Deutch have shown, when girls and women attended
392
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cabarets, movie theaters, and amusement parks, they were redefining the boundaries of gender
and respectability.394 Public amusements were also key places where urban residents debated
class boundaries and appropriate behavior, according to David Nasaw, Nina Warnke, and
Davarian Baldwin. 395 Public amusements grew during the height of European immigration and
the Great Migration of African-Americans from the South, and became sites where the “better
class” worked to reform newcomers’—and particularly women’s--leisure habits. This study
builds on these many scholars’ work by examining how female pianists who performed in the
most popular of the popular amusements, the nickelodeon, used these sites to make money,
explore and assert their own potential, and build careers.
Girls began working in nickelodeons when the rapid growth of these new venues between
1907 and 1910 created a labor shortage of male pianists.396 New trade publications like the
Moving Picture World and Motion Picture News noted in 1907, “All the moving picture men
seem to be employed...” As a result, “The nickelodeon shows have furnished occupations to
young women, many of them girls…”397 For managers, girls’ readiness to work and cheap wages
were more important than their talent as pianists. As Marcus Loew remembered, he paid the
young women he recruited on the Lower East Side to work as pianists “not much” and recalled,
“We did not have any committee of musical critics to pass on the execution and technique of our
piano players. Anyone who could make a noise and sing would fit the bill.”398
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For managers, recruiting girls as pianists had the added benefit of lending an air of
respectability that was essential to recruiting female clientele. According to historian Shelly
Stamp, “Women, middle-class women in particular, embodied the same respectability tradesmen
sought for motion pictures: social propriety, refined manners, and impeccable taste.”399 By
offering matinee shows, sending coupons for home-goods, and even explicitly asking for their
help by using their nickels to support “nothing but clean, wholesome and productive
photoplays,” managers hoped to draw middle-class women and children to the theaters and raise
the profile of moving picture theaters overall.400
Up until 1910, the job of the nickelodeon pianist was not very different from that of the
sheet music salesgirl: she played new popular songs of the day in between films. The average
nickelodeon program consisted of three reels, each less than 10 minutes long, and pianists played
two or three popular songs during each program, as film reels were changed or when a projector
broke down. While the pianist played the song’s verses, sometimes she sang too, illustrated
lantern slides were projected onto the screen, and the audience joined in on the chorus. Illustrated
songs attracted audiences who wanted to hear and learn the latest songs and discouraged
audiences from leaving during breaks in the program. Additionally, it helped the fledgling
motion picture industry grab onto the tailcoats of the powerful sheet music industry. By
showcasing a young girl playing the newest popular music multiple times each day, managers
provided sheet music companies with free advertising to audiences, who could easily imagine
themselves (or their daughters) playing these songs at home. It benefited both the sheet music
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industry and nickelodeon managers if patrons purchased sheet music on their way out and then
returned the next week to learn the next new hit.401
The earliest nickelodeons opened in urban immigrant neighborhoods, and the girls from
surrounding tenements took the jobs because working in a motion picture theater was to make—
rather than spend—money by playing music and going to the movies. Manager Marcus Loew,
who shifted his business from a penny arcade to open nickelodeons on the predominately Jewish
Lower East Side in 1905, recalled hiring “young ladies who lived near the theater” as pianists
and cashiers at his first theater. Muriel Pollack, the daughter of a Russian Jewish father who ran
a newsstand in the train station at Far Rockaway Queens, also began playing as a movie theater
pianist in the early 1910s, while still in high school.
Working-class children made up between ¼ and ½ of early movie audiences, and around
the country, movie-going ranked at the top of working-class girls’ preferred entertainments. In
1912, 54% of New York public school girls reported that they attended the movies at least once
each week, and a 1915 study of girls under 16 in Wilkes-Barre found that 28% rated the movies
as their top choice of entertainment.402 Most of the girls who worked in the earliest downtown
theaters were between ten and fifteen years old. Working-class girls often had less pocket money
than their brothers because girls were expected to return pay envelopes unopened to their
parents, whereas typically boys were allowed an allowance.403 Further, as we shall see in the
next chapter, it’s likely that many of these working-class girls had learned to play at settlement
houses where they were taught only classical music rather than the popular music they or their
families wanted to relax to at home. So, a job at the nickelodeon would also be a great way to
401
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learn and practice all of the newest ‘hits” without having to pay a nickel admission or buy the
sheet music herself.404
Some nickelodeons were dark and dangerous, but also offered girls an opportunity for
adventure. The average theater in 1908 seated between 300 and 500 people who crowded into
often windowless, slender storefront spaces where electric fans mounted to the walls battled the
smell of bodies and the heat emanating from the projector. Celluloid film, gas piano lamps, and
electric wiring often made packed theaters into firetraps. Some of these girls must have basked in
the opportunity to act as movie heroines when something (inevitably) went wrong.405 Amy
Harris, pianist at the Lyric Moving Picture Theater in Wheeling, West Virginia, is described as
shouting, "There’s nothing the matter, Sit still!" and playing a "stirring march" which prevented
a stampede when that theater caught on fire in April, 1911.406 Similarly, when a fire broke out in
the balcony of two adjoining Cincinnati theaters, “the coolness of the girl musicians, two in each
house, in playing lively airs to facilitate the exit of the crowds, calmed the people, who passed
out quietly and without injury,” reported the Motion Picture News in 1917.407 Reading these
articles, which depicted nickelodeon pianists as quick-thinking, dignified heroines, surely also
would have also attracted girls with an eye for adventure.
Despite reformers’ proclamations that nickelodeons were a “school for crime,”408 and
despite school attendance and nickelodeon “pink” laws aimed at keeping them out, extremely
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young girls came to work at nickelodeons, and became the object of the public eye.409 B. Lux
Graphicus was riveted by the girl pianist in a the Bijou Dream on 14th Street in New York City:
"Never, at a moving picture theater have I heard, or seen, a girl enter so completely into the spirit
of the pictures shown…”410 A Baltimore Sun columnist described watching the girl pianists at
his local nickelodeon in 1910 with language that sounded downright lascivious: They were
“always young girls of quite astonishing vigor and endurance," he reported, who played “lusty
instruments” visible by the illumination of their lamps.411 Audiences not only looked at pianists,
but also verbally responded to their appearance and playing by cat-calling. In her short story
June Recital, which is set just before World War One, Eudora Welty describes teenaged pianist
Virgie Rainey, as she made her way down the aisle to play at a (fictional) Mississippi
nickelodeon: "Sometimes even in the Bijou somebody cat-called…to her as she came in her high
heels down the steep slant of the broad aisle to switch on the light and open the piano... "412
The promise of male attention surely inspired some girls to take jobs at nickelodeons,
while others likely felt uncomfortable or deterred from taking these positions as a result of it. At
least a few managers created “facilities for withdrawal from the public eye” by building a piano
pit beneath the screen.413 A 1907 Moving Picture World article suggests that managers provided
these pits for pianists in order to attract more lady-like talent:
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The piano players at the nickelodeons of a year or so ago furnished
excruciating music, for they were usually girls who played at street carnivals
and the attractions in the private parks. As the shows became known and
people of taste learned that frequently very interesting scenes were
represented, the managers sought for girls of another social class. With the
coming of these girls, facilities for withdrawal from the public eye had to be
provided…It is said that some of the girls have a very good social standing,
and that their friends do not dream that they are earning an honest living by
playing the piano at a public place.414
As girls of “a very good social standing” weighed whether they should take jobs as
nickelodeon pianists and whether or not to tell their friends about it, they were
participating in a larger conversation about what jobs should be considered
“respectable” for middle-class young women.
In the early 1910s, articles in the middle-class magazine Woman’s Home Companion
such as “Money-Making at Home,” “Earning Your Way Through College,” and determining
“What is Your Work Worth” reflected a new vision of respectable girlhood: girls should learn
self-sufficiency before marriage, by earning pin money.415 These articles claimed that working
for her own allowance would build a girl’s confidence and prepare her to support herself should
she ever find herself without a breadwinner. But not all jobs were equally appropriate, these
articles warned. One 1912 article offered a list of recommended jobs for girls hoping to “earn
their way through college.” While “Presswork, typewriting, athletic coaching and refereeing,
settlement work” were encouraged, readers were warned not to become a paid pianist: “Several
of our girls with musical ability secured positions as piano-players in small summer hotels, but
this is hard work, and not always pleasant.”416
A nickelodeon budget in 1908 called for two pianist and two singers to cover a shift.
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Typically these lasted from 11 am until 9 or 10 pm and often included playing the illustrated
song twenty times each day.417 “It would be pretty hard for a piano player to keep right on
playing all afternoon and evening,” wrote one manager in 1908, though many theater budgets
reflect only one pianist.418 As historian Alice Kessler Harris has found, young women in the
early twentieth century “talked about taking jobs because they attracted a ‘nice class of girls’”
and especially valued “morality and nice surroundings.” Middle-class women, in particular,
avoided jobs demanding manual labor. 419 At surface level, playing the piano in the movie
theater would be an unlikely choice of job for a middle-class young woman.
And yet, “respectable” young women took these jobs. In 1908 in Stephens Point,
Wisconsin, Mayor Walton’s daughter Helen could be heard in the Ideal movie theater.420 In
North Dakota, a nickelodeon pianist, Grace Emmons (a “professional musician” and daughter of
a postmaster) caught the eye of the Secretary of State when he came to see a show, and the two
were soon married.421 Of the eleven nickelodeon pianists observed by Film Index music
columnist Clyde Martin on May 20 and June 3, 1911 (during a tour, described below), a clear
demographic emerges: all of these girls were between the ages of 16 and 23, nearly all lived at
home with parents (or step-parents) and younger siblings. Their fathers worked in technical and
professional jobs: as railroad conductors and engineers, piano tuners, and lawyers. As daughters
of middle-class families, these girls likely began learning to play piano on the parlor upright
before venturing outside the home for paid work in the nickelodeon. Few of their mothers
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worked, though one had a single mother who worked as a boarding-house keeper.422 Some older,
married women also held jobs as pianists, especially in smaller places where they may have also
provided accompaniment at church. Libby Muir, whose mother played piano in the West
Newton, Pennsylvania movie theater in the 1910s, described her family as “comfortably middle
class” at the time.423
One reason why girls may have defied journalists’ and reformers’ recommendations was
because work as a pianist paid remarkably high wages. Thirteen year-old Dessie Jones appeared
on the ledger of the Joyland Theater in Wilmington, North Carolina, making $9 per week in
1910.424 Miss Gertrude Hitz of Cleveland OH made $10 per week in 1908. For context, consider
that a 1915 federal report found that 75% of women all working women, ages 16 to adult, earned
less than $8 each week.425 The two most common occupations for unmarried women, retail store
clerking and factory work, paid an average weekly wage of $6.75 in Washington D.C. in 1913
and $7.19 in Indiana in 1914.426 Several early female nickelodeon pianists even claimed they
made sufficient money to purchase theaters from their former managers!427 Wages leveled out
after the nickelodeon boom, but according to a 1911 Film Index report, town pianists received an
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average wage of $8 weekly while large city pianists generally earned $15 per week.428
Black girls were shut out of this lucrative work as nickelodeon pianists in the early years
of the industry as a result of segregation, and the earliest jobs as musicians in black nickelodeons
appears to have been for male brass bands rather than female pianists.429 By the 1910s, however,
as black entertainment areas like Chicago’s Stroll developed, women pianists did make inroads
as theater pianists. For example, in March 1913, the Chicago Defender reported that an
“Accomplished Musician Receives Lucrative Position,” as “Miss Gertie Jackson, one of
Chicago’s most accomplished young women, accepted a position as piano player at the States
Theater, at 35th and State Street, recently.” The author highlighted the unusualness of this
achievement, however, declaring that “...she climbed the ladder, round by round, and today she
stands out as one of the most perfect performers of high-class music in this city.” Scattered
evidence shows that several black women worked as pianists as part of movie theater bands, but
further research is necessary to understand the dynamics of these positions.430 Several women
who went on to acclaimed careers as jazz and blues performers also recall early jobs in silent
movie houses in the Mid-West. Mary Lou Williams describes accompanying for silent movies at
a theater on Broad Street in Pittsburgh, and Julia Lee played piano in Kansas City’s Love’s
Theater in the late 1910s.431
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In the early years of nickelodeons, managers experimented with phonographs, live voices
behind the screen, lectures, mechanical instruments and sound effects in addition to--or in place
of a piano.432 But by the 1910s, female pianists were increasingly expected to provide what we
today think of as soundtrack music for films. These new demands for skill and artistry attracted
older and more skilled women to take jobs as nickelodeon pianists in the years that followed and
also made the nickelodeon into a site where women battled for recognition as professionals.

Professionals and “Lily Limpwrist”
As films became longer and plots more dramatic and complex in the 1910s, (and as
managers realized they could charge 10 or even 15 cents and attract more refined patrons to their
larger neighborhood theaters,) many found that the new dramas required different types of
music. 433 “A pleasant variation from the eternal ragtime was a refined deliverance of classical
music corresponding to the character of the picture,” wrote one critic in 1909. “The first time,
indeed, we ever heard Beethoven in a five-cent theater.”434 Trade journal writers launched a
series of film music columns starting in 1910 to help managers and pianists navigate the endless
options they faced in their local theaters: Should film musicians play the sound effects from the
film? And if so, should they broaden the range of effects at their disposal by pairing a pianist
with a trap drummer (often a boy), or by purchasing one of the many auxiliary attachments such
as “electric bells” or the more elaborate “one man bands” such as the “PianOrchestra” or
“Sextrola,” which were introduced in 1910?435 Or should musicians play mood music only?
Should they improvise (“fake the picture,”) or not? Should they play ragtime only during
432
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comedies? Or was it sometimes appropriate for dramas as well? Should they play each piece to
its end, or only choose certain segments? And how often should they change pieces in the course
of a scene or film?436 Girls and women who came to play found themselves with broad new
opportunities for creativity and artistic expression.
The most skilled and versatile pianists had large repertoires and could string together
pieces on the spot. Katherine Lane Hungerford, a Washington D.C. theater pianist, remembered,
“I was constantly picking up new [tunes] at the theater, from the Marine Band, and even from the
street pianos, which were numerous at that time. I had no musical score at all and simply played
what I thought suitable while watching the picture.”437 Many pianists were not so versatile. As
The Etude magazine reported in 1915, “The poor pianist who has nothing to fall back on besides
a repertoire of up to date stuff must be up against it with the feature specials which tax a pianist’s
imagination and good taste to a superlative degree.”438 To help, some production companies
commissioned and distributed full compositions to accompany particular films.439 For most
others, film producers offered “cue sheets” that described the dramatic “flavor” of different
scenes so that a pianist always knew what scene was coming next. In many cases, however, these
efforts only confused matters for pianists since films passed through censorship boards while cue
sheets did not, meaning that often the pianist was working from a cue sheet that was mis-
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matched with the projected film.440 Vachel Lindsay, in his insightful 1915 treatise on The Art of
the Moving Picture, described the magnitude of the task “...to ask for music with photoplays is
like asking the man at the news stand to write an editorial while he sells you the paper.”441
Accompanists commiserated about the challenges of their work and sought advice from
experts in the music columns of trade journals. Clyde Martin, an accompanist who played at a
theater in Iowa, used his column in Film Index, “Playing the Pictures,” to encourage
accompanists to share their own experiences and ideas, thereby fostering a sense of community
among film musicians across the country. The letters Martin published bear the marks of his
curation and transcription. Even so, the many signed by women provide rare insight into the
challenges accompanists faced and how they thought about their work and careers in the early
1910s.
According to accompanists, the biggest challenges to “playing the picture” came from
managers. Martin paraphrased a letter written by Miss M. of Milwaukee, Wisconsin in February,
1911, “the drummer and manager want drums through the entire picture, regardless of the scene
portrayed…what music can you play along with drums during a pathetic scene?”442 In March,
Ella H. of Omaha reported “On Saturday and Sunday nights we do such a large business that the
operator runs the pictures so fast it almost makes comedy out of dramatic subjects. Would you
try to play the picture under these conditions?”443 Mrs. B.V. Kershner described her ongoing
challenge of needing to accompany films before an audience without ever having the chance to
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pre-screen it.444 In each case, Martin sympathized with the pianist. He wrote to Miss M., “A
great many piano players have this same thing to contend with, you are not alone, Miss M. If I
were in your place I would work there until I found someone that would appreciate my
services.”445
Another challenge was identifying and locating appropriate music to play. Miss J. from
Evansville, IN wrote to ask for music “for pathetic scenes and cowboys pictures.”446 Eveline
Fenwick from Ontario wanted a recommendation of a book of “incidental music,” Miss Florence
Parks of Kansas City wanted publishers’ addresses to write for Indian War music, and Miss A.N.
of Galesburg wanted to know what to play for ballroom scenes.447 In response, Martin was
helpful and encouraging, reporting that the requested music was “in the mail.”
Several women wrote to ask for Martin’s feedback on their accompaniment choices. “I
will tell you of one [film] that we had recently and what I played for it, and I want you to tell me
candidly just what you think of it,” Miss W. from PA wrote in March. “…the first scene showed
Mary and the Babe in the manger, for this I played ‘Oh, Little Babe of Bethlehem’...when the
star in the east appeared to the wise men, I played “Star of the East the Horizon Adorning,” and
so on. In printing Miss W’s “idea” in full, he paid her a compliment—other readers would know
to take her work as a model.448
In her letters to Martin, Mrs. B.V. Kershner offered her own advice. She began her first
letter, which Clyde Martin printed in full, “I am so glad someone has the ability to write and the
courage to put the majority of the people who are doing this work, right where they belong.” She
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went on to review accompanists she’d recently heard on a trip to New York, disagree with a
recommendation Martin had made in a previous column, and offer suggestions for how to handle
theater managers. In closing, she apologized for monopolizing Martin’s time, admitting, “I get
enthusiastic over the work.” In her second letter, which Martin excerpted (he had devoted an
entire column to her first one), Kershner similarly takes the tone of a discerning critic. At one
point, she responds with disdain to a letter written by a man who complained about the difficulty
of film scores: “When I feel that I can’t be out-done,” she says, “I shall retire.” One can almost
see the flourish of her signature through the newsprint: “Pianiste, Lyric Theater in Towanda,
PA.”449
Exhibition conditions were slow to change, thwarting pianists’ efforts to develop and
follow best practices. Clyde Martin and the accompanists who followed his column agreed that it
was these exhibition-related conditions—the rapid release of films that left no time to pre-screen
them to plan accompaniment, the heat, the inaccurate information coming from distributers-- that
made their jobs nearly impossible. However, managers laid the blame for the poor quality of film
music squarely on the shoulders of the pianists—and female pianists in particular.
Reviews and parodies of the early 1910s, like “Lily Limpwrist,” which was described in
the Introduction, deal in gendered portrayals of the female pianist as an amateur, ragtimeplaying, and boorish.450 One review states: “they have a piano worked by a muscular woman, It
is not playing, but a hammering of the keys without respect to time or tune…” By contrast, a
talented musician is presented as a man: “I am told of a place where they employ the service of a
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talented pianist, composing his own music to follow the pictures…”451 A 1914 article entitled
“Why Exhibitors Fail” parodied managers for hiring inexperienced girls: “Say, I’ve got a little
girl in front of that music box that can shake out more ragtime in a minute than any two others.
The way that girl can hammer the ivory is marvelous…” This image spilled over into the regular
press as well where one reviewer took at “Miss (or was it Mrs.) Piano-Player” who apparently
“didn’t bother to turn off the light” when she “departed from her throne.”452
As managers’ vilification of female pianists reached a fever pitch, new exhibition
techniques caught on that enabled theater owners to provide good quality music and elevate
movies to a “high-brow” entertainment without the need for female pianists. For years, managers
had debated alternatives to the lone pianists such as mechanical instruments or small orchestras.
The limitations of mechanical instruments’ sounds and the expense of orchestra musicians (as
well as the impossibility of adequate rehearsal time) meant that the lone pianist was the
predominant model, but not the permanent solution.
This calculus changed dramatically after the Rudolph Wurlitzer Company developed its
“photo-player machines” and theater pipe organs in the early 1910s. Outfitted with bells, horns,
bird whistles, and dozens of other stops, these instruments offered “Better Music at Smaller
Cost” and were designed specifically for movie theaters453 Trade journals of the mid-1910s
reported news from across the country that theaters were installing Wurlitzers. By 1922, organs
provided musical accompaniment in 46% of all movie theaters while only 25% used a piano.454
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Along with the new sound of the theater came a new look, the “movie palace.” Pioneered
by Samuel “Roxy” Rothapfel in New York, these theaters offered not only a grand organ and full
orchestra, but also a brightly-lit “cathedral” in which one came to view a film, but also to smoke,
relax, drink from a fountain of purified water, and more. Surrounded by such luxury, and bathed
in bright electric lights, there was no question that movies were a high-class entertainment. In the
1910s and 1920s, Roxy’s New York Theaters, including the Strand, Rialto, and Rivoli, were
roundly recognized as the models for movie palaces around the country. Whereas once film
music columns offered best practices gathered from around the country, now Roxy wrote weekly
columns in the Moving Picture World, toured theaters to offer his advice, and even worked with
film production companies to spread his message: “You can have ‘The Strand’ in your own
town.”455 Moving Picture World published no fewer than 28 articles about him between 1910
and 1915.
Once theaters were considered highbrow and accompaniment was elevated to a
profession, male musicians sought out jobs as theater organists. In 1915, Motion Picture News
offered a list of twelve “distinguished organists,” including eleven men and one woman, who had
been “lured from the churches into the picture field.”456 Unlike teaching or church playing,
which offered “precarious income,” theater gigs were “regular,” year-round, and challenging.457
Trade journals such as the American Organist, which was founded in 1918, stepped in to assist
professional male players who were quickly dominating the theater accompaniment field.
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Starting in 1920, this official publication of the American Organ Society began a column on
Photoplaying to help church organists make the transition to theaters.458
The topics male professionals discussed in the Photoplaying column of American
Organist were remarkably similar to those discussed by young women in Film Index a decade
prior. Despite these men’s professional training and credentials, they complained about
managers, described and justified their musical choices, and reminded organists of their
responsibility to uplift the tastes of movie-going audiences. Central to this discussion was the
place of popular music in the theater organist’s repertoire. Training programs, most of which
were intended to train church organists, were insufficient preparations for theater playing. “The
requirements of such a position” were still not “better known and appreciated,” so they
experimented and improvised.459
Though the pages of their journals showed male organists struggling to properly play the
pictures, managers were invested in touting the glamour of their new theaters and the
professionalism of their new musicians. To show how far they’d come, industry men began
writing histories that distanced themselves from the older model of theaters that featured a
female nickelodeon pianist. In 1915, Motion Picture News offered this reflection: “In the past the
good musical scholar was an impossibility in the picture theatre. Today he is a great
necessity…he will be relieved of the adverse criticisms of the past."460 In 1916 the Moving
Picture World published a series of articles reflecting back on the early years of the industry,
which diminished women’s roles by describing them as amateurs: “As early as 1909 an attempt
was made to play suitable selections on the piano... None of these pianists at that time could
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improvise so as to catch the theme of the picture accompanied...It was not until men with the
caliber of S.L. Rothapfel arrived that real interpretive music accompanied the pictures."461
One writer in the Moving Picture World scoffed at the suggestion that theater pianists
might make the transition to the organ: “to put such an instrument [as an organ] in the hands of a
young lady who has just graduated from piano playing is mere foolishness.” 462 Instead,
managers and organists portrayed theater organ playing as a wholly new art. A piece entitled
“The Evolution of Theatre Organ Playing,” which was published in American Organist in 1922,
simply ignored the history of female pianist accompanists, arguing that “A good deal has been
said about the theatre organist’s being a self-made man, without parents or relatives…the acolyte
of an entirely new art.”463
At the same time, the lone female pianist came to symbolize the deplorable backward
conditions of small town and rural theaters. In 1924, a New York Times article described cities as
the center of motion picture innovation, though “The best pictures seep through in the course of
time to the smallest of the dime houses…but the girl at the piano knows no change or progress in
her efforts.”464 The following year in a status report of "village theaters" to the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers in 1925, R.H. Richardson describes the female pianist alongside a screen with
a “more or less dirty” surface, “Ventilation that is largely a matter of imagination,” and “The
music is supplied by a girl who drums on a decrepit old piano, apparently with the idea of
creating as much noise as possible.”465 Rather than ladies uplifting theaters, women were now
described as simply another part of the dusty settings of behind-the-times amusement halls.
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Despite changes in theaters and in the rhetoric about them, women who worked as piano
accompanists continued to develop their skills and tout their professionalism in the pages of trade
publications. Alice S. Burton, a pianist from Honolulu, offered two articles in July, 1915 which
seem to present a point-for-point defense against the stereotype of the ragtime-pounding amateur
female pianist. “Put ragtime in its place; likewise, all other music," she argued in her first piece,
“A Woman's Suggestion for Musical Scores.” She offered more suggestions “for the benefit of
our professional sisters and brothers in the picture world."466 The following October, Moving
Picture World published a letter written by Miss Florence L. Currier of Vermont under the
headline “Still on the Map.” She expressed her frustration that the publication no longer offered
its weekly music column: “The music page in the Moving Picture World has been so infrequent
of late that I had almost suspected you had given up in despair; but you mustn’t. There is a
greater need for it all the time…There must be over 20,000 of us playing every night in picture
houses…”467 Though women like Currier continued to play the piano in movie theaters outside
of urban areas, their work was no longer a significant focus for the industry at large.
In response to these changes, some nickelodeon pianists like Marcela Henry, who we met
in the last chapter, shifted from working as a nickelodeon pianist to teaching Christensen’s
Ragtime piano method. She wrote in 1915 in Christensen’s Ragtime Review, “The pupils are
coming so fast I think I will have to resign my position as pianist at the theater and devote all my
time to teaching your system.”468 Others pursued credentials to be able to secure jobs as cinema
organists.469 In a 1920 profile of New Haven organist Pauline Voorhees, for example, the
American Organist introduced her as part of “that new class of professional people who are
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conspiring together to put the male members of the species on the run.”470 Over the next ten
years, women enrolled in music schools that offered specific programs to train motion picture
organists. At Eastman School of Music in Rochester, New York, women comprised two-third of
the organ students between 1922 and 1926.471 But many simply worked for a few years as a
nickelodeon pianist and moved on to marriage or other work.
Whether in Loew’s nickelodeon in the heart of New York’s Eastern European Jewish
community, the famous black-run States Theater on Chicago’s Stroll, or the downtown theater in
La Haute Illinois, parlor pianists filled positions in motion picture houses across the country
from the beginning of the industry in 1907 through the late 1920s. After managers actively
recruited female pianists to these sites as cheap labor who would offer an air of decorum, girls
used their positions to make money, experience adventure, flirt, make music, find community,
and establish themselves as well-paid professional performers.

Up by their Fingertips
The majority of women who worked in popular music up until the 1910s came from
working-class families and were more concerned with the artistic and financial prospects than
the social repercussions of their work. One reason why their stories have been excluded is that
they are hard to find. As the daughters of laborers, printers, fur traders, and tailors, the vast
majority of girls who used their skills on the parlor piano to secure a part-time after-school job
left when they married. Even the stories of talented and ambitious women who advanced in their
careers as songwriters, saleswomen, business owners or performers, that historians have
discussed, have not taken into account how the particular gender- and class-based strategies that
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these women devised to help themselves succeed also skewed the stories they left behind.
Generally speaking, these girls started with low-level jobs and then identified men-- family
members, bosses, musicians, publishers, or reviewers—who could help them to popularize their
work and develop careers. Time and again, the narratives written about their careers have
obscured women’s own agency in positioning themselves to be “seen” and “heard,” and begin
with these women being “discovered” by a man.
But the most significant reason why women have gone “missing” from histories of
popular music is because historians have not looked for them in the right places. By in large,
women worked in marginal locations within the country and marginal spaces within the
developing commercial music industry. Though the national center of Tin Pan Alley songwriting
was New York City, and Chicago emerged in the 1910s as the center of the Jazz world, the state
of Texas, which had no official sheet music publishing house, boasted the most copy-written rags
by women and many women got their start in mid-sized Mid-Western cities like Detroit and
Kansas City. Women entered the industry as sheet music counters first entered department
stores just as they entered nickelodeon theaters when they were a brand new form of
entertainment.
After the 1910s, as popular music gained respectability, middle-class women entered the
industry seeking not only money, but also a sense of professionalism. That shift of status from
being recognized as an “amateur” to a “professional” aligned with larger changes in society at
that time, as women professionalized new fields like social work.
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Chapter 5: “Music, youth, and opportunity”: Reimagining Piano Education at
Settlement Music Schools
In the 1890s, reformer Jane Addams and the residents at Chicago’s Hull House settlement
were “aghast” to see musically talented young immigrant women from the west side of Chicago
working as musicians in vaudeville and nickelodeon theaters. They believed these jobs, like
many factory jobs that were attracting young immigrants at the time, threatened girls’ physical
and moral health. ‘‘[A] Bohemian girl, who, in order to earn money for pressing family needs,
first ruined her voice in a six month constant vaudeville engagement… and another girl ”used
her fine voice for earning money at entertainments held late after her day’s work, until exposure
and fatigue ruined her health as well as a musician’s future,” Addams later recalled.472 Addams
and other reformers at the time understood that these girls needed to make money, but was
convinced that commercial amusements were particularly morally dangerous, since men
“treated” working girls to performances and movies, and expected something in return. The very
act of going to and from the theater could be perilous, argued Dr. Anna Howard Shaw, a noted
suffragist, in 1910. "Twenty-three young girls in one month were lured from a moving picture
show and shipped to Texas for immoral purposes."473 To entice girls away from making music in
vaudeville and nickelodeon shows, Addams had an idea: create an alternative place for girls to
secure musical training and work as pianists-- at settlement houses.
The first settlement house in the U.S. was founded by Stanton Coit on the Lower East
Side of New York in 1889, but Addams’ Hull House followed that same year, and by 1908, there
were 19 settlement Houses in New York City alone, most of them in the heavily immigrant
Lower East Side neighborhood. In addition to job and language training programs for youth and
472
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adults, settlement houses offered cultural programming as a means of Americanization and moral
protection. Reformers were particularly eager to provide immigrant and migrant girls with
contained recreational opportunities in the hopes of diverting them from entertaining themselves
in unsupervised, and (to them) morally questionable ways such as playing or singing on the
streets and attending popular amusements at dance halls and nickelodeons.
In 1893, Jane Addams hired Eleanor Smith, a young woman who had trained abroad in
Europe and was working as a kindergarten pedagogue, to found the Hull House Music School in
Chicago. Within a few years, settlement houses across the country began offering music lessons,
creating music departments, and even breaking off into separate music schools for which they
increasingly hired a dedicated staff of professionally trained teachers. By 1926, there were 119
music schools in 44 cities in 21 states, nearly all of which were founded, attended, and primarily
staffed by women and girls.474
The country’s changing demographics and the dreams of urban newcomers to study piano
enabled the growth of settlement house music programs. The decade between 1900 and 1910
included both the peak year of immigration in 1907, when 1.7 million newcomers arrived, and
the peak year of piano production in 1909, when 364,545 pianos were sold.475 It also ushered in
the first wave of migration of African-Americans from the rural South to Northern and Western
cities. In 1907, when social worker Louise More conducted a study of 200 wage earners in New
York City, she found that, “The most common ambition of the mothers is to have a piano in
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order that the children may ‘take lessons’, whether they possess any musical ability or not…”476
Yet immigrant and migrant families did not necessarily want to take piano lessons for the same
reasons manufacturers sold them, or reformers or piano teachers strove to teach them.
This chapter uses the early history of settlement music schools as a window into women’s
ambitions by exploring the perspectives of the female reformers who founded these schools, the
immigrant and migrant families who came for piano lessons, and the female piano teachers who
taught them. The first section shows how reformers like Jane Addams developed arguments that
teaching music could help combat urban ills and “uplift” poor and immigrant children
economically, morally, and culturally. The second part explores the perspectives of JewishAmerican immigrant and African-American migrant piano students and their mothers. They
believed that learning to play the piano would address many practical challenges in their lives,
including preparing a child for a successful marriage, honoring their traditions and backgrounds,
relaxing, and earning wages. Third, we will see why female piano teachers were drawn to
working at settlement houses: because they offered professionally fulfilling and financially stable
job opportunities that were not available to women who worked in private studios or schools.
Though reformers were quick to claim that the popularity of these schools illustrated their
influence on the urban poor, this chapter argues that the remarkable growth of settlement music
schools was fueled by the combined striving of reformers, students, and teachers, all of whom
were using the settlement house piano as a tool to pursue their own far-flung (and often
contradictory) aims.
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The Piano as a Tool for Urban Reform and the Development of the Music School Settlement
Belief in music’s curative properties was old, but at the time of rapid urban expansion at
the turn of the twentieth century, Americans—and especially Progressive reformers-- came to
see “better” music, according to historian John Cords, as “a sort of cure-all, a panacea for not
only the country’s musical needs, but for most, if not all, of its social and economics needs
too.”477 This idea fit into the larger Progressive ideology that misery and poverty did not
indicate a person’s moral failing, but rather resulted from that person’s exposure to an inhumane
or dulling environment. Uplift was possible, reformers believed, by changing that environment,
and music could play a vital role in the process. A writer in the Ladies’ Home Journal reflects a
sample of this thinking in 1903: “I have stirred phlegmatic and careless boys to sudden
enthusiasm by the playing of a stirring march, and individuals who had lost heart were fired with
a sudden determination to again go into the fight and win.” She urged her readers not to let their
own parlor pianos stand silent, but rather that “Everyone having a piano should try the
experience…”478 Jane Addams wrote in 1912 that music was “perhaps the most potent agent for
making the universal appeal and inducing men to forget their differences.”479
The idea that exposing the urban poor to “social music” through concerts would help to
mitigate the numbing effects of the slum-like conditions in which newcomers lived underpinned
the efforts of reformers, philanthropists, and even the city government to create concert series for
urban wage-earners at a variety of venues including schools, concert halls, and settlement
houses. Between two-third and three-quarters of settlement house staff nation-wide were women
in the 1910s, most of whom were middle-class and could use their parlor piano skills to
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accompany programs and organize concerts for neighborhood residents.480 The Educational
Alliance settlement house in New York offered “Entertainments in the Auditorium…aiming to
educate and refine, as well as to afford diversion and amusement,” every Saturday and Tuesday
evening, according to its 1895 program.481 Chicago’s Commons settlement house declared in
1900 that their concerts helped attendees “feel the service of song in contributing to the social
life of the neighborhood” and to replace “the street songs and lower class of music.” Aligning
with the professional music establishment, reformers warned of the degenerative cultural and
social influence of ragtime and popular music, and only taught classical music and folk songs.
Just as reformers believed that learning to play music could transform a person, so too did
they argue that purchasing a parlor piano could transform a home and family by exposing a
family to the uplifting cultural and moral influence of classical music. The New York City
Tenement House Department published a pair of “before” and “after” photographs at some point
between 1902 and 1914 that suggested that the addition of a parlor piano could transform a
squalid tenement apartment into a safe, morally uplifting home. [Figure 15] The first shows a
space hemmed in by three bunk beds and a cot with a caption that reads, “Overcrowding: Seven
in a room found by tenement house dept and ordered to be removed.” The second photo depicts
the same room, but no beds. Instead, a woman playing a parlor upright piano dominates the
scene. The bare wooden floor has been covered by linoleum, curtains now frame the windows,
and framed pictures, a rocking chair and armoire fill out the space. “Parlor after removal of
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‘beds’ shown in adjoining picture,” the caption reads. Where the seven beds had been moved is
unexplained.482
In an era when reformers often critiqued wage-earners for spending their hard-earned
incomes on purchasing luxury goods such as fancy hats and attending popular amusements such
as the nickelodeon, faith in the uplifting properties of the classically-trained female pianist in the
home led reformers to support investment in a parlor piano.483 As we shall see below, the reality
of purchasing a piano for most New York City wage-earners required a substantial commitment
of time, space, and money, and few families’ experiences could match the idealistic rendering
put forth by the Tenement House Department. Yet these same ideas about the value of music in
the home prompted reformers to offer even those who could not afford their own instruments
with the opportunity to learn how to play.
Starting in the mid-1890s, Jane Addams in Chicago and a recent college graduate named
Emilie Wagner in New York stepped in to teach wage-earners piano lessons. Twenty-seven year
old Emilie Wagner had recently graduated from the Women’s College of Baltimore in 1894, and
was looking for a way to be useful to the growing immigrant community on Manhattan’s Lower
East Side when, as she recalled, “hearing the children sing, [her] cultivated ear caught at once the
true, musical notes of the untrained young voices of the little Russian, Polish and Rumanian
Jews.”484 Wagner began offering lessons in piano and violin in the basement of a Baptist mission
in Chatham Square in 1894. Thanks to students’ strong demand, she soon expanded from the
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church basement into “a room in a tenement,” and from there was recruited by the College
Settlement to relocate.485
Wagner, like Addams and other reformers, differentiated herself from the “New Women”
who were flocking to cities at the time by presenting herself as an extension of the domestic
domain, as a “municipal housekeeper.”486 In her reports to the College Settlement and in early
interviews with journalists, she outlined her vision of using piano training to help pull girls up—
and take their family with them—morally and spiritually. From the start, she linked music with
cleanliness by asking the children to wash their hands before each lesson.487 A journalist for the
Progressive publication The World’s Work described how “The child who presents herself at the
door on opening day with unkempt hair, soiled fingers and slovenly clothing soon learns by
suggestion and example the practical as well as spiritual advantages of clean hands.”488 As
schools opened in other parts of the country, they adopted a similar rhetoric that interpreted the
value of offering piano lessons to young immigrant women as productive, safe recreation. The
Girls’ Club of San Francisco reported in 1904 that it had brought in “University People” (faculty
and staff of nearby schools), to offer music instruction as part of their effort to “assist girls in
delinquency prevention and to prepare these young ladies for the responsibility of
womanhood.”489
Wagner, more than most other reformers, also argued that piano training could offer
immigrant girls skills to secure safe and lucrative jobs. In 1898, she reported to the College
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Settlement that “three girls who have received their musical education so far with us, are now
supporting themselves by teaching and playing…we think this means a great deal, as otherwise
these girls when they left school would have had to go to work in shops where there would be
little chance of ever rising.490 Her awareness of these economic opportunities likely came from
her own experience. Looking back from the 1920s, Wagner shared that economic needs and
personal ambitions were crucial factors that motivated her to found the Settlement Music School.
She was “without money or friends…and lived entirely on what I could earn from giving 10 ct.
Lessons between the hours of 2 in the afternoon and 10 at night…” she wrote.491 At the time,
however, she focused only on the benefits of this work for her students, rhetorically fitting her
work squarely in line with reform goals and aims.
In response to growing student demand and good press, Wagner expanded the school,
which also created new opportunities for herself and other women to work. In 1902, Wagner
recruited thirteen volunteer teachers who served 140 students with an equal number on the
waiting list. In addition to offering lessons in piano, violin, cello, harmony and theory, the school
also offered free concert series.492 Initially, these featured professional musicians from uptown,
but by the 1910s, settlement teachers played, accompanied or directed students in weekly
concerts that regularly drew one hundred attendees.493 The school had just one patron in 1902,
but among the ranks of “contributing” and “associate” members were the city’s leading music
publishers and philanthropists. In 1903, the school became an independent organization, and in
1904, the Society of the Music School Settlement purchased its own buildings at 53 and 55 East
Third Street and became known as both the Settlement Music School and the Third Street
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Settlement.494 By 1910, eighteen settlement houses in cities across the country had introduced
music lessons.495

Reformers and the Piano as Social Panacea
Between 1900 and 1920, Progressives’ rhetoric about the social value of teaching piano
in settlements shifted along with changing world events, which kept settlement music schools
relevant and fueled their expansion. At the height of immigration, many claimed that piano
training was a tool not only to uplift young women, but also to Americanize immigrants. The
Educational Alliance, the Lower East Side’s Jewish settlement house, brought in a cohort of
teachers to begin offering private music lessons and by the 1899-1900 season there were more
sections of piano lessons (three) offered than for any other activity.496 In 1905, the school’s
Superintendent, David Blaustein, highlighted its work in music for turning “Foreign Jews into
Good citizens.”497 Visible in many of these articles are reformers’ underlying beliefs and
prejudices that new European immigrants possessed unique racial traits that were necessary to
shed. Katharine Roof, writing in The Craftsman in 1906, suggested that the Settlement Music
School could counter the materialism that she saw as a racial trait of Jewish immigrants. Music
lessons, she wrote, were cultivating “a desire for the absorption and production of beauty rather
than for accumulation and personal possessions.”498 By 1920, so much had been written about
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“Americanization and Music” both by reformers and public school teachers that a young college
student named Maude E. Glynn prepared a bibliography of fifty-four articles on the topic for her
B.A. thesis in music.499
During World War One, professional musicians praised Music School Settlements for
their work in creating a common musical language that would unify and strengthen the multiethnic nation. In 1918, Harvard Professor W.R. Spalding published an article in The Musician
magazine declaring that “the work of the [Boston] Music School Settlement is thoroughly
patriotic in purpose and scope…As we become a ‘singing nation’ so shall we be an invincible
‘fighting nation.’”500 This was part of a larger embrace of music as a national and social good.
The War Department declared music to be “vital ammunition” and the War Industries Board let
American piano manufacturing continue “practically undisturbed as an essential” during the
war.501
Following the war, and especially as immigration dried up following the 1924 JohnsonReed Bill, Progressives’ rhetoric shifted away from Americanizing immigrants or supporting the
war effort to focus instead on musical training’s psychological and community-building benefits
for all Americans. In 1920, for example, Harriet Seymour, the long-time director of the piano
department at Third Street, wrote that learning to play music is “no longer a mere
accomplishment, it is a psychological means of liberation, a vital necessity to us all, and a
practical educational subject which we can no longer afford to neglect.”502 According to these
reformers, learning to play the piano was a quintessential skill for raising a young girl in order to
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prepare her for citizenship, community engagement, and psychological liberation, not to make
her “accomplished” or marriageable.

The Settlement Music School Piano and Competing Visions of Reform
Reformers used settlement music schools to advance competing visions for how to uplift
poor urban newcomers. African-American reformers were split on whether teaching girls who
had recently migrated from the South to play the piano was an essential part of “musical uplift,”
or whether it would endanger young migrant girls by making them eligible for unsavory jobs. At
the same time, white reformers spearheaded efforts to help African-American migrants and
articulated their own theories on what migrants needed and how settlement music schools might
help. The complicated and conflicting arguments these reformers offered, some of which
foregrounded race and others class or American musical development, show how different
Progressive Reform women used the settlement house piano to advance a wide range of agendas.
As we saw in Chapters One, Two, and Three, Harriet Gibbs, Nora Holt, and other
advocates of “musical uplift” thought that training black children to play music was essential for
racial progress. Initially, they hoped this training would be a means of uplifting the race through
contributing to the nation’s musical canon. (Just as immigrant Jews were concerned with
disproving racialized notions of Jewish materialism, so did African-Americans think that they
could counter white prejudices about black primitiveness through playing.) After the spread of
ragtime, these women went on the defensive, arguing that teaching children to play “good”
music would protect African-Americans’ standing in society. Harriet Gibbs envisioned the
Washington Conservatory School of Music as serving black children of all class backgrounds in
the interest of uplifting the race as a collective. In one fundraising address, circa 1902, she wrote:
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“In such a city as Washington with its excellent schools and Universities, what is more fitting
than to add a school of superior Art, not for one class of people, but broad and liberal as art
itself—a school for the masses.”503 Gibbs herself acknowledged that graduates faced limited
options in making a living wage as professional musicians. Yet to her, the collective benefit of
black musical training outweighed the individual financial struggles graduates would face.
While some reformers saw music education as potentially liberating for AfricanAmerican women, other reformers worried that piano playing made young migrant women
susceptible to landing exploitative jobs. These concerns grew in the first decade of the twentieth
century as the black population of Northern cities ballooned with poor migrants seeking work.
Frances Kellor’s 1904 study of the unscrupulous tactics of “employment agencies” that placed
domestic servants included this description of an agent sending a young girl off on account of her
piano skills: “You are sure you understand—his wife is dead and he wants a girl who can play
the piano and is entertaining—and’—with a depreciating gesture—‘you know the rest.’”504
Though Kellor was white, such a scene would have offered a warning to those concerned with
African-American young girls since black women made half of all household domestics in 1900
and the black community produced more servants (and laundresses) than any other ethnic
group.505
Not only unscrupulous employers, but even poor migrant girls’ own mothers might
exploit them for their piano skills, according to the Chicago Defender. On Easter Sunday in
1910, readers awoke to the front-page news, “Mothers Taking Innocent Daughters to Houses of
Ill Fame To Play Piano,” describing how:
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500 or more… colored girls ranging from 14 to 19 years [are] counting out money made
over night for playing the piano in houses of ill-fame in the entire red light district of
Chicago…There is no one to speak for the ‘black slave,’ driven by its mother into houses
of vice to spread vice and disease…506
The following year, in an article explaining “the reason the negro voted for the Democratic
ticket,” the issue came up again: “Not Giving their Sons and Daughters work; the Same Having
to Find Employment as Maids and Piano-Players in Houses of Prostitution…colored children
should receive the same moral protection that white children receive,” The Defender
editorialized.507 In a context where migrant girls’ intersectional identities as poor, black, female,
and young limited their piano playing jobs options to dangerous and demeaning work, it follows
that reformers would not be eager to train poor girls to play.
The program and rhetoric created by African-American settlement house reformers, who
were concerned specifically about poor migrant girls’ safety, reflect these fears. Miss Clottee E.
Smith, who founded Chicago’s Hyde Park settlement house in 1913, avoided suggesting that the
piano lessons her institution offered were to prepare girls for work. She framed dressmaking
classes as offering “The young Negro girl…the opportunity to make an honest living by
becoming a competent dressmaker,” but described piano lessons as useful because “music is
almost a necessity in any home.” 508 Similarly, though pianos lessons featured prominently in
reformers’ descriptions of working girls’ homes for Jewish and Italian immigrants, when
Victoria Earle Mathews founded her White Rose Mission in 1897, she made no mention of
installing a piano or teaching piano lessons.509 Whether a reformer was most concerned with
class or race affected how she positioned the piano lesson as a tool for migrant girls: if she
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thought more about the effects of class, then she would discourage a migrant girl from playing
for pay; if she was focused primarily on racial uplift, she would encourage a young girl’s musical
career.
The rhetoric employed by white pianist and ethnographer Natalie Curtis (who we met in
Chapter One) in her effort to create the “Settlement Music School for Colored People” in 1911,
offers a third contrasting reformer’s vision of how learning to play the piano could assist black
migrants. Curtis was primarily concerned with creating a school that would cultivate black music
(not musicians) in order to benefit American music and society as a whole. In an article in The
Craftsman in 1911, she outlined the threefold “aim”: “the preservation, encouragement and
development, along natural lines of the music of the negro.”510 An update in the Southern
Workman (the publication of the Hampton Institute, where Curtis worked) two years later
declared that the school was built “on the same general plan as the one which has been so
successful on East Third Street for foreign children.”511 Natalie’s racial blinders--in combination
with her own interest in promoting black music—hid from her the particular needs and
challenges of poor, female black migrants.
The stark contrast between Curtis’ vision for what African-American migrants needed,
the projects developed by black reformers like Victoria Earle Matthews and Clottee Smith, and
the perspectives of Harriet Gibbs and Nora Holt shows how women used the piano to articulate
and advance complex and competing visions of uplift during the height of migration. Yet
whether their primary concern was race, class, or music, all of these reformers presented the
settlement house piano lesson as a tool for social mobility and social change. Reformers’ aims
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were not the only significant factor shaping these schools, however. Immigrant and migrant
wage-earners themselves had various other ideas about how learning to play the piano could
benefit themselves, their families, and their communities.

Jewish-American Immigrant and African-American Migrant Demand for Piano Lessons
In the early 1890s, few Eastern European Jewish immigrant or African-American migrant
urban wage-earners would have brought the skills to play the piano from their countries or towns
of origin. David Blaustein wrote in his memoir about the Jewish immigrant community of the era
who came from “villages where the population numbers about six hundred families [and] there is
not such a thing as a piano there.”512 Similarly, an African-American reporter in 1895 described
how musicians of an earlier generation played “all kinds of music, except the piano (which were
only owned by one in ten thousand among the whites)...”513 As a result, immigrant JewishAmerican and migrant African-American women who arrived in American cities pieced together
the meaning and functions of playing the piano from observing how the instruments were used in
their surroundings: Uprights covered in doilies stood proudly in the homes of neighbors, gleamed
in store windows, and crowded the advertising sections of ethnic newspapers as emblems of high
social status in particular cultural contexts. Meanwhile, at the theaters, movies, and other sites of
leisure, they heard ethnic, ragtime and popular music and saw people just like themselves
making money from playing it. Drawing information from these, as well as the settlement house
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teachers who offered them lessons, newcomers constructed their own culturally-specific ideas for
why learning to play the piano would be helpful.
Purchasing a piano and lifting it through a tenement window was no small feat—or
expense. The average Lower East Side tenement apartment measured between 318-350 square
feet, and was shared by six people.514 An average upright piano, which was approximately 26”
wide by 46” long, or eight square feet, would take up the majority of one room—1/3 of the
family’s total living space. Further, Lower East Siders moved apartments frequently, as their
fortunes rose and fell and families expanded or contracted. No sales records remain to offer
statistics of piano purchasing for the immigrant Jewish or African-American communities, but a
study of advertisements in the Jewish Daily Forward, the most widely read immigrant
newspaper of its day, show that between 1900 and 1928, more than twenty different local and
national piano companies placed advertisements. Most piano advertisements included “terms”
that show how these companies targeted their working-class readership: a range of prices
(usually between $200 and $400), as well as the company’s installment pricing plans (often as
low as $3 per month until the full price was paid).515
From advertisements and neighbors, urban wage-earners learned that these instruments
could help them claim or proclaim high status within their own communities. The meaning of
“status” differed across communities, and how the piano could help one to achieve it was not
simple. Some Jewish immigrant mothers understood the piano as a way to prepare their
daughters for marriage and to observe holidays in America. Elizabeth Stern, who immigrated
with her family from Poland to Pittsburgh in 1892, recalled in her memoir that when she turned
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13 years old, the traditional age of Jewish womanhood, her mother determined it was time for
her to begin piano lessons because “In America, to be a gentlewoman I hear, you must know
how to play the piano.”516 Similarly, Samuel Chotzinoff remembered of his childhood on the
Lower East Side of New York, “A plain-looking young lady who played the piano had an edge,
in the matrimonial market, over those who didn’t. Piano-playing was noted down as an asset in
the shadchen’s [matchmaker’s] little notebooks.”517
This choice by Jewish immigrant mothers to invest their time, money and attention in
girls’ piano lessons marked an important change in indicators of social status. In Eastern Europe,
a young man’s torah knowledge could elevate his family’s status. But in New York, a 1917
survey reported that only 23.5% of Jewish children who attended public school received any
formal religious education.518 Meanwhile, piano teachers were in hot demand. Joseph Opatoshu
published an autobiographical novel of his life as a Hebrew teacher on the Lower East Side in
1919. As the protagonist, Friedkin, waits outside his pupil’s door, he thinks:
…The piano teacher probably did not have to wait for his pupil…He understood that
piano playing occupied a higher rank than Hebrew; therefore the piano teacher was
entitled to better treatment than the Hebrew teacher.519
As a large, luxury good, Jewish immigrants also converted the piano into a JewishAmerican symbol of abundance, and incorporated it into their Sukkoth and Rosh Hashonah
holiday celebrations. “Girl Playing Piano,” a postcard produced by the Hebrew Publishing
Company in 1910 to be sent in honor of Rosh Hashonah, uses a female pianist to evoke a
religious Jewish-American “lady.” [Figure 16] The card exhibits material wealth as a
complement to, rather than a substitute for, religiousness: The beautiful parlor is adorned by a
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plush couch, carpet, and framed wall paintings, while wine and apples—traditional Jewish New
Year foods–-complement the scene. The young pianist epitomizes the ideal of intersecting
American and Jewish identities, as she uses an American material item, the piano, to play “Kol
Nidre,” the sacred Jewish chant that ushers in Yom Kippur.520 The Yiddishes Tageblatt in 1904
reported on “The Greenhorn of Plenty: The Piano in the Sukkah” and described how Jewish
families were hauling parlor pianos to rooftops to incorporate them into the fall harvest festival
Sukkoth.521
Lower East Side piano firms reinforced this notion that purchasing pianos was a new way
to celebrate Jewish holidays. The number of piano advertisements in the Forward swelled
significantly in the weeks leading up to Jewish holidays. By 1908, many were offering
“Yerlikher Yontov Sale” or “Yearly Holiday Sale” during the autumn High Holiday season.522
The women who purchased a new piano in honor of the High Holidays incorporated the
significance of the piano into pre-existing ideas about respectability and brought their daughters
up to be “ladies” in ways that were deeply rooted in their own particular history and traditions.
In similar ways, African-American migrants imbued the social meaning of the AfricanAmerican pianist as a “lady” in their own culturally-specific context; she emerged as a symbol of
the transition from the cultural desert of slavery to the cultural oasis of freedom. Unadine Moore
remembered that when her family moved from a rural area to St. Petersburg, Virginia, she
learned that “A person walking along the street carrying a music roll...walked proudly. This was
clearly a person of culture... The favorite question asked to test advancement of children…was
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‘you playing sheet music yet?'523 Similarly, in 1911, Mrs. Martha Hamron told the Chicago
Defender that she saw her work studying the piano as a defiance of her experience as a slave.
“The women are the ones to make the race; let each do her part in future,” she told the reporter,
who published the story under the headline, “Slave at one Time, Now Plays Piano Like One of
the Masters.”524
The idea that a female pianist represented the transition from slave to free was captured
beautifully in a 1904 African-American etiquette book called Golden Thoughts on Chastity and
Procreation incorporates the female pianist into the visual narrative of a family’s transition from
slavery to freedom depicted in two side-by-side images of “One Room Cabin” and “Modern
Home.” [Figure 17] The first depicts a family’s origins in the rural south, while the second shows
a close-knit family engaged physically and emotionally in culture. The pianist, who has the
perfect figure and hair ‘do of the Gibson girl, is so intent on her music that she is turned away
from the scene, posture erect and fingers on the keys while her daughter looks on or perhaps
sings.525
Within both the Jewish-American and African-American communities, the piano came to
represent not only the attainment of culture, but also and the hard work that enabled it. One of
the immigrant Jewish community’s most prolific poets, Morris Rosenfeld, published a poem
entitled “The Concert” in 1912 that describes a father’s “mountain of worries” resulting from his
hard labor as a tailor and the installments he must pay on “a piano for the girl/And a guitar for
the boy.” Yet the poet suggests that his sacrifice pays off when he hears his children play at
night. The poem ends:
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At night, life comes/Though all is black around;/ The sweet tones hover/And fill the
heart./The dad sits, pale;/The children give a concert./ His gaze grows damp, and
damper—/He sits and coughs, and listens.526
Jewish-American and African-American newcomers came to cities primarily for work in
the early twentieth century, and also used their skills at the piano to make money through formal
and informal structures. Reformers, as we have seen, were divided on whether urban newcomers
should monetize their piano-playing skills at all, or whether they should keep them only for
leisure and domestic entertainment. But these concerns seemed to have little effect on the actions
of newcomers who sought to capitalize their skills in whatever ways they could.
As we have seen, working-class girls on the Lower East Side of New York found work as
pianists in the popular music industry as song-pluggers and nickelodeon performers. These jobs
offered scorn from reformers but pay and prestige within their own social circles. AfricanAmerican newcomers similarly pieced together jobs as pianists that took money into account far
more than reformers’ recommendations. A July, 1916 letter from Saw Sarge Oklahoma from a
man signed “Louis” to an advice columnist in the Chicago Defender suggests that even before
moving, those seeking to migrate wondered whether piano skills could help them to secure a job
in Chicago. “My wife asked me to write to you in regards to securing a position for her playing
piano in a moving picture house,” he wrote.527 Mary Lou Williams, who moved with her family
to Pittsburgh in 1915, learned to play on the church organ, but made her money from monetizing
her skills in all sorts of venues. From age seven or eight, when she began making money from
playing “waltzes, marches, sentimental ballads, ragtime” on request for neighbors, and as her
reputation as “the Little Piano Girl of East Liberty” grew, Williams played at “dances, society
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parties, even churches,” and even in gambling dens, where her step-father was collecting $20 or
$30 in a night by smuggling her in to play “before the cards began.”528
After the turn of the century, when more urban newcomers brought piano-playing skills
from home countries or hometowns, they also monetized their skills on the piano by offering
lessons and concerts to neighborhood residents. On New Years Day in 1904, for example, Adela
Keane placed an advertisement in the Yiddish Forward offering lessons in “English and Piano”
from her home on East Fourth Street.529 Similarly, Joseph Rumshinsky, an immigrant Jewish
piano teacher on the Lower East side, later described his schedule as a piano teacher on the
Lower East Side:
From ten in the morning until three in the afternoon I taught young women, recently
married, who wanted to show their husbands they could play piano. From three until
seven I taught school children. And from then until ten or eleven in the evening I taught
shop girls and office girls who wanted to get married…530
As part of their effort to promote and endorse settlement music schools as tools for uplift,
reformers often contrasted the high-quality music lessons their schools provided with local
teachers who they called “musical charlatans.” In 1911 writing for the reform publication The
Survey, Henry Moskowitz decried how “For years credulous parents, eager to give their children
a musical education, have been hoodwinked… they are not only unqualified to teach, but
musically ignorant.” It was as a result of this “exploitation,” he wrote, that “the Music School
Settlement was organized.”531 As we shall see, settlement house music schools did create their
own pipelines and incentives for former students to become teachers in those schools. But to
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those who had developed marketable piano skills elsewhere, reformers were hindering, not
helping, them to advance through playing the piano.
Immigrant and migrant mothers and daughters chose why, where, and what to play—
whether “high brow” or “low brow,” based on quite practical needs, which were often to relax
and earn wages in ways that settlement houses would not condone. The vision of the child
playing beautifully with the parents enjoying was more dream than reality, according to the
“Litvishe Khokhma,” or the “Lithuanian-Jewish Smartypants,” a columnist in the Yiddishes
Tageblatt newspaper. She wrote in 1909, “From the hundreds of girls who take lessons for years
on the piano—how many of them can go to the piano and amuse! Guess? Very very few!” She
went on to tell the story of a fictional girl named “Mary,” who has been diligently practicing her
“Bach’s Fugues,” but cannot honor her brothers’ request for a “Cakewalk” or her elderly
relatives’ request for “Jewish music” since “her teacher has forbidden her from playing ‘Jewish
music’ because this isn’t classical and she’s never practiced it.” The blame for this “calamity” is
“fanatical” teachers’, the author writes, since they only teach classical music instead of “all that
is popular. Everything people sing in the theater; what men whistle in the streets.” She
recommended to parents that they “look upon your piano as a useful art-instrument for everyone
and not as a luxury for experts.” This article lays bare the discrepancy between settlement house
music schools’ hopes to teach students “better,” classical, music and immigrant and migrants’
own musical preferences to hear accessible popular music.532
Even more than women, African-American men who migrated to cities like Harlem and
Chicago monetized their piano-playing skills to suit their neighbors’ tastes in ways that defied
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settlement house workers’ recommendations. Rent parties in the 1920s, for example, upended the
ideal of the domestic pianist as female and leisured. Because rental prices were so high for poor
African-American residents in urban areas, tenants hosted informal overnight parties in their
apartments featuring male virtuoso jazz pianists. According to Harlem Renaissance critic
Wallace Henry Thurman, rent parties were “more an institution of necessity than one of pleasure.
The people who give them need money. The people who attend need some place to go…” In this
context, the pianist became the intermediary between work and leisure. “It is the duty of the
piano player and whatever musicians he may bring with him to control the tempo of the party…”
Thurman wrote.533
Not all families were open to “popular music”; many Jewish-American and AfricanAmerican parents hoped that, by teaching their children to play the piano, they were protecting
them from the influence of “vulgar” music. In May of 1913, seven day laborers living in East
New York met to discuss a plan for giving ‘refining advantages” to their children, according to
the minutes of the Third Street Settlement Music School. Their primary concern was to “occupy
their after-school hours and keep them off the streets.”534 Samuel Chotzinoff recalled that his
father “regarded all secular music as noise and all instrumentalists as disturbers of the peace.”535
Similarly, Lil Hardin recalled that her grandmother used to say, "That's vulgar music - get
away!"536 This intergenerational conflict over what genre of music to play was most famously
dramatized in the 1927 film The Jazz Singer. In the first talking scene, a cantor walks into his
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home to find his young son playing ragtime on the piano and disowns him.537 While reformers
believed that teaching newcomers to play the piano could, in Jane Addam’s words, “induc[e]
men to forget their differences,” it in reality seems to have highlighted differences and had the
potential to tear families apart across generational lines.
Reformers and observers frequently cited parents’ and students’ demand as the driver of
the remarkably fast growth of settlement music schools and pointed to the popularity of music
programs as evidence of settlement houses’ success at reforming urban residents. At the same
time, immigrants and migrants who took these lessons used their skills in ways that affected their
own families and communities according to their own preferences. Each group pursued its own
aims at the same time as they assisted the others with theirs. As settlement mouse music schools
grew, they attracted teachers who were, themselves, drawn to the positions for their own reasons.
Some were reformers who hoped to make a difference through teaching piano; others were
immigrants or migrants who needed a job or saw the piano as a path toward status or acceptance
in American society. Still others were trained musicians who hoped to live and support
themselves in the city through their skills at the keys. They saw settlement house music schools
as reliable employers and sites for developing their own art and pedagogy.

Teachers Benefit
Early on, New York’s Third Street Settlement emerged as the model not only for its
rhetorical positioning of settlement music schools, but also as the “parent” institution for the
institutional structures and policies that supported providing high quality music lessons to poor
children. The “eighteen new music school settlements” Natalie Curtis wrote in 1911 that had
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“sprung up” in the last year were “patterned on the parent school in New York.”538 Even as late
as 1926, Janet Schenck, the founder of the Neighborhood Music School, described how new
schools “turn longing eyes upon the form of organization achieved by the older and more
advanced schools.”539 The policies that Emilie Wagner developed, which were replicated by
other schools across the country, not only kept costs low for students, but also protected teachers
from many of the disadvantages women faced as private piano teachers on account of their sex.
By looking closely at the well-documented institutional records and policies of the Third Street
Music School, we can see how settlement music schools created financial security and
professional opportunities for teachers that were unavailable to those operating private studios or
working in schools.
As private teachers, women struggled to compete with men for a limited pool of mostly
female pupils. By reinventing piano training as a tool to promote social reform, the Music School
Settlement created a new pool of students—boys—and a new space for professionally-trained
women to work as pianists. Wagner initially taught all of the lessons herself, then relied
primarily on volunteers to teach in the late 1900s, but by the early 1910s, the school’s records
reflect that the vast majority of the school’s teachers were professionally-trained women. It’s no
surprise that the majority of the teachers who came to work at Third Street were women, since
the growth of these schools occurred at the same time as the feminization of social work and
piano teaching. Accordingly in 1912 forty-two of the forty-five piano teachers at Third Street
were female; by 1915 this proportion was forty-two of the forty-six; and by 1919 it was forty-
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three of the forty-seven.540 Rather than competing with men for private students, those who came
to teach in settlement houses both contributed to and benefited from the feminization of these
institutions.
As we have seen, private female teachers often struggled to collect payment from
families who assumed that the women didn’t rely on this income, and the feminization of a field
led to a decrease in wages. Yet Third Street Settlement protected teachers financially through its
policies and fundraising. Wagner argued that paying a small sum made students “appreciate the
lessons and give them no slightest feeling of being objects of charity.”541 In line with this
argument, students paid for missed lessons, and would be dismissed after missing three. Most
students only paid between 10 and 25 cents for lessons, and Wagner fundraised from wealthy
philanthropists to fill in the gap so that teachers were paid fair wages, an average of $.50/halfhour lesson. With positions ranging from the full-time department head to part-time after-school
jobs, teaching piano at Third Street offered flexible schedules and significant wages. Harriet
Seymour, who served as head of the Piano Department from 1912 to 1920, earned $150 weekly.
Bertha Galerstein, the daughter of immigrants, took home a steady weekly pay of $3.50 between
September 1912-March 1913.542
Teachers were attracted to work at Third Street Music School not only by their
commitment to Progressive ideals, but also by this promise of this steady income. Harriet
Seymour had grown up in a wealthy family, but took the position at Third Street to support her
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four young children after a “crash of family affairs…” including the death of her husband.543
Gratia Balsch, who was the “Evening Supervisor” in 1913 and a “sub” in 1920 was born in
Vermont, and moved to New York soon after graduating from Smith College in 1909. The 1915
New York State census shows her as a twenty-eight year-old living in the same boarding house
on 108th street as two noted suffragist orators, Dolly Kimbrough and Mildred Taylor.544 Whether
or not Balsch participated in the movement, it seems that she supported herself as a single
woman living in the city.
Indeed, several middle-class women who had surely been taught to play the parlor piano
in an effort to make them “marriageable” used the opportunity to teach at a settlement house to
secure the financial stability necessary not to marry a man. Settlement houses, as historian
Blanche Cook has shown, were significant sites where “woman-loving-women” forged
extremely close relationships, some of which were romantic.545 During her years teaching at
settlement music schools, both Eleanor Smith and Emilie Wagner met women with whom they
shared their lives. Wagner moved from the settlement music school into a 5th Avenue apartment
with her partner Ellen Learned, who was a vocalist, in 1905. The couple purchased a home in the
Long Island town of Brookhaven in the early 1910s and retreated into a domestic life soon
thereafter.546
Many well-paid jobs available to immigrant girls and women, such as the garment
industry, were seasonal; teaching piano in a settlement house (many of which offered youth
summer programs) offered competitive wages, guaranteed pay, prestige, and access to a network
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of women outside the community. For Third Street piano teachers who had begun as students at
the school, these positions also offered economic opportunity. As Director, Wagner must have
talked up the “pupil-teacher” program to reporters, since articles offer specific details on its
finances.547 By 1905, that had grown to “the rate of fifty cents an hour, which is a very fair price
compared with the average salaries paid to musicians and the relative cost of living in that part of
the city,” according to one.548 When Wagner left the school in 1911, her successor, David
Mannes began discouraging students from seeing their piano training as job preparation.549
Whether the school was meant to train students as amateurs or to offer professional and job
training remained a tension within the school and the field well into the 1920s.550 Despite these
philosophical debates, the high demand for lessons required Harriet Seymour to continue hiring
advanced students as teachers in the piano department. In 1912, she was so overwhelmed with
requests for lessons that she sent “Normal Class younger teachers” to offer private lessons “at
school rates” to “about fifty of the children who could not be admitted to the school,” she wrote
in her annual report.551
Teaching at these schools exposed women to different cultures and ways of living as well
as new professional networks that they used to build careers beyond settlement houses. For
example, Elizabeth Quaile, a piano teacher, met Angela Diller, who taught in the Music Theory
department. In 1916, when David Mannes opened the Mannes School of Music, a school for
professional training, the two women joined him and served on the faculty until 1920 before
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opening their own Diller-Quaile School for Music elsewhere in the city.552 As settlement music
schools developed across the country, these new schools recruited Third Street’s teachers to take
on leadership roles. For example, Harriet Rosenfarb, who began as a teacher at Third Street,
went on to found San Francisco’s Settlement Music School in the late 1910s. Martha Cruikshank
became extremely involved in national studies into the effects of settlement music departments
in the late 1920s and Director of the Cleveland school.553

Settlement Music Schools and American Music
Music school settlement houses not only offered girls and women avenues for reform,
technical instruction, and lucrative jobs; they also offered significant contributions to American
music. Pedagogies developed by teachers such as Eleanor Smith, Angela Diller and Elizabeth
Quaile, and Kate Chittenden spread from settlement houses to public schools, and garnered
praise and attention from the male leadership of the settlement movement and music pedagogues.
The remarkable career of Eleanor Smith, who directed Hull House Music School for forty
years, deserves attention. Rather than beginning students with rote memorization or drills, as was
standard pedagogical practice, she asked students what songs they knew from their own
backgrounds. Often, she would transcribe the folk songs her students brought in to “connect the
musical experiences of our pupils in every way possible with the racial background of the
family.”554 She then used these folk songs to integrate vocal and piano training; as a student
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practiced singing a piece, she also learned to pick out its melody on the keyboard. Between 1900
and 1915, Smith taught and wrote music not only to speak to her students’ ethnic backgrounds,
but also their lived experience in Chicago. She wrote pieces about child labor, coal miners,
suffrage, and a variety of other social issues. Her students often premiered these songs at
concerts and meetings held at the school. When Jane Addams published several of Smith’s “Hull
House Songs” in 1915 in honor of Hull House’s 25th anniversary, she praised them for offering a
“musical expression” to “socialized emotions” as opposed to the “old-fashioned songs” which,
she claimed, “chiefly expressed the essentially individualistic emotions of love, hope or
melancholy.” In 1901, the Brooklyn Daily Eagle reported that Smith’s composition “The
Sweatshop” which set music to the poem Yiddish poet Morris Rosenfeld’s “created a veritable
sensation…when sung before the Chicago Consumers' League at Hull House.”555
Smith’s musical work with immigrant students also offered her the opportunity to
develop a unique musical style as a composer. In a 1908 interview, Smith explained that her
students, whose parents were almost all poor industrial workers, had “consequently small
knowledge of natural objects—of trees, flowers, gardens, fields, grass and animals.” Addressing
that deficit required “bitterly hard work” on her part, since “The aesthetic sense must be appealed
to in every way.” One example of how she compensated for this musically is her piece “The
Waves,” published in her 1910 book “Songs of a Little Child’s Day.” She “provides gentle
wave-like figures in the left hand…meant to stimulate and support children’s concepts of wind,
waves, and so on,” according to musicologist Alper.556 By offering students so many points of
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entry into musical mastery, Smith was not only expanding opportunities for students to study
music at Hull House; she was also upending conventions in musical education by shifting from a
music-centered approach to a student-centered one.
After 1908, Smith used the reputation and insights she had acquired at Hull House to
publish her music and pedagogical methods widely. That year she published the “Eleanor Smith
Music Course,” a four book series intended to serve elementary-high school music teachers,
which included many of the folk songs she used while teaching at Hull House. She took out fullpage ads in the country’s top musical publications, and music schools, public schools, and
Normal Schools across the country adopted her texts. Smith might have faded into obscurity
along with the many other kindergarten pedagogues whose advertisements disappeared around
the turn of the twentieth century. But by working in the settlement house, she emerged as one of
the most highly respected school music educators of her day and brought progressive educational
ideas into the classrooms of music educators who used her materials across the country.557
In 1926, Janet Shenck, Director of the Neighborhood Music School in Manhattan, wrote
a manual entitled Music, Youth, and Opportunity: A Survey of Settlement and Community Music
Schools which sought to legitimate settlement music schools within the fields of both
professional music and settlement house work, offer a “how to” guide for professional musicians
on how to create and manage a music school settlement, and show these schools’ contributions to
557
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American music. She secured Harold Bauer, one of the top virtuoso pianists of the age, to
endorse settlement house music schools by arguing that they should “receive support similar
to…public libraries, picture galleries and museums.”558 Schenck herself advocated not only for
funding, but also for recognition of settlement music schools as professional institutions that
were “not an experimental form of social service,” but “an established accomplishment in
musical education.” “The best practice,” she wrote, “is to employ only thoroughly trained
teachers.” Similarly, retaining “gifted students” was essential “both for their influence on the
other pupils, and because they will carry out into the world, through the expression of their art
and their personality, the ideals and purposes of the schools.”559
At the time Schenck published this study, the network of settlement music schools was in
the midst of its greatest expansion; 63 new music departments or separate schools were founded
in fourteen cities between 1923 and 1926 alone. Settlement leaders and prominent male
musicians alike pointed to the Third Street Settlement Music School model for music schools to
learn from. For example, Settlement leader Albert J. Kennedy remarked:
The tenements are vastly better off in the matter of available musical instruction than the
city's most comfortable middle class suburbs…The settlement music schools have
demonstrated not only how instruction in music can best be provided in the tenements but
how it ought to be provided elsewhere.560
This exemplary education, it should be mentioned, went on to produce important classical, jazz,
and popular performers of the early twentieth century, including, from Third Street Settlement,
classical pianist Sylvia Rabinof and from Hull House, jazz pianist Art Hodes.
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Whether she was a reformer, student, or teacher, girls and woman used the settlement
house piano to pursue similar goals, including to play music for artistic expression, intellectual
fulfillment, cultural uplift, social opportunity, or to support herself economically. In the process
of pursuing these aims, the women who founded, studied at and taught at settlement house music
schools also converted the piano from a symbol of a particular brand of social status into a tool
that could offer social mobility to the urban poor and women of many backgrounds. Those who
founded and taught at settlement music schools created new opportunities for themselves to grow
as thought leaders in the reform movement, professionals, teachers, pedagogues, fundraisers, and
more. Immigrant and migrant newcomers used the instrument in their own innovative and
culturally-specific ways that enabled them to get by and experiment with models of hyphenated
identities as they sought to “fit in.” Teachers used the financial and social protections that these
schools offered to develop new social and professional networks as well as pedagogical theories.
Settlement music schools also established an entire new field of music education that
continues to shape American music today. A wave of settlement music schools (which were by
that point mostly called “community music schools”) closed in the Great Depression. But new
scientific research into the benefits of music coupled with cuts in public school music education
programs have led to a renewed interest in community music schools in recent years. According
to a 2010 article in the peer-reviewed International Journal of Community Music (which was
itself founded in 2008), community music schools and programs in the U.S. are still “flourishing
great numbers and bewildering variety” today.
A 2013 book by author Stacy Horn entitled Imperfect Harmony: Find Happiness in
Singing with Others, shows how women’s rhetoric about the social benefits of community music
has continued to develop. Whereas clean hands or patriotism were once key, boosters now
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present music lessons as a cure for anxiety and depression. Yet contemporary community music
school boosters’ arguments for the benefits of these schools to communities are also strikingly
similar to the arguments outlined in this chapter: they serve as drivers of social reform, offer
poor students quality music education, and provide stable jobs for music teachers.561 It’s also
quite likely that girls and women continue to represent an outsized proportion of the leaders,
students and teachers who are benefiting from community music schools today.
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Conclusion: The Female Pianist “Gets Her Day”
Like the suffragists who used new mass media technologies to fight for the franchise or
the cyclists who claimed space for women’s bodies by riding atop high-wheeled bicycles, girls
and women from across the country used the parlor piano to propel themselves from the home
into new roles in society between 1880 and 1920. Learning to play the piano cloaked girls and
women in a mantle of respectability, but the prospect of being a “lady” was just one of pianists’
many motivations to play.
This dissertation revealed women’s sense of their own power as pianists only by rejecting
the stereotypes of female pianists as unskilled dilettantes and consumers put forth by business
records and cultural sources and instead seeking out and amplifying women’s voices. By
listening for women’s voices, the cultural sources come into focus not as descriptions of or
prescriptions for their desired roles, but rather as reactions to pianists’ strident advances. One
methodological contribution of this study, then, is to show how a history that has been dominated
by narratives about consumption and technology can also contain the seeds of a social history
that reveal women’s agency.
Some female pianists wanted fame, others to make art or money; to seek out adventure,
fun, or a business opportunity; to gain status within her own community or seek out a new one,
and the list goes on. In pursuit of these diverse aims, women used their parlor piano skills to take
on new roles in society as classically trained performers, composers, club members, church
musicians, educators, business owners, popular music songwriters, saleswomen, reformers, and
more. When they performed in public in concert halls, earned money for lessons in their parlors,
composed new music for movies at the theater, and founded new schools and organizations, girls
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and women were blurring the lines between work and leisure and between high and low culture.
In pursuing their own goals, female pianists subverted gender, class and cultural norms.
Some girls and women intentionally used their parlor keyboard as tools to advocate for
and contribute to larger movements in American society. Classical musicians such as Amy Fay
and Clara Korn worked through musical clubs and magazines to advocate for women to advance
as economic and professional equals in the white professional musical establishment. Frances
Densmore, Natalie Curtis and Harriet Gibbs Marshall collected and preserved Indian-American
and African-American music in the effort to establish American and African-American cultural
nationalism and acceptance. Along with Gibbs Marshall, Mamie Hilyer, and Nora Holt,
countless music teachers across the country participated in the black freedom struggle through
writing, teaching, publishing, and advocating for the preservation, cultural, and social acceptance
of black music and musicians. Popular music songwriters like Jean Lenox and ragtime teachers
like Bessie Hanson pushed American tastemakers to accept popular music and the businessminded women who made it as respectable. Through teaching piano to poor children in
settlement houses, Emilie Wagner, Harriet Seymour, Eleanor Smith, and thousands of others
offered urban wage-earners a tool to pursue cultural and social mobility. Together, these women
advanced their own aims and converted the piano from a symbol of social status into a tool for
gender, racial, cultural, and economic mobility.
White, black, immigrant, rich, poor, young, old, urban and rural women pushing outward
from the parlor encountered barriers that mirrored the broader challenges women faced as they
took on new roles as political, social, and economic actors at the turn of the twentieth century.
Discrimination from the male musical establishment and mockery in the press were pieces of
societal resistance to women’s work beyond the home. This resistance took many forms,
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including everything from physical violence to political organizing, to contain women’s
emergence into public space and new professions.562 Students who wouldn’t pay a female
teacher a fair wage or expectations that women pianists were by definition amateurs and
biologically predisposed to teaching children similarly reflect the longevity of gendered ideas
about women’s innate natures and potentials that continue to affect women until today.
In light of these challenges, some women turned back from their piano ambitions; but
many overcame these obstacles by charting their own new paths. The strategies these women
employed to pursue their aims contribute to scholarly understandings of the uneven, unsteady
and sometimes unintentional ways in which women changed their roles at the time. Black
women responded to the discrimination they experienced in the musical establishment by
building a new parallel musical infrastructure to support black music and musicians. Workingclass girls monetized their skills at the piano to create jobs as nickelodeon accompanists, which
paved the way for middle-class pianists and then conservatory-trained organists to play at the
movies. Middle-class women who could not make a living wage as a school or private teacher
came to work at music settlement schools, which created new opportunities for both upper-class
women and working-class girls to work in those jobs as well.
Differences in talent and ambition as well as class, race, age, and geography made it
impossible for female pianists to recognize how each others’ many different ways of playing
piano as contributing to the common cause of expanding women’s roles. Those aspiring to be
professionals like Clara Korn told amateurs to “Go Home,” fearing that they gave all women
pianists a bad reputation.563 Those who saw the piano as a tool to promote racial acceptance like
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Ida Joyce Jackson condemned those who played, taught, or even listened to ragtime as
“destructive of good taste and self respect in all Colored people…”564 Mary Elizabeth Luger,
who was worried that popular music threatened American culture more broadly, accused the
teachers who “allow[ed] themselves to be drawn into the whirlpool of popular music.”565 And
Reform women who taught classical music at settlement houses accused local immigrant
teachers of being “not equipped to give students the advantages of a real musical education.”566
The harsh criticisms these female pianists lobbed at others who played differently shows the
weakness of any strategy that seeks to appeal to the “bonds of sisterhood” to advance women’s
rights. Additionally, the passion with which these women criticized each others’ playing shows
their profound sense of power and obligation to shape the future of American music.

Female Pianists and the Development of American Music
Girls and women who played the piano made profound contributions to the development
of American music between 1880 and 1920 as artists, through the institutions they created, and
their work as teachers and accompanists. Thanks in large part to the work of women’s historians
to recover the legacies of female composers and performers, the musical establishment has made
efforts to acknowledge the significance of several of the most outstanding female keyboard
artists in the last several years. In September 2016, the New Haven Independent declared,
“Helen Hagan Gets Her Day,” and described a group of 20 “musicians, scholars, city officials
and Connecticut legislators” had gathered to unveil a headstone on the Yale alumna Hagan’s
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unmarked grave, in recognition of her “75-year life and long history of performing around the
country.”567 In 2017 in honor of the 150th anniversary of Amy Beach’s birth, the New York
Times and the BBC Music Magazine both published articles describing her career, the difficulties
she faced as a female composer in the 1880s, and the ongoing reality of gender discrimination in
the field. Despite this lip service, the New York Times reporter remarked, “No major American
orchestras have programmed her works this season.”568
Many of the musical institutions founded by female pianist between 1880 and 1920
continue to preserve and innovate American music today. The National Organization of Negro
Musicians, co-founded by Chicago Defender journalist Nora Holt in 1919, is now in its 100th
year.569 The Diller-Quaile School of Music, founded by two women who met while teaching at
Third Street Music School Settlement, will celebrate its 100th anniversary in 2020.570 The Third
Street Music School Settlement itself, now in its 125th year, continues to offer “on-site, publicschool and community programs, as well as an arts-infused preschool, to New Yorkers of all
ages, regardless of background, artistic ability or economic circumstance,” according to its
website.571
Piano teachers and girls and women who worked in the popular music industry also
pushed American music in new directions between 1880 and 1920, though historians of
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American music have tended to portray them as conservative musical forces.572 As teachers and
pedagogues, women expanded access to piano education across gender, race, class, and
geographic lines by opening music schools, founding or joining music departments in public
schools, and establishing settlement houses. Through their work as teachers and composers,
music saleswomen and nickelodeon pianists, girls and women also played a crucial role in the
popularization of ragtime and popular music by introducing new musical and cultural ideas into
their homes, communities, and the nation at large.
The parlor piano played a smaller part in American girlhood in the 1920s as more girls
and women spent their time away from home, but its significance did not end there. It reemerged as a quintessential aspect of idealized portrayals of middle-class suburban childhood in
the 1950s, an era when female roles once again centered on the home. A future study of
women’s piano playing in that era might help to similarly cut through these depictions of
women’s perceived desire for domestic conformity the 1950s to find a similar story of girls and
women’s pluck and agency.
The full range of voices and contributions of black women pianists, particularly in the
history of popular music, were buried under many layers of (mis-)interpretation and obfuscated
by more powerful players in society. The job opportunities these women created for AfricanAmerican women and men was remarkable in an era when opportunities in so many fields were
contracting and deserves further research. Further, the material culture approach this study
employed offers a guide to future scholars looking to recover stories of non-elite black women.
As critics complained and threatened, and writers and illustrators caricatured girls and
women at the keys, pianists kept their wrists up, fingers down, and played. Thanks to their
572
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persistence, the generations of girls who grew up after the 1920s and chose to play the piano had
more options for what kinds of music they played and where to play it. Even those who chose
not to play benefited from the work of earlier female pianists who had expanded the range of
tools and opportunities at their disposal for how to spend their leisure time and where and how
they might work.
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Appendix: Figures
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Figure 1: As the price and quality of upright pianos declined in the late nineteenth century, piano manufacturers amplified the piano’s
social meaning to drive sales. They sold the promise of feminine leisured gentility by prominently featuring non-ethnic, white-skinned
female pianists seated at the parlor piano in their advertisements. (Left: Advertisement from Arizona Republican, February 14, 1907.
Right: Advertisement from Evening Journal. Wilmington, Del., October 5, 1910.)
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Figures 2 & 3: Illustrations of the female pianist as a parlor-bound “True Woman.” (Photo by Alice Stephens. “An American Woman
Series.” The Ladies’ Home Journal, 1897)
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Figure 4: This cartoon shows the young working-class female pianist as a boorish amateur. (Cartoon by E.F. Hoffman. “Jackass
Music.” Moving Picture World, January 21, 1911)
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Figure 5: Many women who graduated from conservatories and moved to New York City pursued work as private piano teachers in
the early twentieth century. In this reproduction of the January 8, 1902, Musical Courier, six women advertised their New York City
private piano studios. (The Musical Courier, January 8, 1902.)
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Figure 6: Several aspiring virtuosas signed contracts with piano companies to gain broader name recognition and secure bookings.
(“Zudie Harris to Steinway & Sons.” Louisvile Courier, May 22, 1899.)
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Figure 7: This editorial from the Negro Music Journal announces the opening of the Washington Conservatory of Music, the first
musical conservatory dedicated to training African-American students, in 1903 in Washington D.C. “To Miss Harriet A. Gibbs,
Assistant Director of Music in the Washington Public Schools, we owe the founding of this conservatory,” it says. (“Editorial: The
Washington Conservatory.” Negro Music Journal, October 1903.)
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Figure 8: These images from Grace Greenwood Mile’s scrapbook depict her as a professional pianist. They hide the economic
realities of her extremely limited budget. (Grace Greenwood Miles papers, 1893-1914, New York Public Library.)
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Figure 9: “Madam Eva Roosa Huchins” placed this large advertisement in the national monthly Colored American magazine between
March and October of 1904. (“Madam Eva Roosa Hutchins.” The Colored American Magazine, May 1904.)
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Figure 10: Advertisements for female kindergarten pedagogues filled the classifieds section of the country’s top music magazines at
the turn of the twentieth century. (The Etude, Nov, 1901.)
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Figure 11: Western University students were asked in 1908 “Why Should the Music Composed by Western University Students be
Purchased?” Their responses express disdain for ragtime and position classical music as a tool for African-American “uplift.” (Helen
Walker-Hill, “Western University at Quindaro, Kansas and Its Legacy of Pioneering Musical Women.” Black Music Research Journal
26, no. 1 (April 1, 2006): 7–37.)
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Figure 12: According to this 1898 Kansas City Talking Machine Co. publication of “While the Leaves Came Drifting Down,” Hattie
Nevada wrote the “words and music.” Associating Hattie’s name and face with the song would have helped the publisher to establish
its respectability and playability for women. Hattie’s descendants reported that truthfully she was musically illiterate. (Image courtesy
New York Public Library Digital Collections.)
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Figure 13: The cover of “Hillman’s Grand March,” a 1905 piece published specially for Chicago’s Hillman’s Department Store,
depicts five teenage girls working behind the sheet music counter. Three girls appear to be sorting or re-stocking music while two
more are filling specialized roles: one sits next to a sign for piano tuners. The other sits at a grand piano that is displaying two pieces
of music, “Happy Heine” and “Silverheels,” as well as a sign that reads, “Now Being Played.” (Image reprinted from Daniel
Goldmark, “Creating Desire on Tin Pan Alley,” The Musical Quarterly 90, no. 2 (2007): 197–229.)
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Figure--14:
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sic Publisher Leaves for California to Work
With Collaborator on New Songs
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Figure 15: The New York City Tenement House Department published this pair of “before” and “after” photographs at some point
between 1902 and 1914. They suggest that the addition of a parlor piano could transform a squalid tenement apartment into a safe,
morally uplifting home. (Photos courtesy New York Public Library Digital Collections)
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Figure 16: The scene depicted on this 1910 Rosh Hashonah postcard uses a female pianist to reflect a particularly Jewish-American
version of status. The young woman uses the American piano to play “Kol Nidre,” the sacred Jewish chant that ushers in Yom Kippur.
She is dressed in stylish American clothes, while her grandparents’ attire reflects adherence to Jewish law: he wears a hat and sports a
long beard and she appears to be wearing a wig. (Image reprinted from Ellen Smith, “Greetings from Faith: Early Twentieth-Century
American Jewish New Year Postcards,” in The Visual Culture of American Religions, ed. David Morgan and Sally M. Promey,
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2001).)
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Figure 17: These images from the 1904 etiquette guide Golden Thoughts on Chastity and Procreation show how African-American
popular media used the image of the female pianist to represent the social and cultural transformations of families who left slavery and
became free. (Images reprinted from Gibson, John William and William John Truitt. Golden Thoughts on Chastity and Procreation.
(Washington, D.C.: A. Jenkins, 1914).)
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